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Abstract
The purpose of this research is to investigate a novel way of combining carrier signals
that are transmitted successively over Multiple Frequencies (MF) and traditional metrics
to improve AoA estimation. Every signal contains three metrics, amplitude, phase, and
frequency. To achieve localisation, current systems utilise the metrics of amplitude (also
known as Received Signal Strength (RSS)) and phase that resolves the AoA. However,
the metric of frequency is mostly used with Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing
(OFDM) to increase the number of RSS and AoA metrics, which is not optimal.
This research answers two questions. Can the use of MF improve AoA estimation?
Also, how can MF and traditional metrics be combined for AoA estimation? The aim is
to prove that the metric of frequency can be utilised more optimally. Therefore, measure-
ments of RSS and AoA are performed in different environments for MF. To perform these
measurements, ten frequency diverse Software Defined Radios (SDRs) are employed. A
novel technique to time/frequency synchronise the SDRs is developed and presented.
Moreover, a ten element Uniform Linear Array (ULA) is designed, simulated and manu-
factured. The outcomes of this research are two novel algorithms for the MF AoA estima-
tion of a carrier transmitter.
Findings of the first algorithm show that the use of MF with the RSS metric performs
equally with current systems that have a higher cost and complexity. The second algo-
rithm that utilises MF with the AoA metric demonstrates a significant reduction in the
AoA estimation error, compared to current systems. Specifically, for 50% of the measured
cases the AoA estimation error is reduced by 3.7 degrees, while for 95% of the measured
cases the AoA estimation error is reduced by 27 degrees. Hence, this research proves
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This Chapter serves as an introduction to the research. Section 1.1 provides the motiva-
tion for the research, while Section 1.2 provides some commercial examples of localisation
systems. Section 1.3 introduces the hypothesis of the research, and Section 1.4 presents
the outcomes of this research. The final Section 1.5 concludes this chapter by introducing
the following chapters and providing a brief introduction on what they contain.
1.1 Motivation
Localisation of a transmitting node for outdoor and indoor environments has been
heavily researched, resulting to the development of various systems for specific environ-
ments. For outdoors, the use of Global Positioning System (GPS) [1] has been applied by
the majority of the cases, such as airplanes, cars and mobile phones. In reality, the applica-
tion of GPS demands a high power consumption, and the overall application is expensive.
As for indoors, Microsoft has been running competitions [2–4] for Radio Frequency (RF)
solutions, and in their latest published results [5] concluded that indoor localisation is still
a demanding topic and further research is essential. The majority of indoor systems focus
on 802.11 Wireless Fidelity (WiFi) [6–8], since its infrastructure is widely established, and
utilise signal metrics such as Received Signal Strength (RSS) and phase to resolve the An-
gle of Arrival (AoA). Most of those systems make unreasonable assumptions such as high
number of Access Point (AP)s per room, e.g. 6. Since there is no system that performs
both indoor and outdoor localisation with high accuracy, a novel localisation system will
be designed and employed to improve the localisation accuracy.
The proposed novel localisation system will be essential to users in need, or potentially
provide solutions to future problems. With the Internet of Things (IoT) expected to grow
exponentially as seen in Fig. 1.1, a feasible, low cost, low energy consumption, and phys-
ically small transmitter can be designed to allow localisation. Such a device will be worn
by a user who wants to be tracked and navigate to an unknown location or greatly benefit
certain groups of users in our society, providing the safety that they need. One example
is patients with Alzheimer or with other degenerative diseases, who are able-bodied and
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Figure 1.1: Expected growth in IoT devices, data from IHS Markit whitepaper [11].
have a strong desire to be home cared. Children with special needs who need socialisa-
tion, but parents and social workers are in fear of their safety outdoors and indoors is
another use case.
A technology as the one proposed, could extend even further than providing safety
by localisation and potentially include information about the well-being of the patient.
This is not the first time that the ethical question of tracking a user is being raised [9, 10].
Such technology can potentially be used to violate the privacy of the user, therefore new
regulations should be implemented to protect the user privacy. Some potential solutions
to protect the user’s privacy is complete anonymity by classifying the user. In one case
scenario, such a system could monitor a body able Alzheimer patient that might leave
his dwelling, triggering an alarm. Another case scenario could be a special needs school,
monitoring the location of the children whose parents have given consent. Such system
could potentially disrupt any life-threatening action that is unseen by the social workers.
Finally, in every case the user must be aware and agree with the application of tracking
technology. For life critical situations that the user is unable to understand or decide, the
nearby family could make the decision, if the local law and policies allow it.
1.2 Examples of commercial systems
Even further, an indoor and outdoor localisation system can provide solution to in-
dustrial problems, such as monitoring the location of mobile infrastructure or goods and
equipment in distribution. An accurate localisation with a low cost, and long battery life
would be used to protect high cost products that can be lost or stolen. Moreover, a large
scale application of a system could be applied for navigation assistance that is associated
with indoor and outdoor environments, museums, national parks (Peak district) or shop-
ping centres (Meadowhall). An ideal grand application would be a smart city like Fig. 1.2,
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that could track the movement of busses, taxis and control the traffic. It could help find
the nearest parking, enabling one to book a space automatically before arriving. It could
offer navigational assistance to tourists that visit the city, giving information about mu-
seums, venues, events. A smart city could provide the security for people who require it
and the easiness for tourists to have a satisfying experience.
A commercially available system that performs localisation with high accuracy and
low cost (hardware cost of a smart-phone), is IndoorAtlas [13]. IndoorAtlas is a geo-
magnetic hybrid indoor positioning technology that is performing localisation using the
magnetic fields of the earth. Specifically, each building’s metal construction affect the ob-
served earth’s magnetic field, creating a unique pattern. By storing the known data from
magnetic fields and inertia sensor data in a finger printing database, each smart phone
can perform a comparison of their readings with the finger printing database, estimating
their location. This technique has no hardware cost for smart phone users, but the power
consumption to perform these measurements significantly reduce the battery life. Even
further the process of creating a fingerprinting database is exhausting and environmental
changes might require a new set of measurements.
Another commercial system that achieves high accuracy in real-time is Q-Track [14].
This system is a able to measure the relative strengths of E and H fields in near field.
To measured the E and H near field the maximum distance of the system is bound to a
third of the carriers wavelength λ. Therefor, to maintain a long range the system uses
Figure 1.2: Future smart city example, picture from Trend Micro’s Forward-looking Threat
Research (FTR) team [12].
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low frequencies to increase the overall wavelength. As a result, this allows the system
to penetrate walls and materials better than higher frequencies, but due to the near field
requirement, the far field of the propagation is not considered. The main problem of using
low frequency signals is the size of the transmitter antenna. In fact, the Q-Track transmit-
ters are rugged with a size of a small hand held tool case and have an expected battery
life span of 48 hours. Hence, the focus their focus is mainly on industrial applications. In
reality the end users would have to carry such a large tracking equipment, making it an
unrealistic system for the scope of our application.
A low cost, low power RF solution that is being commercially used by Apple under the
name iBeacon [15], is Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). With BLE transmitters operating at 2.4
GHz, the RSS measurements that are received from 1 AP, per room over 10-20 meter area
are used to estimate distance. In case of multiple rooms, multiple APs must be installed
making the overall scale inefficient in terms of cost and complexity. The real benefits of a
BLE localisation is its low cost and low power consumption. For example, the life span of
a BLE system that transmits a 3 ms pulse with a power of 15 mW every 10 minutes can
theoretically last up to 68 years. A CR2032 battery could power such a system with no
need of replacement until the shelf life of the battery it self, which is 10 years. The real
issue of such applications are the system’s accuracy, since RSS measurements are very
sensitive to multipath propagation. In reality, indoor environments experience intense
multipath. The only solution to mitigate the multipath is to place a BLE AP in every
room. As the area of localisation increases, the number of BLE AP increases, and so does
the cost. Therefore, the application of BLE is unrealistic for a large scale due to cost.
With the purpose of this research being to investigate and create a novel low cost and
low energy consumption system, that is able to perform localisation in both indoor and
outdoor environments; the most appealing solution of all is the BLE system. The major
concerns of such solution are the outdoor availability in terms of range and accuracy.
A recent comprehensive survey in localisation systems can be found in [16], while for
outdoors the most widely used application is GPS. To further understand the issues of the
state of the art systems regarding RF localisation systems, a closer investigation must be
performed.
A single metric system that allows low cost, low power, and low complexity solution
for localisation is RSS. The main applications of RSS take into consideration fingerprint-
ing, where the measured RSS is compared with a database of known RSS values. The
overall accuracy can be in terms of cm, but the overall number of fingerprints required is
exhaustive and impractical as an application. Techniques that utilise RSS are investigated
in Section 3.1.
Another localisation technique that utilises only a single metric is AoA. To resolve
the AoA metric, at least two time/phase antenna elements are required in an array to
distinguish the phase difference. Resolving the AoA of a transmitting signal is a complex
process and requires a higher cost compared to RSS, but only in terms of the receiver. On
the other hand, the transmitter can still be low cost, low power and have a long life span,
similar to the BLE system. Techniques that utilise AoA are investigated in Section 3.2.
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Apart from the traditional single metric localisation techniques, there is another metric
that has been less utilised in modern literature: frequency. Specifically, the use of Mul-
tiple Frequencies (MF) is primarily with another metric, either RSS or AoA. Therefore,
techniques that apply MF with either metric are investigated in Section 3.3.
Currently, the state of the art in localisation systems are focused on utilising multiple
metrics. Different techniques, and diverse algorithms are researched to fuse the metrics
of RSS, AoA, Angle of Departure (AoD), Time of Flight (ToF) which is the time that the
signal takes to reach the receiver from the transmitter, and the use of MF in terms of
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM). A brief investigation of the most
popular techniques will be done in Section 3.4.
Finally, with the current research advancements in Multiple-Input and Multiple-Output
(MIMO) systems and spatial diversity, state of art systems are now equipped with more
antennas, e.g. WiFi, laptops, and mobile phones. With the benefits of spatial diversity
being extensively studied in the localisation literature [7] the overall accuracy can be im-
proved with the use of multiple receiving antennas. With the freedom to formulate and
develop a new low cost and low power localisation system that is not bounded by any
protocols, the hypothesis will be proposed after the literature review.
1.3 Novelty of proposed research
The purpose of this research is to introduce a novel approach to AoA estimation in in-
door and outdoor scenarios. Overall, the problem of localisation it is not one dimensional;
it is an issue of accuracy, deployment complexity, and hardware specifications. This makes
the search of one suitable solution that satisfies every aspect extremely difficult. From the
examples of commercial systems presented in Section 1.2, two things are evident. First,
that the two most researched metrics use for localisation are RSS and AoA; and second,
the majority of RF solutions require multiple APs.
Considering the state of art systems and techniques, the aim of this research is to de-
sign a low cost, spatial, and frequency diverse system that utilises the metric of frequency
and merge it with the traditional metrics of RSS and AoA. Moreover, the system focuses
on having low power requirements by utilising the simplest signal possible, a carrier wave.
Also, using MF will provide extended information for the metrics of RSS, and the AoA
in different propagating environments [17, 18]. Therefore, with the application of MF,
the overall localisation accuracy is expected to increase and at the same the low cost, low
power system approach enables a wide range deployment.
State of the art systems mainly utilise the metric of frequency in radars. The main
difference between the proposed research is that the radar utilises high microwave and
closely spaced frequencies. Currently in research, there is no RF system that utilises large
frequency separation to achieve localisation. That is due to the fact that most of the
researched systems are bounded by protocol e.g. Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID)
and WiFi have a standard frequency band. Moreover, the utilisation of MF has been
primarily theoretical in the past, due to the high cost and hardware complexity. With
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recent technological advancements of Software Defined Radio (SDR), the overall cost of
MF transceivers has been reduced, enabling the development of reliable, low-cost systems.
The utilisation of MF gives rise to plenty of research questions such as: how many
frequencies with a high separation are required. Do further smaller frequency separa-
tions or (OFDM) provide extended information? These questions are solely dependent on
frequency and on the frequency diversity. To answer those questions real environment
measurements were performed to understand how efficient and important the frequency
diversity is. Furthermore, most of the reviewed systems employ a high number of an-
tennas [7] or a high number of APs [19]. With the introduction of MF it is important
to understand how the spatial diversity changes, and how the antennas serve the MF
purpose. That creates a whole new research project that raises questions such as: how
many antennas are required? Are all the antenna elements necessary to achieve the same
accuracy? How close can they be and how different polarisation works? Some of these
questions are answered for Single Frequency (SF) systems. For example, the authors in
[20] examine the antenna element proximity, while the impact of diverse polarisation has
also been researched before [21]. Hence, the emerging question is how the MF affects
spatial diversity, and element spacing, as well as how can a novel system utilise MF to
increase accuracy, reliability and maintain a low cost. This proposed research answers
those questions and proves that MF can greatly increase accuracy by maintaining a low
cost.
1.4 Research contributions
The first contribution of this research is a conference publication [22]. In [22] the
preliminary results of this research are presented. The paper highlights the importance
of localisation and highlights applications such as localising dementia patients. To move
forward with the research, a receiver array was required to perform measurements in real
environments. The cost of a industry standard ten element receiver array to perform the
measurements is £50k [23, 24]. To reduce the overall cost and allow other researchers
to perform similar MF RSS and MF AoA measurements, two low cost receivers were
designed.
The second contribution of this research is the novel tri-band antenna design presented
in Chapter 4. The benefit of the antenna design is that it can be reconfigured to cover a
range of multiple bands. In this research three frequencies were used, f1 = 434 MHz,
f2 = 869 MHz, and f3 = 1595 MHz. It is evident that f1 and f2 are Industrial, Scientific
and Medical (ISM) bands, but f3 is not. That is due to the receiver being unable to utilise
the 2.4 GHz band. Utilising the presented antenna design, an antenna able to operate in
all three ISM bands which can have wide impact in applied research.
Third contribution of this research are the low cost, time and frequency synchronised
SDR receiver arrays designed and employed for measurements. The first receiver array
was designed using ten very low-cost Realtek (RTL)-SDRs [25]. Initial results proved
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that the RTL-SDR receiver array can be utilised to form an array, resulted to the second
conference publication [26]. The overall cost of the first receiver array is £200 and it can be
used consistently for MF RSS measurements. On the contrary, for MF AoA measurements
the receiver array proved to be questionable due to stability issues. Therefore, the second
receiver array employing ten RSP2s [27] was designed and employed. The RSP2 has two
RF input ports which can be exploited to achieve time and frequency synchronisation
of the SDRs. The overall cost of the second receiver array is £1.7k and it can perform
complex measurements, such as AoA estimation in frequencies from 10 KHz to 2 GHz.
The developed receiver array is available for researchers and students of the University of
Sheffield to develop and test their own algorithms.
The fourth contribution was the result of indoor and outdoor environment simula-
tions to improve AoA estimation accuracy. The research on simulating indoor environ-
ments was used to simulate millimetre wave massive MIMO channel, which lead to the
third conference publication [28]. Moreover, since the scope of this research is MF AoA
estimation, the contributions in the millimetre wave massive MIMO channel is left out.
The sixth contribution of this research is the extraction of AoA from the RSS and it is
presented in Chapter 6. Traditionally, extracting the AoA from the RSS required complex
phased antenna arrays, that can change or shift their patterns. In early measurements,
it was found that the expected RSS was different than the one expected on each antenna
element. After further investigation, it was evident that this is due to the indoor propagat-
ing environment. Since the transmitted signal reaches the receiver from multiple paths,
the different rays that travel in space reach the receiver array in different angles. Since
each frequency has a different antenna gain in each angle, the Uniform Linear Array
(ULA) formulates diverse antenna patterns for each frequency depending on the trans-
mitter location. The developed system works by performing reference RSS measurements
in specific locations for MF. Then the transmitter is placed in random locations and the
pattern and the RSS is measured in MF. Then the developed algorithms compare the ref-
erence RSS with the measured RSS and a location is estimated. Findings prove that this
technique can achieve similar or some times better results compared to complex systems
proposed by literature. Therefore, the developed could be easier applied in a wide range,
dramatically reducing the overall cost. The results of this contribution are currently under
peer review in [29].
The seventh contribution of this research is the benefit of using MF when estimating the
AoA and it is presented in Chapter 7. To estimate the AoA, the phase difference between
closely spaced antenna elements is utilised. When there is only one propagating path be-
tween transmitter and receiver, the phase information is clean. In real environments, this
is never true; hence, the phase information is unclear on the actual AoA. When introduc-
ing multiple broad spaced frequencies, each frequency experiences different propagating
properties due to wavelength difference, uneven surfaces, and the reflection coefficient of
the materials. Two novel algorithms were developed Multi-frequency Spatial Fusion (MF
SF) and Multi-frequency Phase Entanglement (MF PE) in the scope of this research. Mea-
surement results proved that the developed algorithm MF PE can accurately estimate the
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direct AoA even in complex indoor environments, much better than any other system in
literature. Specifically, from the measurements performed indoors it was found that com-
pared to the best performing system in literature SpotFi [19], MF PE improves the mean
direct AoA estimation error by 6.2 degrees. Moreover, for the for 75% and 95% of the
measurements direct AoA estimation error is improved by 12.7 degrees, and 33.1 degrees.
The results prove that MF can greatly improve the AoA estimation even in extreme cases
were the best systems in literature suffer. The results of this contribution are currently
under peer review in [30].
1.5 Thesis organisation
The organisation of this report is as follows:
Chapter 2: Background Theory
This Chapter provides the necessary theoretical background information to under-
stand the fundamentals of the literature review, system model, and algorithms that are
implemented in the Chapters that follow. Section 2.1 presents an optimal receiver used
for AoA localisation, while Section 2.2 introduces the fundamental technique of estimating
the AoA, which is interferometry. Section 2.3 is dedicated to the subspace algorithms that
the state of the art localisation systems utilise, Multiple Signal Classifier (MUSIC), and
Estimation of Signal Parameters via Rotation Invariance Technique (ESPRIT). Section 2.4
presents decorrelation methods that are required to mitigate reflections such as Spatial
Smoothing (SS) and Forward-Backward Spatial Smoothing (FB SS), which are also used
by state of the art localisation systems as well. Finally, Section 2.5 introduces three simu-
lations to further comprehend the MUSIC algorithm its spatial power, and why the use of
MF can improve AoA estimation.
Chapter 3: Literature review
This Chapter presents the literature review performed on systems or techniques that
perform localisation with one or more metrics. Section 3.1 presents systems or techniques
that perform localisation with the RSS metric, while the following Section 3.2 is dedicated
on systems or techniques that perform localisation with the AoA metric. Section 3.3
focuses on localisation that utilises MF as a metric. Section 3.4 concludes the literature
review by presenting systems that use multiple metrics, while Section 3.5 performs a
distillation out of the literature review performed in the previous subsections and presents
a table comparing all the systems.
Chapter 4: Novel antenna array design, simulation and measurements
This Chapter provides information regarding the novel antenna design and its per-
formance as a ULA. Section 4.1 introduces the prototype tri-band antenna design with
measurement of the return loss and simulation of the radiation pattern. Then Section 4.2
presents a performance evaluation of the antenna as a ULA receiver with measurements
of the return loss, the mutual coupling, and simulation of the radiation patterns.
Chapter 5: System design simulation, measurements, and characterisation This Chap-
ters provides the design, measurements, simulations, and characterisations of the trans-
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mitter and receiver used for the measurements in Chapters 6 and 7. Section 5.1 introduces
the transmitter design, while Section 5.2 is dedicated to the transmitter characterisation,
which is very important to understand the capabilities of the transmitter. Section 5.3
presents the RSP2 receiver array prototype and the necessary procedure to perform fre-
quency and time synchronisation. Finally, Section 5.3 is dedicated to the receiver charac-
terisation, which provides an insight on the receiver performance and capabilities.
Chapter 6: Novel technique extracting AoA from frequency diverse RSS patterns
This Chapter presents a novel technique for performing localisation utilising the RSS.
Section 6.1 serves as an introduction to the first RSS measurements in an anechoic cham-
ber, while Section 6.2 presents the second set of measurements performed outdoors to
confirm the idea. Section 6.3 shows the effect of a theoretical indoor environment on the
RSS, while Section 6.4 is dedicated on the novel technique of estimating the AoA using
RSS, and presents the results and comparison with the state of the art systems. Finally,
Section 6.5 discusses the overall results and draws conclusions on how MF can be used to
produce similar results with the state of the art but to reduce the complexity and overall
cost.
Chapter 7: Novel direct AoA estimation utilising frequency diverse antenna array
This Chapter presents two novel techniques for performing localisation utilising MF
and estimating the direct ray AoA. Section 7.1 is dedicated to the introduction of MF
algorithms. Section 7.2 serves an introduction to indoor environment used for measure-
ments, while Section 7.3 presents the performance of the SF MUSIC subspace algorithms,
and explains the importance of MF. Section 7.4 presents the performance evaluation of
the MF direct ray AoA algorithms and its robustness in terms of frequencies, antenna
elements and methods of matrix decomposition. Section 7.6 presents the comparison of
the proposed system and algorithm with state of the art systems, that were discussed in
Chapter 1, SpotFi [19], LTEye [31] and CUPID [32]. Finally Section 7.7, discusses the over-
all results and draws conclusions on why MF is the only way on detecting the direct ray
AoA with high certainty.
Chapter 8: Conclusions and future research
This Chapter summarises the findings of this research, draws conclusions based on
the findings and highlights potential future research. Section 8.1 presents the findings of
each Chapter with detailed results and explanations, while Section 8.2 provides a brief




This Chapter provides the necessary theoretical background information to under-
stand the fundamentals of the literature review, system model, and algorithms that are
implemented in the Chapters that follow. Section 2.1 presents an optimal receiver used
for AoA localisation, while Section 2.2 introduces the fundamental technique of estimating
the AoA, which is interferometry. Section 2.3 is dedicated to the subspace algorithms that
the state of the art localisation systems utilise, MUSIC, and ESPRIT. Section 2.4 presents
decorrelation methods that are required to mitigate reflections such as SS and FB SS, which
are also used by state of the art localisation systems as well. Finally, Section 2.5 introduces
three simulations to further comprehend the MUSIC algorithm its spatial power, and why
the use of MF can improve AoA estimation.
2.1 Optimal receiver for AoA detection
This Section presents the mathematical model of an optimal receiver for AoA detec-
tion. Such mathematical model is well defined in the literature [33–35] but also it is also
important in the context of localisation.
Therefore, before this research progresses to the literature review and more complex
concepts, the trivial equations must be explained to establish a mathematical background.
First, a received sinusoidal signal as a function of time, for a single antenna is defined as
[35],
y(t) = ARX cos(2pi f t + φ) + w(t) (2.1)
where, ARX is the received amplitude, f is the frequency of the transmitted signal, φ is
the phase of the received signal, w(t) is the Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) in
continuous time, and t is time. To test the hypothesis, a ULA with M elements is defined
and the received sinusoidal signal is expressed as [35],
ym(t) = ARXm cos(2pi f t + φm) + wm(t) (2.2)
where, ym is the received continuous time signal for element m ∈ [1, M], ARXm is the
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received amplitude at element m, φm is the received phase for element m, and wm is the
AWGN in time of zero mean and variance σ20 for element m.
Finally, the representation of a discrete-time pass-band received sinusoidal signal of
element m is defined as [35],
ym[n] = ARXm cos(2pi f Tsn + φm[n]), (2.3)
where, n = [1, 2, . . . , N] are the samples in a frame with N samples, Ts is the sampling
interval, and φm[n] is the phase at element m in sample n.
In practice, a SDR receives the signal as seen in (2.3). The received signal is then used
to perform the localisation with different techniques. RSS localisation techniques use the
received amplitude ARXm from multiple receivers and attempt to determine the transmitter
location. AoA localisation techniques on the other hand, use the phase information φm.
During this research both methods were investigated, with the utilisation of the RSS being
presented in Chapter 6, and the utilisation of the AoA being presented in Chapter 7.
2.2 Interferometry
This Section presents the basic principle of AoA detection, interferometry. Interfer-
ometry requires a ULA system with at least two antenna elements resolving the phase
difference between the two elements. An example of such ULA is presented in Fig. 2.1,
where both angles θ1 and θ2 are part of a (red) triangle. To do so, the receiving system
requires to have all the antenna elements frequency locked and time aligned, receiving
samples simultaneously without any drift over the time period.
By setting the phase of the first element as reference (2.3), the phase difference between
elements can be defined as a phase difference ∆φm, where, ∆φ1 = 0, ∆φ2 is the phase
difference between elements 1 and 2, ∆φM is the phase difference between elements 1 and
M. By using Euclidean geometry in the red triangle of Fig. 2.1, the angles θ1 and θ2 can
be resolved. The hypotenuse is the distance between the two elements s, while the side
adjacent to θ1 is the extra distance L travelled by the wave to reach element 1 compared
to element 2, causing the phase difference. The distance L is determined by the speed of
light c, and time of travel τ, L = cτ. Time of travel τ can be seen as the phase difference
between the two elements, taking into consideration the frequency f of the wave, defined
as τ = ∆φ/2pi f . By substituting frequency f to the wavelength as f = λc, the side is now












For the scope of this research, the number of possible AoA detections from M antennas
was formulated as an equation. With multiple antennas, a multiple AoAs (θ) can be
estimated between pairs. Using binomial coefficient the number of estimated AoAs can





















2(M− 2)! , (2.5)
where, M is the number of antennas, and 2 is the minimum set of elements required to
estimate the AoA θ. For example, having 4 antenna elements using equation (2.5) we can
see that 6 pairs of antenna elements can be made. Therefore, 6 AoAs can be estimated
from each pair. To combine the different AoA estimations there are different techniques,
such as Root Mean Square (RMS) or Total Least Square (TLS).
Having two or more receiving systems in known positions and by acquiring multiple
AoA a central processor can use the AoA and triangulate the source of the signal. This
requires a back-haul connection, such as Local Area Network (LAN) or internet connection
and a central processor. This is the most basic RF application of interferometry which is
also applied in many fields; such as, astronomy, fiber optics and spectroscopy.
As the signal propagates through space, depending on its wavelength, it will reflect
and/or pass through objects. These reflections are very likely to be picked up from the
receiver and the outcome will be a mixing of direct signal and the different reflections,
which is the same signal delayed in time. Thus, the process of extracting the true ∆φm is
not straightforward and the result will contain errors. In applications such as astronomy,
the transmitting source is located extremely far away and there are few reflections; these
reflections have a huge delay in time due to the extreme distance.
2.3 High resolution subspace algorithms
The concept of subspace is the existence of one space inside another space, meaning
that its points, elements, or signal are part of another space. In practice, the received signal
contains both signal and noise, thus, both signal and noise are subspaces of the received
signal. Subspace algorithms are fundamental to localisation and used by the majority of
the state of the art localisation systems. The two most researched subspace algorithms
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are the spectral, MUSIC [37], and the parametric, ESPRIT [38], which are presented in
Subsection 2.3.1, and Subsection 2.3.2 respectively. Both algorithms are presented later in
literature review, Chapter 3, but most importantly the most important research outcome
is based on MUSIC, Chapter 7.
Furthermore, both MUSIC and ESPRIT are able to obtain the AoA from multiple K
independent narrow band sources, offering a high spatial resolution compared to other
AoA techniques. The narrow band sources can be either Continuous Wave (CW) in dif-
ferent frequency i, or a frequency modulated signal at the same frequency i. Typically,
a received continuous time signal ym(t) intercepted by a ULA with M elements, such as



























y(t) = a(θ)x(t) +w(t), (2.6)
where, y(t) is the received vector in time t, a(θ) is the steering vector, and w(t) is the
added noise in vector form. In the case of K sources, the steering vector a(θ) will be
a MxK matrix A = [A(θ1), . . . , A(θK)] and the the signal matrix will be a Kx1 vector
x(t) = [s1(t), . . . , sK(t)]ᵀ, where ᵀ is the transpose of the vector. Thus, the received signal
with a vector representation and multiple sources is described as [39],
y(t) = Ax(t) +w(t). (2.7)
2.3.1 The MUSIC algorithm
The MUSIC algorithm begins by computing the MxM covariance matrix Ryy to attain
the spectral and spatial information of the received signals, as per [39],
Ryy = E{y(t)y†(t)} = ARxxAᵀ + σ20 IM, (2.8)
where, Rxx = E{x(t)xᵀ(t)} = diag{σ21 , . . . , σ2K} is the eigenvalues of the K transmitted
signals of the K uncorrelated sources, and IM is the identity matrix with size MxM. In
case the signals are correlated, the Rxx is not diagonal. This is due to reflections; since
correlation tries to find similarities, if two identical signals appear as one. Further infor-
mation can be found in [39]. Subspace algorithms attain the optimal results only if Rxx
is a full rank matrix. The rank of a matrix represents the maximum number of linearly
independent columns. When that hold true, the dimension of the space spanned in its
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rows is identical as well, the matrix has a full rank [40]. Furthermore, the matrix rank is
important because it defines the dimension of the signal subspace. When the signals are
correlated (multipath propagation), then Rxx rank is deficient and a decorrelation tech-
nique needs to be applied, such as spectral smoothing [41] or forward/backward spectral
smoothing [42], which will be further discussed in the following Section 2.4.
In case that M ≤ K, the signal and noise subspace are part of the same subspace and
the subspace algorithms can not detect all the K signals. For M > K, ARxxAᵀ is singular
thus, det[ARxxAᵀ] = det[Ryy − σ20 ] = 0. This implies that σ20 is an eigenvalue of Ryy,
the noise that scales all over the eigenvectors. Since the dimensions of the null space of
ARxxAᵀ are non-negative, their eigenvalues are K such as σ2K > σ
2
0 > 0. Thus, if the signal
variance is higher than the noise variance, the signals’ AoA can be resolved. Let uk be the
kth eigenvalue of Ryy corresponding to σ2k [39].
Ryyuk = [ARxxAᵀ + σ20 I]uk = σ
2
k uk;
σ2k > σ20 > 0 for k = 1, . . . , Kσ2k = σ20 for k = K + 1, . . . , M (2.9)
Moreover, (2.9) can be further expanded as [39].
ARxxAᵀuk = (σ2k − σ20 )uk, k = 1, 2, . . . , M
ARxxAᵀuk =
(σ2k − σ20 )uk, k = 1, . . . , K (case 1)0, k = K + 1, . . . , M (case 2) (2.10)
That means the M dimensional matrix space of U can be partitioned into the signal sub-
space Ux and the noise subspace Un [39],
U = [Ux Un] = [u1, . . . , uK uK+1, . . . , uM] (2.11)
Furthermore, (2.10) case 1, shows that the K linear combinations of columns A are
equal to the signal subspace which is spanned over the columns of Ux, while (2.10) case
2, shows that the linear combinations of columns A are orthogonal to Un. That means
that the steering vector A(θ), which is in the signal subspace, is orthogonal to the noise
subspace, Aᵀ(θk)Un = 0. Utilising the steering vector which can be formulated for each










where, wherever θ = θi, P(θ) exhibits a peak depending on the σ2i . The MUSIC algorithm
can be altered to work for different shapes other than ULA, but it is very sensitive to
antenna positioning, phase errors and gain; thus accurate calibration is required. The issue
of MUSIC is that it is required to search throughout all θ, which can be computationally
expensive.











Figure 2.2: Example of a two sensor pair y1 and y2 for a ULA ESPRIT.
2.3.2 The ESPRIT algorithm
ESPRIT [38] algorithm was developed to analytically estimate the AoA θ without re-
quiring to search all the possible angles. A ULA is split into two equally spaced identical
sensor pairs s as shown in Fig. 2.2. To form the two identical sub arrays, y1 and y2, the M
element ULA is split into one sensor set, y1 from elements (1 : M− 1), and a second set,
y2 from elements (2 : M). This one element shift creates a phase difference between each
pair of Φ. The identical sub arrays from the ULA have a received time signal in matrix
form such as [39],
y1(t) = Ax(t) +wy1(t)
y2(t) = AΦx(t) +wy2(t), (2.13)
where, Φ = diag{eγ1 , . . . , eγK}, and eγk = 2pis cos(θi))/λ. The purpose of ESPRIT is to

















= Ax(t) +WZ(t), (2.14)
with A being the new steering vector. The covariance matrix RZZ with matrix size 2(M−
1)x2(M− 1) is obtained from,
RZZ = E{Z(t)Z†(t)} = ARxxAᵀ + σ20 I. (2.15)
As per (2.11) the matrix is split in the signal subspace Ux with size of 2(M− 1)xK and
the noise subspace Un with size 2(M − 1)x2(M − 1) − K. Now, the steering vector that
spans over the same subspace as Ux is defined asA. Therefore, there must be a matrix T
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Both Ux and Uy are linear combinations of A, so each of them has a column rank K and
defines a (M − 1)x2K matrix with rank K, Uxy = [Ux Uy]. Therefore, Uxy has a null






= UxFx +UyFy = 0. (2.17)
Substituting from (2.16) gives [39],
ATFx + AΦTFy = 0↔ AΦTFy = −ATFx. (2.18)
Since T is a known full column rank matrix (if the sources are uncorrelated), it results to
[39],
Φ = TFxF−1y T−1. (2.19)
Overall, the final result is always equal or worse to spectral based MUSIC, since its an-
alytical process does not consider every possible AoA. Imperfect element distances can
result to a large error which can be calibrated out only by altering the distances of the
physical elements. To further improve the result, ESPRIT is commonly combined with
TLS. This estimation is a single procedure and the computational complexity is much less
than MUSIC. In practice, MUSIC spectral search in a 180 degrees spectrum is executing
(2.12) 181 times for one degree resolution, or 1801 for .1 degree resolution, while ESPRIT
is executed only once.
2.4 Decorrelation techniques for coherent signals
This Section is dedicated to present decorrelation techniques to mitigate the effect of
reflections. As it was pointed in Section 2.3, the covariance matrix of the transmitted signal
Rxx should not be rank deficient. When a matrix is rank deficient the information that
reside within the matrix is insufficient and therefore, the MUSIC algorithm to perform
an accurate estimation. In presence of multipath, the transmitted signal is reflected at
the receiver multiple times, which leads to a rank deficient Rxx. Since the success of the
subspace algorithms are dependant on the non singular covariance matrix Ryy, SS [41] or
FB SS [42] must be applied. Both techniques are used by state of the art systems, such
as SpotFi [19] and ArrayTrack [7]. Therefore, Subsection 2.4.1 presents the SS algorithm,
while 2.4.2 presents the FB SS algorithm.
2.4.1 Spatial Smoothing
Spatial smoothing divides a ULA with M antenna elements to a new ULA with the
of size Msps overlapping antenna elements. The first set of antenna elements will be
[1,. . . ,Msps], second set [2,. . . ,Msps + 1], as seen in Fig. 2.3. The overall number of subar-
rays are L = M−Msps + 1, and yl denotes the vector of the received signal at the subarray
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Figure 2.3: Sub-array example of spatial smoothing with M antenna elements, and Msps
spatial smoothing elements.

















MUSIC with Spatial Smoothing
Figure 2.4: MUSIC spatial spectrum for no spatial smoothing (red) and spatial smoothing
(blue) with a subarray size Msps = 4, and M = 6 antenna elements, Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR) = 3 dB, two coherent sources at -5 degrees, -20 degrees and one incoherent source
at 40 degrees.
l. Following the notation of (2.7), the new received vector is defined as [41],
yl(t) = AD(l−1)x(t) +wl(t). (2.20)
where, K is the number of incident signals, and D(l) denotes the l − 1 power of the (KxK)
diagonal matrix defined as [41],
D = diag{e−j2pis cos θ1/λ, e−j2pis cos θ2/λ, . . . , e−j2pis cos θK/λ}. (2.21)
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Aᵀ + σ20 Im, (2.22)









For sake of space, the full proof that covariance of the transmitted signals is non singular
when L ≥ I is not shown here, but it is presented in [41]. Instead, Fig. 2.4 presents an
example with the effects of spatial smoothing for a ULA with M = 6 antenna elements,
SNR = 3 dB, two coherent sources at -5 degrees, -20 degrees and one incoherent source at
40 degrees.
The red line in Fig. 2.4 proves that in the presence of coherent signals MUSIC is unable
to determine the AoA and only registers the one at -20 degrees. By applying spectral
smoothing, blue line in Fig. 2.4, reduces the subarray size to Msps = 4 elements. Now the
MUSIC algorithm is able to distinguish all incoming AoA.
2.4.2 Forward-Backward Smoothing
Spatial smoothing is able to reduce the size of the array to Msps, thus reducing the
maximum number of signals that MUSIC can identify. FB SS [42] is able to identify K sig-
nals with a M ≥ d3K/2e antenna elements. Thus, in an indoor environment where there
are multiple coherent reflections, FB SS helps to decrease the requirements for the overall
number of elements. Moreover, FB SS follows the same principle as spatial smoothing,
starting from (2.20), the vector of the forward received signal −→yl is used to defined the
forward covariance matrix
−→
Rl as in (2.22). Now, the forward spatial smoothed covariance










Furthermore, the backward subarray is defined by the same antenna elements but
backwards, as seen in Fig. 2.5. The backward subarray←−yl is used to calculate the backward
covariance matrix
←−











The forward-backward covariance matrix is the average between the forward
−→
Rl and
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Figure 2.5: Sub-array example of FB SS with M antenna elements, and Msps spatial
smoothing elements.
The FB SS covariance matrix contains more information as it averages the covariance
matrix in two ways and it can identify K signals with M ≥ d3K/2e antenna elements.
Again for sake of space proof is not presented here but it can be found in [42].
An example of the FB SS performance can be seen in Fig. 2.5, where it is compared
with the standard MUSIC spatial spectrum, and the MUSIC with spatial smoothing. The
number of antenna elements is M = 6, the spatial smoothing subarray is Msps, the SNR =
5 dB, and there are four coherent sources at -60 degrees, -30 degrees, -5 degrees, and 35
degrees. The figure shows that both standard MUSIC and MUSIC with spatial smoothing
are unable to detect all the sources. On the other hand, the MUSIC with forward-backward
spectral smoothing is able to detect all the sources at angles -57 degrees, -33 degrees, -3
degrees, -35 degrees. The RMS error is 3.4 degrees, which is good for being at the border
line of required elements, M ≥ d3K/2e.
The main disadvantage of FB SS over spatial smoothing and MUSIC is the complex-
ity. When FB SS is implemented, the noise subspace must be obtained twice (forward
and backward). Taking into consideration that all literature implements Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) to obtain the noise subspace, the overall complexity increases even
further. As explained in Subsection 3.2.1 the SVD complexity is higher than QR decompo-
sition. Therefore, if SVD is replaced by QR decomposition, the complexity can be reduced
and that is why it is studied extensively in Subsection 7.5.3. Finally, in terms of perfor-
mance comparison, it is evident that FB SS outperforms the other algorithms and that it is
featured later, in Section 7.1.
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MUSIC with Spatial Smoothing
MUSIC with Forward-Backward SS
Figure 2.6: MUSIC spatial spectrum for no spatial smoothing (red), spatial smoothing
(blue) with a subarray size Msps = 5, FB SS (green), and M = 6 antenna elements, SNR = 5
dB, four coherent sources at -60 degrees, -30 degrees -5 degrees and 35 degrees.
2.5 Comprehending the MUSIC power spectra estimation
This Sections presents simulations to provide insight on the estimation of the FB SS
MUSIC power spectra. In Subsection 2.5.1 the FB SS MUSIC power spectra is presented as
a function of SNR, while in Subsection 2.5.2 the FB SS MUSIC power spectra is presented
as a function of number of elements M in the ULA. Finally, Subsection 2.5.3 introduces
the FB SS MUSIC power spectra as a function of AoA noise. The three different scenarios
were simulated and the results are presented in Fig. 2.7.
2.5.1 MUSIC power spectra as a function of SNR
The first simulation investigates the FB SS MUSIC power spectra as a function of SNR.
The number samples of the received signal was set to 1000, the AoA was set to 75 degrees,
and the number of ULA elements was set to M = 6. To simulate different SNR conditions
a complex AWGN was added on the simulated received signal to investigate its effect on
received AoA estimation. The FB SS MUSIC power spectra is presented in Fig. 2.7a, with
the SNR being 10 dB, 0 dB -10 dB, -20 dB.
From Fig. 2.7a it was evident that that for the high SNR cases of 20 dB and 10 dB
the measured floor imposed by noise was below -30 dB. On the contrary, for SNR -10 dB
and -20 dB, the measured floor imposed by noise was at -25 dB and -10 dB respectively.
Therefore, it was evident that as the SNR deteriorates the performance of FB SS MUSIC
decreases. Moreover as the SNR decreases the FB SS MUSIC power spectra peak becomes
less sharp, leading to broader peak. That means that the phase information of the trans-
mitted signal was affected by the complex noise, making the direct AoA estimation more
difficult. Finally, the accuracy of AoA estimation under low SNR was a broad space of
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research, development, and improvement of algorithms [43]. For the scope of this research
it was made sure that the SNR was kept above 0 dB.
2.5.2 MUSIC power spectra as a function of ULA elements
The second simulation investigates the FB SS MUSIC power spectra as a function of
number for elements in the ULA. The number of samples of the received signal was set
to 1000, the AoA was set to 75 degrees, and the SNR was set to -20 dB. The FB SS MUSIC
power spectra is presented in Fig. 2.7b, with the ULA elements being M = 6, 8, 10, 12.
From Fig. 2.7b it was evident that as the number of elements increase, the measured
floor imposed by noise decreases but also the peak becomes sharper. For M = 6 the
measured floor imposed by noise was circa -10 dB, while for M = 8 and 10, the measured
floor imposed by noise was reduced to circa -12 dB. The only difference between M = 8
and 10 was that for M = 8 a false peak was formed at circa 40 degrees. Finally, for M = 12
the measured floor imposed by noise was reduced to circa -14 dB.
Comparing Fig. 2.7a with Fig. 2.7b it was evident that the increase of elements can
improve the SNR. As the number of elements increase both noise floor was reduced and
the spectral peak becomes sharper. The reason was because the amount the covariance
matrix at the start of MUSIC was increased in size. Therefore, the number of eigen values
was increased and therefore, the phase information attained by the receiver was increased.
This was another reason why ten ULA elements were selected for the receiver array. A
detailed comparison on the effect that the size of the ULA element has on the developed
MF algorithms and the the state of the art systems presented in Subsection 7.5.2.
2.5.3 MUSIC power spectra as a function of AoA noise
The third simulation investigates the FB SS MUSIC power spectra as a function of AoA
noise. This simulation is established to understand cases when the receiver is unable to
identify multiple rays that are closely spaced in angle domain. This scenario can occur
when a ray traverses through a wall or in a Line of Sight (LOS) scenario when the phase
of the direct AoA and reflection are added destructively. This effect is studied in literature
and it is defined as when the steering matrix is tainted [44].
To simulate AoA noise the direct AoA steering vector was averaged with two steering
vectors, one with a positive offset in degrees, and one with negative offset in degrees. To
simplify the notation the symbol ± is used, with the offset in degrees. For example, a 5
degree offset, is notated as ±5 degrees. The number of samples of the received signal was
set to 1000, the AoA was set to 75 degrees, the SNR was set to 10 dB, and the number of
ULA elements was set to M = 6. The FB SS MUSIC power spectra is presented in Fig. 2.7c,
with the AoA noise being ±0, 5, 10, 15 degrees.
From Fig. 2.7c it was evident that phase noise does have a constructive effect on the
FB SS MUSIC power spectra. For a AoA noise of ±5 degrees the noise floor was circa
-25 dB; while for a AoA noise of ±10 degrees the noise floor was circa -13 dB; and for
a AoA noise of ±15 degrees the noise floor was circa -5 dB. Moreover, as the AoA noise
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SNR = 10 dB
SNR = 0 dB
SNR = -10 dB
SNR = -20 dB
(a) FB SS MUSIC power spectra as a function of
SNR, and M = 6.
(b) FB SS MUSIC power spectra as a function of
number of ULA elements, and SNR = −20 dB.
PN = 0 deg.
PN =  5 deg.
PN =  10 deg.
PN =  15 deg.
(c) FB SS MUSIC power spectra as a function of
AoA noise, M = 6, and SNR = 10 dB.
(d) FB SS MUSIC power spectra as a function of
SNR, ±10 degrees AoA noise, and M = 6.
Figure 2.7: Simulation of MUSIC power spectra with AoA = 75 degrees for three different
cases, as a function of SNR in Fig. 2.7a, as a function of ULA elements in Fig. 2.7b, as a
function of AoA noise in Fig. 2.7c, and as a function of AoA noise and SNR in Fig. 2.7d.
increases the peak becomes broader, because the phase information was tainted. Also, as
the AoA noise increases the direct AoA estimation was offsets toward the centre of the
ULA. Specifically for AoA noise of ±0, 5, 10, 15 degrees, the direct AoA estimations were
75, 75.3, 76.4, and 78.5 degrees respectively.
The main objective of this simulation was to comprehend the effects of AoA noise.
With this simulation taken into consideration two conclusions were made. First, when
destructive interference of rays occurs, or a wave traverses through a wall, the direct AoA
estimation error was expected to be increased. Second, as see from Fig. 2.7a in cases
where the SNR was low, and the performance of the FB SS MUSIC was worse in terms
of peak sharpness and measured floor. Since SNR degradation and AoA noise occurs
due to multiple walls, the effect of both could be destructive. To validate this conclusion
another simulation was conducted where the AoA noise was ±10 degrees, and the SNR
was 0, -10, -20 dB. The results are presented in Fig. 2.7d. From the results it was evident
that the AoA noise formulates a new measured floor for SNR=0, -10 dB. When the SNR
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was decreased even further, the peak becomes broader and the measured floor imposed
by noise was increased even further, similar to Fig. 2.7c when the AoA noise was ±15
degrees. Therefore, with low SNR and high AoA noise, the estimation of direct AoA is
even harder. But in real environments since the phase noise is random across frequencies,
the employment of MF will mitigate the effect.
Finally, to analyse results of the measurements the term "phase information" is utilised.
AoA and phase are directly related to the steering matrix, since the steering matrix is
the phase translation of the AoA. Hence, the term phase information refers to the AoA
noise, and if the steering matrix is tainted or not. Since all the measures are made with
an SNR> 0; when a measurement has a broad AoA power spectra peak it means that
the steering matrix is tainted, there is AoA noise, and therefore, the phase information is
uncertain and poor. In cases that the AoA power spectra peak is sharp; the steering matrix
is clean, there is no AoA noise, and therefore, the phase information is clear.
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Literature review
This Chapter presents the literature review performed on systems or techniques that
perform localisation with one or more metrics. Section 3.1 presents systems or techniques
that perform localisation with the RSS metric, while the following Section 3.2 is dedicated
on systems or techniques that perform localisation with the AoA metric. Section 3.3
focuses on localisation that utilises MF as a metric. Section 3.4 concludes the literature
review by presenting systems that use multiple metrics, while Section 3.5 performs a
distillation out of the literature review performed in the previous subsections and presents
a table comparing all the systems.
3.1 Techniques or systems that utilise the RSS metric
This Section serves as the literature review of this research in systems or techniques
that utilise RSS for localisation. Subsection 3.1.1 presents and discusses RSS and Chan-
nel State Information (CSI) fingerprinting techniques. The last presented paper is the the
best performing state of the art localisation system, DeepFi [8], which is also highlighted
in the final Section of this Chapter, where the presented papers are compared and final
conclusions are drawn. Moreover, Subsection 3.1.2 introduces systems that utilise diverse
arrays, such as Switched Beam Antenna (SBA) [45, 46] and Electronically Steerable Par-
asitic Array Radiator (ESPAR) [47, 48] which are used to directly compare the results of
this research in Chapter 7.
3.1.1 Fingerprinting with RSS or CSI
Modern literature offers plenty of localisation techniques that rely on RSS or CSI. The
difference between RSS and CSI is the level where they are extracted; the former is known
on a Media Access Control (MAC) level, while the latter on a physical level. Moreover, the
use of CSI mainly refers to WiFi or Long Term Evolution (LTE), and it contains additional
information such as scattering, fading and power decay.
The first and most widely researched use of RSS or CSI, is the creation of indoor maps
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with measurements taken at specific locations, known as fingerprints [49, 50]. When a
signal is received from a node, the RSS or CSI is compared with the fingerprint database
and with the appropriate (researched) technique, a location is estimated. In terms of
fingerprint technique, in [49, 50] the authors proposed a deterministic method that use
K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) position estimates and it utilises more than one WiFi AP to
gather RSS. Specifically in [50] they use 5 APs in an indoor office area that spans over 22
by 42 m, and 49 locations for fingerprints. The mean and 90% error performance with
5 APs are 2.37 m and 5.97 m respectively. The 90% error performance is very important
because it conveys that in the majority of the cases, the error will be less than the presented
number.
Moreover, modern systems such as Horus [6] are a more advanced fingerprinting
method. To evaluate Horus’s performance the authors have taken measurements in two
testbeds, first in an area of 68.2 by 25.9 m with 6 APs, and second in an area of 11.8 by
35.9 m with 4 APs. The mean and 90% error performance of the first testbed was 39 cm
and 89 cm; while for the second testbed was 51 cm and 132 cm. To achieve these results,
Horus required 110 measurements as part of fingerprinting for each testbed.
Overall, from the results of Horus [6], it is evident that fingerprinting is a high accuracy
technique. But there are two issues in practical applications. First is the high cost, since
the process of taking fingerprinting is exhaustive it requires highly trained people, and
second, the indoor environment changes, meaning that the fingerprints do not remain
static and change as well. Furthermore, even the presence of people in an office area
can change the fingerprints enough to reduce the accuracy. The fundamental issue of
the fingerprinting technique, which is accuracy uncertainty, is investigated in [51]. The
authors in presented a general probabilistic model to provide an answer regarding on
what are the accuracy limits of indoor RSS fingerprinting localisation. Also, the authors
presented an optimal fingerprinting reporting strategy to improve accuracy as a function
of reliability and the number of RSS measurements. Therefore, based on their model, an
optimal fingerprinting system could be designed, specific for the application environment.
On the contrary its application in real environments is questionable, but interesting and it
could be investigated in greater detail.
Furthermore, there are other techniques in literature that perform localisation using
RSS and require no fingerprints. Tomic et al. in [52] proposed a RSS localisation technique
for Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) which applied a convex optimisation problem based
on RSS. The proposed technique took into consideration both non cooperative and coop-
erative localisation between multiple WSN. The passive receiving nodes collected noisy
RSS and formulated a relaxed convex estimation that was closely related to the non con-
vex Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimator. This allowed the search of the global minimum
since the problem was relaxed to a convex estimation. Also the proposed estimation was
expected to be very accurate, since it was related to ML. The performance was evaluated
using Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) for both non cooperative and cooperative localisa-
tion of the transmitting location. The results were evaluated with the transmit power be-
ing known and unknown. For non cooperative localisation and known transmit power the
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Figure 3.1: System model of the DeepFi [8].
proposed technique had an improved performance in terms of complexity and accuracy,
with an Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of circa 1 m. Also, with the proposed three-
step procedure for cases of unknown transmit power and pathloss estimation, the authors
managed to achieve an RMSE of 3.4 m, which was a 15% improvement compared to the
state of the art techniques. For cooperative localisation and known power, the proposed
technique imposes a 0.5 m improvement compared to other techniques. For unknown
power and pathloss the mean error for 50% of the cases was less, circa 2.5 m. Overall, the
authors in [52] provided analytical results, and their system was not applied under real
environments. Even if their results prove that RSS with no fingerprinting can have high
accuracy, taking into account the complexity of convex optimisation and multiple nodes,
it is uncertain that this remains true in real environments.
DeepFi [8] is a state of the art localisation system that utilises CSI fingerprinting with
a deep learning approach algorithm. The authors performed OFDM measurements with
3 antennas and 30 subcarriers, acquiring 90 CSI values per measurement. By utilising the
CSI DeepFi [8] attains information regarding scattering, fading and power delay. Utilising
the power delay measured from the CSI, the authors hypothesised and proved that the CSI
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values, compared with the RSS values, exhibit greater stability for continuously received
packets at a fixed location. The DeepFi’s [8] architecture is presented Fig. 3.1 and is broken
down into two phases, the offline which is the Deep Neural Network (DNN) training
and the online which is the localisation. The offline process begins by acquiring and
normalising the raw CSI values from multiple locations and packets. Then, it proceeds to
the offline DNN training, where the weights for each location are generated. In the online
localisation phase, a probabilistic data fusion method was applied on the location weights
derived from the offline phase, based on the radial basis function to obtain the estimated
location.
For the validation, the authors performed measurements in two environments, a liv-
ing room, and computer laboratory, comparing the results with other WiFi localisation
methods. The overall setup allowed measurement of 400 CSI values per second, which
were used for the offline training phase. For the online localisation phase the authors
set a distance of 50 cm, because they to maintain a balance between pre-process cost and
localisation accuracy. Although the author made such compromise, this was not practical
for a real application. When the area for localisation interest increases, the number of
fingerprints increases linearly as well, leading to an exhaustive number of measurements.
Finally, the authors compared their results with FIFS [53], a WiFi finger printing system,
Horus [6], that explores different channel distributions and was presented above, and ML
[54], a WiFi statistical learning theory algorithm.
The results show that DeepFi [8] is able to attain close to centimetre level of accuracy
on a living room environment. Furthermore, the authors claim that the training phase is
acceptable but in truth it is unrealistic for a real scenario, when an application wants to
cover a large area. For example, in the living room used for experiments which is 7 by 5
m, 50 measurements are required. Furthermore, the accuracy required for these measure-
ments is extremely high, as a small measurement error will result to an accuracy error.
With the obvious issue of DeepFi’s ability to scale, the mean run time of the algorithm is at
2.5679 s for a single AP. Scaling even further, for instance by adding more rooms, the sup-
port of more AP’s will be required increasing the computational time exponentially. It is
evident that for the purpose of centimetre localisation results, the DeepFi [8] system is not
applicable as a real system solution. Finally, this paper is also presented in Subsection 3.5
where the results are compared with other localisation techniques or systems.
3.1.2 RSS metric from diverse antennas patterns
More recent techniques utilise RSS signals received from diverse arrays such as, SBA
and ESPAR. Cidronali et al. [55] introduced the first hemispherical SBA for the purpose of
positioning based on RSS. The SBA enables AoA estimation employing six planar antenna
elements as seen in Fig. 3.2a. The proposed SBA also supports polarisation diversity and
it utilises a switch to alter antenna plane and polarisation, also seen in Fig. 3.2a. Due
to the 3-D antenna element placement, the proposed system can locate a target in both
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(a) Six element SBA and schematic used in [55].
(b) Four element SBA used in [45].
Figure 3.2: Examples of the diverse antenna arrays, SBA (3.2a) and ESPAR (3.2b).
azimuth θ and elevation φ. In this paper, the receiver measured the RSS in all elements
and polarisations and searched for the θ and φ that minimised the objective function. The
authors performed 24 RSS measurements in a 7.2 by 8 m room, with the system placed on
the ceiling. The average error over the entire plane reported is 1.7 m.
More recently, Ahmed et al. proposed a SBA with four elements and the application
of a neural network [45] to extract the AoA from RSS. A picture of the SBA can be seen
in Fig. 3.2b. The applied neural network algorithm was a Levenberg-Marquardt with five
hidden layers. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm applied Least Square Errors (LSE),
and it worked with a loss functions that take the form of a sum of squared error. It
does not compute the Hessian matrix; but instead it utilises the gradient vector and the
Jacobian matrix. The benefits were, good accuracy with the cost of high memory, and
low complexity in terms of training speed. The authors performed measurements in an
indoor room and its and its peripheral corridors, with the transmitter moving at a slow
speed. They measured the RSS in 75 random placed, indoors and outdoors. For training,
they used 50 measurements, and to test the system, the remaining 25 measurements.
The mean Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) error reported was 7 degrees, with
a standard deviation of 4 degrees. Even though the results were not as impressive as
[55], the authors in this paper reduced the overall array requirements. The elements
were reduced from six to four, and there were no requirements for diverse polarisation.
Also, the authors performed measurements in peripheral corridors without LOS, which
no other paper presented in this Section does. The results of this paper are compared with
the contributions of this research in MF RSS in Subsection 6.4.4.
Moreover, Taillefer et al first proposed the use of ESPAR to estimate AoA through
RSS [56]. An ESPAR antenna is consisted of a single feed element which is surrounded
by a ring of reactively loaded parasitic elements. The loading reactances are controlled
electronically, formulated directional beams and nulls which can be steered through the
azimuth plane. By providing adaptive beam forming and control of the radiation pattern,
ESPAR antennas can increase the overall channel capacity and improve SNR by reducing
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(a) Seven element ESPAR schematic used [56]. (b) Twelve element ESPAR used in [47, 48, 57].
Figure 3.3: Examples of ESPAR used for extracting AoA information from RSS.
the interference. The schematic of the seven element ESPAR with the central single feed
and outer elements used in [56] can be seen in Fig 3.3a. To extract the AoA from RSS,
the authors cross correlated the power output and antenna pattern diversity from a set of
known pre-measured power radiation patterns. They proposed an "estimator condition"
which was used to determine the most appropriate pattern shape. For the experimental
results, they measured and stored the patterns for 36 equally spaced AoAs as part of pre-
measurements. Then the AoA error was estimated for the different reactance vectors. For
4 reactance vectors the mean estimation error and standard deviation were less than 1.6
degrees and 1.28 degrees respectively. For 6 reactance vectors, the mean estimation error
and standard deviation were 0.7 degrees and 0.6 degrees respectively.
More recently, localisation with ESPAR has been a major research focus of Kulas and
his research group [47, 48, 57]. In all instances, the authors employ the 12 element ESPAR,
shown in Fig. 3.3b. Rzymowski et al in [47] proposed an ESPAR fingerprinting method,
measuring the RSS with 24 different antenna configurations, at 100 locations in a 4.5 by
4.5 m room. Using 25 out of the 100 measurements as fingerprints resulted to a mean
error of 1.6 m, while reducing the fingerprints to 9 out of 100, the mean error was in-
creased to 1.86 m. The overall technique exhibits very high accuracy, but the amount of
pre-measurements required and the fact that a single anchor was limited to perform local-
isation only in a single room room, makes the overall system expensive and not practical.
The results of this paper are compared with the contributions of this research in MF RSS
in Subsection 6.4.4.
In [48] Kulas, introduced interpolation to reduce the ESPAR calibration phase main-
taining the same accuracy on AoA estimation. For measurements in an anechoic chamber,
without interpolation, 20 dB SNR, and 360 measurements the RMS error was reported to
2 degrees, while for 10 measurements the RMS error was reported to 10.6 degrees. With
interpolation and 10 measurements, the reported RMS error was 2.5 degrees, an increase
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of 0.5 degree compared to 360 measurements. The calibration time required was reduced
from 33 minutes to 15.7 minutes. The overall decrease in calibration time and the 2 degree
RMS error performance make the ESPAR approach even more attractive, but again, this
system and technique are not tested in real environments. The results of this paper are
compared with the contributions of this research in MF RSS in Subsection 6.4.4.
Tarkowski and Kulas in [57] applied Support Vector Machine (SVM) to improve the
AoA estimation accuracy with a RSS and ESPAR. The authors utilised 12 radiation pat-
terns and perform 360 measurements, one for each degree in an anechoic chamber. These
measurements were used as a training set in the learning process of the SVM. For the test
set, the ESPAR was rotated in the horizontal plane with a 5 degree angular step, resulting
to 72 test directions. The results for 30 dB SNR report an RMS error performance for
SVM to be 0.74 degrees, while for the correlation technique used in previous papers 1.55
degrees. For 0 dB SNR, the RMS error performance was increased to 1.87 degrees and
2.59 degrees, for SVM and correlation respectively. Overall, it was evident that the SVM
approach improves the overall accuracy, but the issue of performance in real world still
remains. Since the technique was tested in an anechoic chamber, the technique has not
been tested under the effects of multipath.
Concluding this Subsection, it was evident that the proposed ESPAR implementations
can achieve good accuracy on estimating the AoA based on RSS compared to the SBA. The
overall estimation improvement is achieved with a higher cost, since ESPAR implementa-
tion is more complex than SBA. Since the cost is higher than SBA, the single receiver in
every room approach will always favour SBA. Hence, the application of an ESPAR indoors
for commercial use is not as attractive as SBA. Finally, both SBA and ESPAR have not been
applied to outdoor environments. Therefore, the overall use of diverse RSS patterns can be
low cost, but requires complex receivers for single room, and its application is not tested
for outdoors.
3.2 Techniques or systems that utilise the AoA metric
This Section serves as the literature review of this research in systems or techniques
that utilise AoA for localisation. Subsection 3.2.1 is dedicated to interesting AoA novel
novel systems, giving further emphasis on the technique presented by author Tayem in
[58]. Furthermore, Subsection 3.2.2 presents state of the art localisation systems that utilise
AoA and complex system techniques. Further emphasis is give on ArrayTrack [7] since
it is the best performing system. Finally, both the technique presented by Tayem in [58]
and ArrayTrack [7] are featured in the final Section of this Chapter for comparison and to
draw conclusions but also to compare the findings of this research in Chapter 7.
3.2.1 AoA novel techniques
Scherhäufl et al, first in [59, 60], and more recently in [61, 62] proposed the localisation
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of the measurement system used in [59–62], with K RF front ends.
of RFID tags using AoA. In all of their papers, the authors utilised a single RFID reader
with an 8 port switch for 8 antennas. The reader was able to transmit and then receive
the signal backscattered from the RFID tag from 8 different antennas. The schematic of
the system is shown in Fig. 3.4. Specifically in [59, 60], the location of the RFID tag was
determined by defining a grid search algorithm and estimating the received phase based
on each grid point. The received phase was compared with every grid point, and the
grid point that was closest to the equation was determined as the transmitted location.
With measurements in a 3.5 m by 2.5 m indoor environment, and 645 grid positions,
the RMS error was reported to be 0.558 m. Instead of a grid search, the same authors
with the same system, propose a Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) approach in
[61, 62]. Performing measurements in the same environment, with the MLE approach,
they reduced the accuracy estimation to 0.11 m. This technique is impressive due to the
high accuracy, but unrealistic to be applied in a larger scale. It would be interesting to see
what effect on accuracy if the detection area was increased.
Cremer et al in [63] proposed the use of beamforming for AoA detection of an RFID.
Their technique is based on pivoting the main lobe of the antenna array in the azimuth
plane and formulate a sensitive threshold of detection. The authors employed three circu-
larly polarised patch antennas as an array with a dedicated phased shifter on each patch
antenna. In the first stage, the system initialised by setting the transmit power to max and
then pivots the beam to the azimuth plane. If a tag was detected, the transmit power was
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Figure 3.5: Block diagram of the system used in [63].
reduced and the pivoting continues until the tag was not readable. Without changing the
recorded power from stage one, the second stage initiates, where the azimuth angle resets
and attempts to read the tag n times before pivoting. Each time a tag detection was made,
the angle was stored. The process was completed when the beamformer reaches the final
activation angle at the azimuth plane. The final AoA was computed by averaging the first
and final activation angles. The authors reported a mean accuracy of 1.2 degrees in an
anechoic chamber, 1.9 degrees in basic multipath environment, and 2.5 degrees in real
world environment. By placing 4 systems in a 3 by 3 m grid and performing triangulation
with the AoA estimation, the mean localisation accuracy was 7 cm. The technique used
in this system allowed the overall application to achieve high accuracy. On the contrary,
an issue arises with the use of multiple RFID tags. Stage one will detect the first RFID tag
by reducing the power, and potentially ignoring other tags that are further away, or close
together. This technique could be potentially applied in modern systems to improve the
overall localisation accuracy, but the complexity of the system increases the overall cost.
Therefore, it is unsuitable for the purpose of this research.
In [58] Tayem presents a summary of his work [64, 65] summarising multiple novel
methods that use QR decomposition for AoA. QR decomposition is the decomposition of
a matrix A into a product A=QR, where matrix Q is orthonormal and contains both signal
and noise subspace [66]. While R is an upper triangular matrix that contains both signal
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and noise information, the true rank of the matrix and it is easier to solve. In modern
literature SVD is preferred even though its computational process might be more complex
because it results to a clearer representation of noise and signal subspace. Moreover, QR
is unable to handle rank deficiency, and the performance depends on the upper triangular
matrix. The overall complexity of QR is characterised as O((mn2 − n3)/3), using the
Householder transform [66]. On the contrary, the SVD has a characterised complexity of
O(mn2+ n3) [66].
The performance of SVD is always expected to be better since it can solve rank-deficient
matrices and more complex data problems, but the reason why QR is the reduced com-
plexity for practical application. Therefore, this paper is highlighted because in can reduce
the hardware complexity and as the author claims achieve equal performance in some
cases. To prove that claim, five different methods to estimate the AoA were introduced.
Method 1 [58], is a straight forward application of MUSIC, where it utilises the noise
subspace representation of Qn. It is an attractive solution due to the low complexity, com-
pared to more complex matrix decomposition such as SVD. Both decomposition methods
could be used to obtain the noise subspace and estimate the AoA. The downside of QR
is that it can not handle rank deficiency matrices. The presence of reflections formulate
matrices that are rank deficient. Therefore, the performance with QR decomposition is
expected to be worse than utilising SVD. Another downside of QR is that the orthogonal
matrix contains a lower SNR compared to SVD. This is the cost of reducing the complexity
of the estimation, resulting to an equal or worse performance than SVD. The performance
difference is dependent to the overall system SNR. In cases that the received SNR is high,
the difference is negligible.
Method 2 [58], performs a rank revealing using the R matrix. The benefit of the rank
revealing is that it attempts to reveal the true rank of the matrix. Correlated sources such
as reflections and multipath, severely affect subspace algorithms. Thus, the application
of rank revealing RRQR attempts to reduce the sources correlation from multipath. In
theory, this method should result to a higher SNR estimation than Method 1 in cases of
strong multipath.
Method 3 [58], exploits the shift invariant property, same as ESPRIT. It performs the
rank revealing RRQR like Method 2 and gives a parametric result rather than spectral.
The results are expected to be equal or worse than Method 2, but since its a parametric
estimation, the complexity is far lower.
Method 4 [58], utilises the signal subspace of the covariance matrix (2.11), where com-
pared to Method 3, utilises the upper triangular matrix. Using the signal subspace, the
accuracy results are expected to be improved, when the signal sources are not correlated
and the SNR is high. In practice, method 4 is the exact application of ESPRIT algorithm
using the signal subspace.
Method 5 [58], follows the same logic as Method 3 and Method 4, utilising both R and
Q matrices. The purpose is to benefit from the rank revealing R matrix and then utilise the
signal subspace of its newly formed data matrix. In theory this algorithm should perform
better than the other in cases of high SNR.
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Table 3.1: Experimental AoA results for two sources at 37 and 115 degrees, with four
element ULA [58].
MUSIC SVD ESPRIT SVD Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 Method 4 Method 5
AoA 1: 37 36.5 36.2 34.9 37.6 36.3 37.6 36.3 deg.
AoA 2: 115 115.1 114.2 114.5 114.9 115 114.9 113.6 deg.
The environment that the measurements took place was a flat rooftop in order to de-
crease possible multipath and has a direct LOS. Unfortunately this scenario is not applica-
ble for many applications. Hence, the results are not appropriate to take into consideration
for indoor applications as they do not experience heavy multipath. Table 3.1 presents the
experimental results for all five methods with two sources, 37 and 115 degrees. The re-
sults prove that for an ideal environment, (small number of multipath propagation) and
LOS conditions the QR decomposition methods can have the same results with MUSIC or
ESPRIT. Some doubt for the performance of QR decomposition algorithms in a multipath
scenario still remains, because of the way that the experimental tests were performed.
Although the QR is a complexity reducing algorithm compared to SVD, the results show
that QR can produce quality results under low multipath scenarios.
The contributions of this paper are taken into consideration to the MF AoA research,
Chapter 7. The performance of the developed algorithm within the scope of this research
is evaluated and compared utilising SVD and the two QR decomposition methods 1 and
2 in Subsection 7.5.3. Moreover, this paper is also presented in Subsection 3.5 where the
results are compared with other localisation techniques or systems.
3.2.2 State of art AoA localisation systems
In [67] Miesen et al. utilised the movement of a robotic arm to formulate a Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) to localise a RFID tag. SAR systems work similarly as the phased
arrays, but movement is required. To localise a transmitter samples are collected from
each receiver in multiple time snapshots, and positions. In order to have the transceiver
in different positions, a mechanical movement with a known speed is required. As the
transceiver changes positions mechanically, it emulates the existence of an array. In [67]
the robotic arm rotated on the x and y axis, the RFID tag backscatters passively a phase
modulated signal. The received signal was then used to synthesise the SAR. Experimental
results from indoor environments, reported that an aperture (x-y-axis movement) of 0.8
m was required to achieve an error of 0.9 m and a standard deviation of 0.02 m. The
novelty of this paper could be applied on moving readers, for example hand held readers
mounted on vehicles. With a known trajectory and speed, the moving vehicle could scan
an area to locate a missing person that carries a passive RFID tag.
Furthermore, in [68] the authors proposed the utilisation of SAR with multiple readers
that scan a RFID tag indoors. Instead of having a moving transceiver, the authors used a
MIMO system where the 8 transceivers took turns on transmitting and receiving, as seen
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(a) Example of the user twisting the mobile de-
vice on the vertical (z) axis, at left. The red cir-
cles indicate antenna locations. On the right, the
top view with the trajectory measured by a Vi-
con motion capture system. [69]. (b) LTeye prototype sniffer [31].
Figure 3.6: Examples of SAR systems used in in Ubicarse and LTEye.
in [59–62]. This allowed the formulation of a virtual array as if a single transceiver was
moving on each location collecting data. Results in an indoor room with a size of 2.5 by
3.5 m and 8 transceivers reported an accurate localisation with a root median deviation
below 0.1 m and an error of 0.01 m. Overall, this specific application is not practical for
tracking people in need. The cost and complexity requirements are huge for a large scale
application, but if the overall transceivers were reduced and placed in different rooms it
would be more practical. Combining the application of [67] with [68] in a very large scale,
in theory, a person in need could be located in both indoor and outdoor only by carrying
a RFID tag.
Kumar et al. in [69] introduced UbiCarse, a SAR based system where, instead of a
mechanically moving transceiver, the movement is simulated by a hand held device on
the user side. When the user rotates the hand held device on the z-axis, the device records
WiFi data from known locations, gyroscopic data, and camera information, Fig 3.6a. In
practice, the WiFi data served as the transmitting signal of the traditional SAR systems,
the gyroscopic data served as a correction of the mechanical movement, and the camera
information was used for geotagging to improve the overall accuracy. Without geotagging,
in a 10 by 15 m indoor environment, UbiCarse achieved an accuracy of 80 cm error with
3 APs, 50 cm error with 4 APs, and 30 cm error with 5 APs. By applying geotagging, the
accuracy was decreased to 15 cm error with 5 APs.
Moreover, the same authors in [31] introduced LTEye, a SAR localisation system for
LTE 4G cellular network. With the cellular network evolving to the use of pico and femto
cells, they employed an SDR as a passive sniffer, and capture CSI information with a static
and a mechanically moving antenna. LTEye employed a passive sniffer, and requires no
support from cellular providers; a picture of the prototype is shown in Fig. 3.6b. It utilises
the LTE control channels that contain downlink and uplink data, without accessing en-
crypted or private data. They evaluated the performance in two scenarios, in a classroom
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Figure 3.7: ArrayTrack high-level block diagram of the front end, access point, and server
[7].
(24 by 17 m) where the LOS is dominant with 2 APs, and in a Non Line of Sight (NLOS)
office (60 by 34 m) with 5 APs. For the first scenario, the mean error in localisation was
34 cm for each dimension, and 61 cm for 3 dimensional placement; while for the second
scenario the mean error was 43.7 cm for each dimension and 84.6 cm in 3-D displace-
ment. The results of LTEye [31] are compared with the contribution of this research in
Section 7.6.
Overall, the performance of UbiCarse [69] is LTEye [31] are impressive, but in fact it
is not applicable for all cases. In terms of tracking people in need, it is not sure that the
users will be able to use the mobile phone. Moreover, the battery life of the hand held
devices is low, requiring daily charging. Finally, both methods have not been tested in
outdoor environments, where the distances are greater, and the number of APs is low.
ArrayTrack [7] is an AoA detection system with a passive ULA that requires no move-
ment, outperforms the SAR systems, and it can be applied for indoor localisation using
WiFi. The system utilises 16 receiving antennas where 8 are used for spectral estimation
using SVD. Compared to commercial WiFi router, the implementation of 16 receiving an-
tennas is unrealistic, while the use of 8 antennas is practical. The overall system design is
a combination of multiple signal processing algorithms to eliminate multipath, even when
there is little to no energy from the direct path. The reason ArrayTrack is highlighted in
this Section is because it is the best performing single metric system that utilise only AoA.
The block diagram of the ArrayTrack is presented in 3.7, with all the related algorithm
performed in each step. For each individual AoA estimation on the ArrayTrack server,
spatial smoothing is applied first, before MUSIC [41], as presented in Subsection 2.1. After
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(a) CDF plot of location error for dif-
ferent number of antennas [7]. (b) AoA spectra for 3 clients in a line with AP [7].
Figure 3.8: ArrayTrack results of a CDF and AoA spectra [7].
spatial smoothing and MUSIC, the system continues by applying a windowing function
over the AoA angles which is proportional to the confidence on the AoA. Furthermore,
the system removes the 360 degrees uncertainty, with the back of a ULA mirrored to the
front forming a 180 degree spectrum. Furthermore, multipath suppression aims to remove
or reduce peaks that do not belong in the direct path. The algorithm is grouping two to
three AoA spectra from frames taken closer than 100 ms in time. Then one AoA spectrum
is chosen arbitrarily as the primary, and the peaks that do no pair with the other AoA
spectra are removed. In the final step, the spectra synthesizer algorithm lays down all N
APs in a map, and their corresponding calculated spectrum estimated Pi(θi), and assigns
a likelihood. The location with the highest likelihood, is the estimated location of the
transmission.
Fig. 3.8a shows that the number of antennas is vital to the ArrayTrack performance.
The mean accuracy is at 10 cm, 40 cm and 23 cm with four, six and eight antennas respec-
tively. Furthermore, the improvement from four to eight antennas was higher than the
improvement from six to eight. Fig. 3.8b demonstrates the direct path peak changes over
different scenarios. At first the transmitter was at LOS, then it was being blocked by one
pillar, and finally blocked by two pillars. Even with the two pillars blocking the LOS, there
was still a direct path although it was not the strongest. Finally, the authors recommended
the use of a ULA with six (30.5 cm long) or eight antennas (43 cm long). These results
proved that acquiring the direct path is possible, even with 2 pillars blocking it. Hence,
forming a platform to attempt and resolve the true path, with lower cost and complexity
will bring novelty in the AoA estimation; which is where this research is focused on.
The results of this paper provide the majority of evidence for the research and novelty
of this research and MF AoA estimation in Chapter 7. The authors utilise a 16 element
ULA, complex hardware and appropriate signal processing the authors proved that the
direct AoA is detectable even when the LOS is blocked by two pillars. The research
presented in Chapter 7 attempts to improve the performance by reducing the hardware
complexity and developing a novel MF algorithm. Finally, this paper is also presented
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in Subsection 3.5 where the results are compared with other localisation techniques or
systems.
3.3 Techniques or systems utilising MF and a single metric
This Section serves as the literature review of this research in systems or techniques
that utilise MF and one more metric for localisation. The first Subsection 3.3.1 is dedicated
techniques and systems that utilise MF and RSS, with the highlight being the SBA of
Maddio et al. [46]. Furthermore, Subsection 3.3.2 presents techniques and systems that
utilise MF and AoA, such as Frequency Diverse Array (FDA)s, and coprime arrays. The
highlighted paper is from Rigelsford and Tennant [70] with an acoustic Random Spherical
Volumetric Array (RSVA). Both papers are featured in the final Section of this Chapter,
but also the results of [46] are used for comparison with the findings of this research in
Chapter 6.
3.3.1 Novel utilisation of MF and RSS metric
In [71] Viikari et al., proposed a MF based method to determine the distance of RFID
tags with unknown properties. The reader measured the tag’s response at different dis-
crete frequencies at the power threshold of the RFID tag. The tag’s modulated reflection
coefficient was estimated through the received measured power and by measuring dis-
tance compensation. The authors performed measurements in a anechoic chamber. Both
reader and tag were placed at the same height and the tag was placed at different dis-
tances, 1 meter, 2 meters, and 3 meters. The frequency modulated CW that the reader
used for measurements operated at frequency from 840 to 875 MHz with a step of 3 MHz.
First the author attempted to estimate the parameters of the RFID tag at different dis-
tances, 1, 2, and 3 m. The best result was achieved at 1 m due to the high SNR, but even
in 3 m the deviation was small that it could be ignored. Then the resonance frequency
of the RFID tag was estimated. The average of the estimated resonance was at 864 MHz,
with deviations of -4 and + 10 MHz. Furthermore, the results report that by using MF
and by estimating the properties of the tag, a 1.4 meters improvement was achievable.
For measurements in an anechoic chamber, the mean distance error was reported to be
0.068 meters. In this paper, it was evident that the MF can provide further information
regarding the tag properties, allowing better estimation. The issue is that the performance
of this system is that it’s untested in real environments with strong multipath effect. This
technique is very interesting and it could be used by mobile units that can attempt to
localise a target.
As presented in the Subsection 3.1.2, Cidronali et al., where the first authors to propose
the use of a SBA to distinguish AoA from RSS [55]. More recently, Maddio and Cidronali
have focused on utilising dual-band signals from WiFi to improve the overall accuracy
of estimation [46]. As with every SBA, Maddio and Cidronali applied Space Division
Multiple Access (SDMA) where they enhanced the effectiveness of the RSS measurements,
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(a) System architecture of the dual-band node used in [46, 80].
(b) Picture of the dual-
band SBA prototype used
in [46, 80].
Figure 3.9: System architecture and prototype of the dual-band node used in [46, 80].
coping with the multipath problem. In practice, SDMA is selecting the signal reception
from only a specific angular region, instead of all the elements simultaneously. This
helps mitigating the uncertainty caused by the multiple path reception [72, 73]. In [46] the
authors extended their work presented in [74] where the SBA operates in two uncorrelated
frequencies, 2.45 and 5.2 GHz.
A schematic of the system architecture is depicted in Fig. 3.9a. There is a single dual-
band transceiver connected to an antenna switch and then to the dual-band antennas. The
microcontroller was programmed to serve as the IEEE 802.11x WiFi MAC layer. To enable
SDMA, the dual-band RF transceiver was responsible to electronically control the antenna,
pointing in different space sectors by selecting a predefined beam. The SBA arrangement
with 8 printed patch antennas in an octagonal prism can be seen in Fig. 3.9b. The geom-
etry allowed the signal distribution in the x− y plane to be optimal. The patch antennas
were circularly polarised to allow robust communication regardless the transmitting an-
tenna orientation. Moreover, it was shown in [75–77] that circular polarisation increased
robustness against the effect of multipath, allowing more precise RSS data [78, 79]. The
employed patch antennas were able to have two radio patterns, left-hand and right-hand,
for both proposed frequencies, 2.45 and 5.20 GHz.
The estimation of AoA was mathematically expressed as follows: with a set of mea-
sured RSS data Si, it was necessary to know the gain pattern Gi(θ), therefore, the azimuth
angle θ was the angle that fits best the analytical expression found [46]. Moreover, to mit-
igate multipath noise, the dual-band approach was exploited. For a each frequency, the
received signal is consisted of multiple repetitions (reflections) of the transmitted signal.
Hence, lack of variance in in different angles, makes it more likely that the AoA (θ) is the
true AoA.
Since the the multipath effect was unlikely to be similar on both frequencies, one of
the two frequencies was used for the estimation. Thus, it was unlikely that both received
signals to be affected by the same multipath fading. Since the antenna gains G1(θ) and
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Table 3.2: Summary of the AoA estimation for different SNR
Mean error 90% error performance
MF 2.45 GHz 5.2 GHz MF 2.45 GHz 5.2 GHz
SNR = 32 dB 2.6 4.5 6.4 5.4 9.3 12.7 deg.
SNR = 3 dB 4.9 9 7.8 10.5 18.3 17.4 deg.
SNR = 0 dB 7.1 13 9.5 15.1 23.6 21.4 deg.
G2(θ) for the two frequencies had different shapes, also supported the fact. Furthermore,
to combine the two gain sets G1(θ) and G2(θ), a corrective factor and it can be found
in[46].
To evaluate the performance of the proposed system, the authors performed mea-
surements in an anechoic chamber. The proposed SBA was placed on a rotor that was
controlled by the target node on a tripod at the same height. A third device was em-
ployed to provide interference to the direct communication link and to serve the purpose
of controlled multipath. A detailed table with the mean and the 90% error performance
with different SNR is presented in Table 3.2. From Table 3.2 is evident that MF was able to
reduce the 90% error more effectively. Specifically, for SNR = 32 dB the error was reduced
by 3.9 degrees, for SNR = 3 dB the error was reduced by 6.9 degrees, and for SNR = 0 dB
the error was reduced by 6.3 degrees.
In every case, it was evident that the MF outperforms the use of a single frequency.
Regardless of which frequency was the worst performing, the MF was always performing
better than both of them. Since in the real world is not possible to predict the environ-
ment in signal reception, the proposed system is an improvement to the AoA estimation
regardless the environment, and with no prior knowledge. The only case that the dual-
band system will not perform better, is when both frequency bands are affected by sever
distortion, but in this case, AoA estimation is considered impractical and impossible for
any system. Even if the results are part of measurements in an anechoic chamber, it is
evident that MF can improve the overall AoA estimation.
Finally, this paper is presented in Subsection 3.5 where the results are compared with
other localisation techniques or systems. Moreover, the results of this paper are also
compared with the contributions of this research in MF RSS in Subsection 6.4.4.
3.3.2 Novel utilisation of MF and AoA metric
The authors in [81] were the first to propose and investigate the use MF radar. Specif-
ically, they proposed a MF array that achieves high accuracy with multiple coherent sig-
nals. The main problem of radar was that during the transmission of the first burst the
transmitted signal that was affected by the multipath reflects back to the receiver as a
coherent signal. The authors proposed a MF array that allowed a decorrelation technique
to enable correct AoA estimation. A flowchart of the proposed system architecture was
presented in Fig. 3.10. The flowchart depicts the two processes that enabled localisation;
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Figure 3.10: Flowchart representation of the proposed system architecture in [81].
the covariance matrix with decorrelation enabled the AoA estimation, while on the other
hand, the reflection coefficient estimation that enabled the range estimation for each path.
These two processes enable both direct AoA and the direct path estimation for the final
localisation. To evaluate the proposed system, the authors formulated a simulation with a
three element ULA, and utilised the frequencies of f1 = 905, f2 = 914 and f1 = 925 MHz,
with the SNR set to 6 dB. With the true path at -15 degrees and a reflection at 40 degrees,
the Mean Square Error (MSE) was 0.066 meters, but when the reflection was moved to 10
degrees, the error increased to 0.14 meters. The authors remarked that as the direct path
and reflection came closer, it was harder to distinguish which one was true. Moreover,
the authors investigated the estimation accuracy, when the distance of the reflective path
changed. They concluded that, as the path increased, the direct path detection became
easier (since the reflection amplitude decreases and the phase offset was greater). The
proposed system was able to utilise both the MF and the spatial diversity to achieve im-
pressive results. The issue with the proposed paper is that the results are theoretical and
they take into consideration only a single reflection, while in real environments more than
a single reflections exist.
The majority of the MF research is focused on the co-prime frequencies and the FDA.
A recent review in [82] highlights the performance improvement in terms of SNR, range
resolution, angle resolution, and improved tracking performance using FDA. The use of
ULA phase arrays is based on controlling the phase of each element as seen in Fig. 3.11a,
allowing constructive or destructive interference at specific angles. Therefore, beam steer-
ing is enabled as the different phased arrays allow different patterns to be generated,
however, this also generates side lobes at undesired angles [83]. Beam steering can also
provide high gain, allowing the localisation of weak transmission, and also the ability to
suppress interference from other directions [84].
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(a) Example of a ULA phased array with N ele-
ments as show in [82].
(b) Example of a FDA with N elements as
shown in [82].
Figure 3.11: Examples of ULA (3.11a) and FDA (3.11b) with N as shown in [82].
Frequency diversity in radars was first presented in [85], where a single element trans-
mit frequency diverse pulses in sequence. Modern FDAs are different from MIMO radar
systems, as they transmit overlapping signals in close spaced frequencies. Meanwhile,
MIMO radar utilises orthogonal signals from the different antenna elements received
from the multiple paths to stipulate spatial diversity [86]. Furthermore, in some cases
MIMO radar utilises waveform diversity also known as collocated MIMO [87], and even
OFDM [88]. FDAs have a similar physical structure as the ULAs, with the same element
separation but different operational frequency, as seen in Fig. 3.11b. When it comes to
localisation, the application difference is that the FDA beam forming provides a global
maximum and a number of local maximum with diverse ranges and angles [89]. This
enables the detection of multiple targets at the same direction but in different range dis-
tances, also known as angular resolution. The angle/phase capabilities have been proven
to be dependant on the transceiver number of elements [90]. As with the ULA, a FDA
can apply beam forming to reduce interference, and improve the SNR, enabling longer
range. One issue that FDAs face is that as the range increases, a range/angle ambiguity
is formulated due to the range/angle coupling. A recent paper, [91] addresses this issue
and it will be presented next.
More recently, in [92] the authors presented a performance analysis of a sparse ULA
that utilises two co-prime frequencies. The use of co-prime frequencies has gained atten-
tion in literature after being proposed in [93]. Traditionally, co-prime arrays have different
spacing on their elements, depending on the distance of the co-prime frequencies. The
benefits are that the received narrow band signal can be decorrelated with fewer receiving
elements, increasing the Degrees of Freedom (DOF) of the system. DOF of a system is
defined as the number of parameters that may vary independently in the system. In this
paper, the authors analysed the performance of a ULA instead of a co-prime array, and
presented the effects of the different frequencies on phase. Since the received signals have
an unknown phase, the Cramér-Rao bound (CRB) was derived for a conventional sparse
ULA. To evaluate the performance of utilising two co-prime frequencies with a ULA, the
authors performed a MCS. They considered a ULA with 4 elements, two co-prime fre-
quencies and two sources with equal transmit power and SNR. To estimate the AoA, they
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Figure 3.12: Example of a RSVA that is employed in [70], N elements placed in pseudo-
random x, y, z locations.
used the group LASSO method presented in [94], which was specifically developed for
sparse ULA arrays. Results showed that by using two co-prime frequencies and a ULA,
two sources could be resolved as long as they were 2 degrees apart and their phase dif-
ference was over 0.7pi. Finally, they distribute various number targets between -60 and 60
degrees with 20 dB SNR and 2000 snapshots. Results proved that more targets could be
resolved when two signals from co-prime frequencies were present with phase differences.
Overall, this papers highlights the multiple benefits of MF with co-prime frequencies, even
though the results are a product of simulation and not a real system.
The final paper even though it utilised acoustic frequencies and not RF, Rigelsford and
Tennant [70] showed the benefits of MF when it comes to AoA estimation. The authors
employed a RSVA to present a method that reduces the sidelobe level, utilising multiple
frequencies. The proposed technique combines data that were measured in different dis-
crete frequencies over a wide bandwidth. The final estimation produced a spectral result
with the average sidelobe level reduced, depending on the number of discrete frequencies
used. This technique was applied to estimate the location of an unknown source, utilising
enhanced holographic imaging. Results showed superior image resolution, with the MF
decreasing the noise from unwanted directions.
An example of a RSVA used in this paper is shown in Fig. 3.12. RSVA is named as
such, because the elements of the array are positioned pseudo-randomly in different loca-
tions within a spherical region, in a three dimensional space. The use of RSVA is common
in both acoustic systems [95, 95] and communication applications [96–98]. The benefit is
that it removes statistical possibility from large lobes, and can provide a full scan in both
azimuth and elevation with constant beamwidth and gain. As the number of elements
increases, the spherical region increases inversely proportional, but that allows the reduc-
tion of the sidelobes in the final estimation. Applying MF to reduce the sidelobes can
allow the employment of fewer elements, thus decreasing the overall hardware complex-
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Figure 3.13: Schematic of the system used in [70].
ity. The method introduced is a sub-array beamforming that syntheses multiple patterns.
Further signal processing can applied to reduce the sidelobes even further.
A schematic of the employed system is shown in Fig. 3.13, where PN represents the
Nth acoustic element. Every element is connected with a band-pass filter F1 to FN , and
the phase can be independently changed to steer the main beam direction. For every
frequency, the output is combined in the form of narrow band beamformers but then these
outputs are further combined, providing an array broadband response. The difference
between every frequency measured is large enough for the sidelobe structures of each
data to remain uncorrelated, hence it is possible to synthesise a RSVA result by combining
the uncorrelated data sets.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed technique, the authors performed mea-
surements using an experimental three dimensional RSVA. The array consisted of N=64
omni directional microphones arranged at a pseudo random location within a 86 cm di-
ameter. The array operated in audio frequencies between 50 Hz and 13 KHz and applied
electronic beamforming to provide a directional pattern. Measurements were performed
in an anechoic chamber lined with absorbing foam. The sound source was an 8 cm loud
speaker driven by a signal generator and audio amplifier. For both experiments, the
speaker location was 2.3 meters in front and 0.22 meters below the centre of the RSVA.
Fig. 3.14a depicts the response patterns of the RSVA with m=6 frequencies. It was
evident that the MF method reduced the sidelobe level from -18 dB to -26 dB. Also, the
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(a) Comparison of spectral performance with a SF and MF (m =
6) with the N = 64 element RSVA, employed in [70].
(b) Holographic imaging with SF at 6 KHz with
SF [70].
(c) Holographic imaging with MF from 3 KHz
to 7 KHz [70].
Figure 3.14: A comparison of two holographic images of two sources, with SF at 3 KHz
Fig. 3.14b, and MF starting from 3 kHz to 7 kHz in 500 Hz steps Fig. 3.14c.
theoretical response with 384 element array is given in Fig. 3.14a to show that MF can
produce the same results utilising only 6 frequencies and 64 elements. The following
result confirms the authors’ suggestion that MF can reduce the average sidelobe level
by −10 log(1/M) dB. Moreover, Fig. 3.14b shows the holographic imaging of two sound
sources at 6 KHz with single frequency, while Fig. 3.14c with multiple frequencies. Both
images were taken with the 64 element array, with the MF measured with signals from
3 kHz to 7 kHz in 500 Hz steps. The sidelobes were shown to be reduced by 9.6 dB,
which is equivalent that of a 576 (64 by 9) element array. In Fig. 3.14b, the reflections can
be distinguished in the holographic imaging with high intensity, while in Fig. 3.14c, the
reflections are reduced.
The main concerns with this technique is that it is proven experimentally on acoustic
frequencies, not RF, and that bands of different frequencies are tightly spaced. On the con-
trary, this paper proves that MF can be extremely beneficial to AoA estimation in acoustic
frequencies. It also serves as a great example for the benefits of RSVA, providing 360 de-
gree of detection in both azimuth and elevation. The authors prove with measurements,
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that the application of MF can reduce the average sidelobe level by −10 log(1/M) dB. The
real advantage of MF is that it does not require additional hardware complexity or com-
plicated software to improve the overall performance. Furthermore, this technique can
be applied with additional signal processing techniques to further suppress the sidelobes,
with the cost of angular resolution degradation. The proposed technique is ideal for noisy
or rich acoustic multipath environments. Finally, this paper is presented in Subsection 3.5
where the results are compared with other localisation techniques or systems.
3.4 Techniques or systems that utilise multiple metrics
This Section serves as the literature review of this research in systems or techniques
that utilise multiple metrics for localisation. The first Subsection 3.4.1 presents novel
techniques and highlights the work of Scherhäufl et al. [99] for the smart fusion of RSS
and AoA. Moreover, Subsection 3.4.2 presents novel systems and it highlights the best
performing system, SpotFi [19] which utilises the AoA, ToF and RSS metrics. Both papers
[19, 99] are featured in the comparison at the end of this Chapter, but also the results of
SpotFi [19] are used to directly compare the results of this research in Chapter 7.
3.4.1 Novel techniques that utilise multiple metrics
In [100] the authros present a selective hybrid weighting algorithm to localise a trans-
mitter in a NLOS case scenario utilising both AoA and RSS metrics. This paper and its
improved version [101], introduced a simple concept of fusing different metrics and lo-
calise transmitter over long range of 350 m. In the first step of the algorithm, the effect of
the NLOS in RSS was corrected. The three APs that encircle the transmitting node were
selected, by being the ones that measure the highest RSS. Then, the RSS was adjusted
using weights to mitigate the NLOS effect and to approximate the expected LOS RSS. At
the second step, using the weighted RSS the interception point between AP one and two
was estimated, and then the interception point between AP one and three was estimated.
Assuming an AoA deviation the final estimation could be then performed. If both inter-
ception points were within the limit of that assumed AoA deviation, an average of the
two points was assumed to be the location of the transmitter. If they were not, then the
process was restarted and the weight factors of the RSS were updated. The same authors
in [101] improved the algorithm by estimating the interception points between all APs.
If the average of all locations were within the weighted RSS and AoA, then this was the
estimated location. If not, then the process was restarted and the weight factors of the
RSS were updated. To demonstrate the performance of the proposed algorithm, a MCS
was presented, with 1000 trials. The pathloss exponent was set to 2, the AoA variance
was set to 10 degrees, and the variance of the AWGN was set to 3 dB. The presented
mean distance error of the proposed selective hybrid weighting algorithm was 52 meters,
while without weighting the mean error was circa 95 meters. This paper proposed a low
complexity algorithm to improve the estimation error over long ranges, such as cellular
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communications. Unfortunately, the evaluation that the authors perform was theoreti-
cal and not with measurements. This approach would be interesting to be tested in real
environments under real NLOS conditions.
Tomic et al introduced two low complexity techniques to merge RSS and AoA in
[102, 103]. In [102] the authors presented an algorithm that requires multiple receivers
to localise a transmitter with unknown power. The benefits is that it does not require a
Central Processor Unit (CPU), the processing can be done locally by each receiver, and the
initialisation is computation free. The location estimation was performed by formulating
a non-convex ML estimator. Moreover, the use of anchor nodes was required, as the ML
required signals from known locations. That allowed the estimator to resolve information
such as pathloss and AoA. To solve the non-convex problem, the authors transformed it
in to a second order cone programming problem [104]. To evaluate the performance of
the simplified algorithm, the authors performed a MCS with 50 K runs, 20 anchor nodes,
15 target nodes, and a pathloss exponent of 3. Results showed a RMS error of 2 m with 5
dB SNR, while for the same scenario an algorithm that utilised only the RSS metric a RMS
error of 4.7 m.
Moreover, the same authors in [103] presented an improved version of [102]. They
proposed the use of weights based on the total RSS. For example, the received signal
that had higher power would have the highest weight. By weighting all the signals in
the estimator, the signal with the higher SNR score was prioritised. Furthermore, the
authors now apply a weighted Least Square (LS) estimator, which they proved that was
less computationally complex. Similarly to the previous paper, the authors performed a
MCS with 50 k runs, 4 anchor nodes, one target node, and a pathloss exponent of 2.5.
Results showed a RMS error of 2.2 m with 5 dB SNR, a slight increase of 0.2 m than
[102]. The reason was that the weighted LS is less complex estimator than the ML, which
is computationally demanding. Overall, both papers show that the utilisation of RSS
and AoA metrics can achieve good localisation results with low complexity. The major
concern regarding this two papers is that they have not been tested in real environments.
Therefore, it is uncertain to know if they perform similarly in a practical application.
Scherhäufl et al. in [99] presented an algorithm that locates a RFID tag utilising both
RSS and AoA metrics for the back scattered signals. The same authors have presented
similar work in the past utilising only the AoA metric [61, 62], and formulating a SAR
[68]. The system used K transceiver front-ends. The transponders communicated through
back scatter modulation where the refection coefficient of the RFID tag switches between
two stages according to the transmitted data. When one of the K transceivers transmit-
ted, the remaining K − 1 front-ends received the back scattered signal forming a MIMO
system with 1 transmitter, K− 1 receivers. The AoA and RSS of the back scattered signal
depended on the tag location, and the combination of both metrics improved the accuracy
and the robustness of the localisation. The proposed technique processed each metric
differently and combines them with a joint likelihood function.
The AoA of each transmission depended on the length and direction of the propagat-
ing path; from the transmitter, to the RFID tag and to the receiver. For the first metric, the
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(a) AoA utility function example used for locali-
sation of a passive RFID tag using the AoA met-
ric, as shown in [99].
(b) RSS utility function example used for locali-
sation of a passive RFID tag using the RSS met-
ric, as shown in [99].
(c) AoA and RSS utility function example used
for localisation of a passive RFID tag using both
AoA and RSS metrics, as shown in [99].
Figure 3.15: Examples of localisation using single metrics Fig. 3.15a and Fig.3.15b the
improvement with multiple metrics Fig. 3.15c, as reported in [99].
authors formulated a grid and applied MLE using the phase information of the received
signal. That enabled the formulation of the utility function Pφ [99]. This utility function
is practically the likelihood of the transmitter to be in the exact position of the designed
grid, with two unknowns, the signal x˜ and an AoA θ [99]. The AoA utility function Pφ by
it self creates multiple peaks in the grid and even if they are distinguishable there is an
uncertainty on which location contains the correct phase information.
The RSS localisation estimation was performed in a similar fashion. This time, the
authors formulated a utility function PA using the RSS [99]. The utility function is once
more applied on the same grid by applying the MLE, searching for the most probable
signal x˜ with an AoA θ [99]. The process of finding the maximum value of the utility
function solely by the RSS is inaccurate due to the flat curve progression.
The merging of both utility functions RSS PA and AoA Pφ was done by a multiplica-
tion of both utility functions, such as, P = PφPA, formulating a combined MLE. Again,
following a grid search approach the algorithm searches for the possible signal x˜ and AoA
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θ in each grid position. The result is an improvement compared to single metrics, due to
the fact that the RSS is able to eliminate peaks formed by the AoA utility function due to
phase uncertainty.
The authors presented theoretical results with a MCS and real measurements as well.
For sake of space, only the experimental results are presented for AoA and RSS combi-
nation only. The environment used for measurements was an indoor office and K = 8
transceiver front-ends were employed. The linearly polarised antennas were distributed
at a height of 1.6 m above floor, two on each side of the room, forming a 3.5 meters by
2.5 meters grid; the RFID tag was an Electronic Product Code (EPC) global Class-1 Gen-
2/International Standards Association (ISO) 18000-6C compliant. The authors moved the
tag into 645 positions located inside the defined grid. Such scenario is unrealistic for a
practical system, but it would be interesting case if the transceivers where placed at the
outer walls of a house instead. The purpose of their paper was the localisation of a single
tag in a close space, thus, the performance of their technique for localisation in general
indoor and outdoor environments is unknown. The RFID tag was configured to backscat-
ter at 866.9 MHz with a signal level of 2 watts of radiated power. The 2 watts of radiated
power is very high compared to other systems that operate in dBm and its also the max-
imum power allowed for RFID. One time phase calibration was required to remove the
phase uncertainty by performing 10 measurements in known positions.
Fig. 3.16 presents the results for the absolute error. In Fig. 3.16a AoA metric results, the
absolute error was less than 0.05 m for 92.6% of the measurements, while for the majority
of the observations the absolute error was less than 0.02 m; In Fig. 3.16b RSS metric results,
the estimation performance was overall inaccurate with the majority of the observations
having over 0.3 m absolute error. Finally, in Fig. 3.16c both metrics, the results were even
better than the single AoA metric. Specifically, only one estimation out of 645 had an
absolute error of 0.4 m and, overall, the majority of estimations showed an error below
0.04 m.
As mentioned before, the work performed by the authors could be potentially applied
on a larger scale enabling localisation of a wearable RFID tag. Even though the authors
performed measurements, the environment is close to ideal and they employ multiple
antennas in a very close space. Also the transmit power of 2 watts would be unrealistic
for a practical system, therefore the performance of such system is unknown when the
SNR was reduced. On the contrary, this paper presents a low complexity algorithm that
performs an accurate RFID tag localisation, merging both AoA and RSS metrics. The
visual results in Fig. 3.15 are insightful on the impact that each metric has on localisation.
It would be interesting to see this technique applied in the future, in real indoor and
outdoor scenarios, and investigate if the effect of merging the two metrics would be the
same. Finally, this paper is presented in Subsection 3.5 where the results are compared
with other localisation techniques or systems.
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(a) Utility function example used for localisation
of a passive RFID tag using the AoA metric, as
shown in [99].
(b) Utility function example used for localisa-
tion of a passive RFID tag using the RSS metric,
as shown in [99].
(c) Utility function example used for localisation
of a passive RFID tag using both AoA and RSS
metrics, as shown in [99].
Figure 3.16: Examples of localisation using single metrics Fig. 3.15a and Fig.3.15b the
improvement with multiple metrics Fig. 3.15c, as reported in [99].
3.4.2 Novel systems that utilise multiple metrics
The system CUPID was the first that fused MF, RSS, and AoA [32]. Also, CUPID has
been one of the first systems that utilise the WiFi OFDM signal to acquire multiple RSS,
and AoA metrics. The main application of this system is indoor navigation with a mobile
phone or tablet, with multiple WiFi APs utilising the CSI metric. The process of the CU-
PID algorithm is presented in Fig. 3.17. The CSI metric was used to produce a distance
estimation and an angle estimation. The pathloss exponent was estimated from the CSI
and the distance was estimated using the received power from the primary path. Concur-
rently, the AoA was estimated through MUSIC. If the angle estimation is the same as with
previous measurements then this angle is the direct AoA. If not, then the angle from the
MUSIC spectra that was close to the previous measurement is selected as direct AoA. This
approach is used to stop a reflective AoA that might appear stronger than the true direct
AoA. Since the movement of the user is limited indoors, big jumps in the direct AoA are
possible only if the transmitter is really close to the receiver which is detectable from the
RSS measurements. The final estimation of the transmitter location was performed by
taking into consideration the location of the AP, the distance estimation and the AoA es-
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Figure 3.17: CUPID system architecture [32].
timation. To test the performance of CUPID, the authors performed measurements in an
indoor environment with a total size of 76 by 60 meters, and five APs placed randomly in
the area. Empirical CDF showed a mean error of circa 4 m, while for 75% of the measure-
ments circa 6 m error. Moreover, an empirical CDF for direct AoA estimation error was
presented, which is compared with the findings of this research in Subsection 7.6. Overall,
the results of CUPID show that the utilisation of multiple metrics can utilised to formulate
a simple yet accurate system. It would be extremely interesting to see if the estimation
could be improved if the OFDM signal was used differently instead of collecting multiple
metrics.
Furthermore, SpotFi [19] is the only WiFi based system that claims to deliver decimetre
level of localisation under certain indoor environment. It utilises CSI information, already
existing from the WiFi chips, and it does not require any modifications to the hardware
or firmware of existing routers. As with DeepFi [8], the authors used an Intel IWL5300
[105] equipped with three antennas formulating a ULA receiver, and utilise exclusively
the CSI to derive all the metrics. Using each sub-carrier from each antenna allowed the
system to combine the CSI data in order to form a virtual array, and then perform the
final localisation estimation.
The authors claimed that the multipath affects the CSI values across the sub-carriers
due to ToF. By ToF, the authors mean the time it takes for the signal to reach the AP
from the source. By utilising the CSI, they were able to attain the AoA and ToF for
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Figure 3.18: SpotFi system procedure: APs that can hear the target collect CSI and upload
into the server. 1) Calculate AoA and ToF. 2) Resolve the propagation paths from the
target to each individual AP. 3) Decide the direct path between the target and each AP. 4)
The location of the target is estimated using the RSS and direct AoA information from all
the APs [19].
each received path. The ToF measurements were not considered to be universal for all
APs since there was no synchronisation between all the APs; thus, this was a metric
concerning each individual AP. The system employed MUSIC to estimate the incoming
AoA but in order to do so, the CSI values need to be reshaped. IWL5300 produces 30
CSI values, 3 for each antenna and 10 for each sub-carrier and since the sub-carriers were
closely spaced, the phase change due to frequency displacement was considered very
small. Thus, each one of the sub-carriers can be used to create a super-resolution AoA
estimation forming a virtual array. Since the system was able to measure the small phase
shift between the two sub-carriers, the algorithm could find the ToF difference between
those two sub-carriers. By utilising antennas and sub-carriers, each propagation in a
multipath environment introduced a different phase shift at each antenna and sub-carrier,
which was measured and utilised by SpotFi. An overview of the SpotFi system procedure
can be seen in Fig. 3.18.
An experimental evaluation was performed using an off the shelf Intel’s 5300 WiFi
NICs connected into a laptop for each one of the AP. The authors used 802.11a WiFi
operated at 5 GHz that provided CSI values for 30 sub-carriers, although data were sent
to 116 sub-carriers, due to firmware limitations. The use of 5 GHz was beneficial due to
the high frequency and high bandwidth but the problem was the transmission distance.
They deployed SpotFi in different locations inside the building, a high NLOS environment
with 6 APs and a corridors environment with 14 APs. The overall number of APs was
unrealistic, thus SpotFi could not be applied with the same results, unless the number of
APs in a room was increased. They compared their results with ArrayTrack [7] with three
antennas as it was the only known system that does not require hardware modifications to
the WiFi infrastructure and it could operate only with 3 antennas. The source transmitted
500 packets with 100ms interval and the nearby APs recorded the CSI and the MAC
address. The same data measured were used for the ArrayTrack and SpotFi.
The results at Fig. 3.19 shows the comparison between SpotFi [19] and ArrayTrack
[7] with three antennas. In Fig. 3.19a, the indoor office environment, SpotFi’s median
localisation error was at 0.4 meters compared to 1.8 meters of the ArrayTrack. For the
80% of the measurements SpotFi achieved 1.8 meters error, ArrayTrack achieved an error
of 4 meters. It is obvious that SpotFi outperforms ArrayTrack since the latter mainly
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(a) SpotFi empirical CDF compared to Array-
Track in an indoor office deployment [19].
(b) SpotFi empirical CDF compared to Array-
Track in an high NLOS deployment [19].
(c) SpotFi empirical CDF compared to Array-
Track in an corridor deployment [19].
Figure 3.19: Plots of empirical CDF of SpotFi localisation error with different scenarios,
in an office employment, Fig. 3.19a, high NLOS deployment Fig. 3.19b, and a corridor
deployment Fig. 3.19c, as reported in [19].
used a higher number of antennas in order to perform localisation. Thus, a combination
of RSS and AoA can improve the overall result with the use of less antennas. Previous
authors, normally did not perform a stress test for their systems, but the authors in this
paper performed measurements for a high NLOS environment in Fig. 3.19b. The same
localisation experiment was performed; the median accuracy of the SpotFi was at 1.6
m while for ArrayTrack was at 3.5 m. It is obvious that the overall performance of both
systems degrades but SpotFi was still able to outperform ArrayTrack when three antennas
are considered. In high NLOS deployment, finding the direct path can be extremely
difficult, but SpotFi was able to perform localisation with a good result. Moreover, the
corridor measurements shown in Fig. 3.19c were the most challenging due to the fact that
APs were not be densely deployed, but also they were not located at advantageous points.
Performing the same experimental process, the median localisation error for SpotFi was
around 1 m, while ArrayTrack was degraded to 4 m. This result proves that SpotFi is able
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to resolve the multipath effect more accurately than ArrayTrack and providing a higher
likelihood to the direct path.
Overall, SpotFi proves that the combination of RSS and AoA can improve the local-
isation accuracy with the same number of antennas. This proves that the utilisation of
multiple metrics is as important as spatial diversity. On the contrary, SpotFi makes an
unrealistic use on the number of APs in an area. For the NLOS case the authors employ 6
APs, while for the corridor case 14 APs. In real environment, employing such large num-
ber of APs in unrealistic, as it increases the overall cost and computational complexity,
merging metrics from multiple APs. Finally, SpotFi shows that utilisation of metrics is the
correct approach to improve localisation accuracy. Therefore, it is presented in Section 3.5
where the results are compared with other localisation techniques or systems. Also the
results of SpotFi [31] are compared with the contribution of this research in Section 7.6.
3.5 Comparison and conclusions
The purpose of this Section is to summarise the theoretical or experimental systems
presented previously in this chapter and provide a solid statement for the hypothesis that
comes next. Table 3.3 presents the previously highlighted papers, to allow easy evaluation
and comparison. The comparison is performed by comparing the overall number of met-
rics used, their accuracy, the environment, area covered, number of APs and the antennas
employed. It is impossible to find one optimal solution for each situation but this will
help to reason with the choices before proceeding with a novel research.
In [8], the authors delivers a very good result at 93 cm with a single AP. The platform
they used is commercially available since it requires a laptop and an IWL53000 WiFi board.
The main concern with this technique is that it requires a very large set of pre-training,
high power and an overall high application cost. The problem with such situations is
that each environment requires 50 measurements in a room, in specific pre-determined
positions. These measurements must be very accurate as a small deviation might result in
a high error. Furthermore, when applying this algorithm in a new environment, a set of
new measurements must be taken. Applications such as DeepFi are effective but unreal-
istic in a real world environment; for example, in a large house with multiple rooms, the
training requires time and trained manpower to achieve a reliable measurement accuracy.
Also, if any changes occur in the environment, such as change in the position of a couch
or a painting, the channel conditions change and re-training is required.
Furthermore, [58] offers very good theoretical and practical low complexity AoA re-
sults but only in an ideal environment. The rooftop environment offers few to no reflec-
tions and the LOS gives a dominant direct path. The main reason this paper is cited is
that it provided information about a reduced complexity AoA and the alternative ways to
apply the subspace algorithms MUSIC and ESPRIT. The findings of this paper could be
utilised to reduce the complexity of the SVD used primarily for MUSIC. ArrayTrack [7], is
the first WiFi based system that has the best performance using the AoA metric. It offers
31 cm of accuracy in an indoor environment with 8 antennas and 6 APs. The exceptional
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Table 3.3: Comparison of localisation systems and techniques
Reference Evaluation type Metrics Accuracy(Mean)
Environment
Measure Zone APs Antennas Notes
DeepFi, [8] ApplicationWiFi RSSI 94 cm
Living Room


















Maddio et al. [46] ApplicationSBA WiFi RSS & MF 2.4
◦ Anechoic Chamber 1 8
Good result, anechoic
chamber, proves that MF
improves accuracy.
Scherhäufl, et al, [99] ApplicationRFID RSS & AoA 2 cm
Indoor office











accuracy is native to the spatial diversity. The practical issues with ArrayTrack are two.
First, there are very few WiFi APs that employ 8 antennas and they have a very high cost.
Second, the system takes into consideration the case of 6 APs in an indoor office, which is
unrealistic. The overall results of this paper are still exceptional as they reduce the number
of antennas into a reasonable level, compared with SpotFi [19].
In regards to MF, in [70] the authors propose the use of multiple frequencies to re-
duce the sidelobe level. Results prove that a significant reduction of sidelobes is achieved,
equal to as if the antenna array size is increased. Unfortunately, the test case of an ane-
choic chamber, and the use of acoustic frequencies creates uncertainty whether the same
happens at RF frequencies in real indoor or outdoor environments. Therefore, it is hard
to directly compare this paper with the rest of the papers, but it does proves that closely
spaced frequencies can indeed increase the overall system accuracy. Moreover, in [46] the
authors continue their research in SBA nodes for indoor localisation. They investigate
the use of the RSS metric from both frequencies associated with WiFi, 2.45 and 5.2 GHz.
Their findings prove that MF can greatly improve not only the mean localisation accu-
racy, but also greatly increase the 90% accuracy. Specifically, the mean accuracy achieved
with the dual-band SBA is 2.4 degrees, 2 degrees improvement from single frequency, and
for the 90% of the measurements, 5.4 degrees, 4 degrees improvement compared to sin-
gle frequency. Even though the measurements were performed in an anechoic chamber,
the benefits of MF are proven once again and highlighted even more for difficult cases.
Unfortunately, the system is not tested in NLOS cases, therefore it is unknown what the
performance is in real environments.
Finally, for systems that utilise multiple metrics, in [99] the authors employ a system
that localises RFID tags, utilising both RSS and AoA. Specifically, by comparing the use of
multiple metrics (RSS and AoA) they achieved an accuracy of 2 cm. The result might seem
very accurate, but it is under ideal circumstances. Even though the measurements are
done in an indoor environment, they employ a high number of APs in a small grid. Also,
ten reference measurements are required to achieve these results. Compared to DeepFi,
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ten reference measurements is not a big number, but it still makes the deployment of the
system more costly in regards to man-power. The reason that this paper is highlighted is
the way that the authors combine the RSS and AoA metrics. SpotFi [19], is another WiFi
localisation system that uses off the shelf equipment, hardware and commercially available
firmware. It forms a super resolution algorithm utilising the multiple sub-carriers that
exist in the OFDM. Furthermore, SpotiFi has the best performance compared to all the
other systems with a 40 cm accuracy. The downside of SpotFi is that it needs the unrealistic
number of 6 APs in a 10 meters by 16 meters indoor office to achieve this result.
Overall, the literature review shows that the best results are achieved by combining
different techniques. The spatial diversity is definitely a key factor, as ArrayTrack [7]
proves, but the overall system diversity such as SpotFi [19] can reduce the unrealistic
number of antennas. As shown in [99], as well as in [19], the fusion of both RSS and AoA
outperforms each one individually. Everything points into that utilising the available in-
formation, thus, formulating a system that is able to extract the maximum information
from the measured data. The extra information can be gathered from multiple antennas,
diverse AP information synthesis or multiple frequencies. To the best of my knowledge
the MF AoA approach, has not been studied with a great extent. Since different frequen-
cies provide a different set of results for both RSS and AoA, the system information is
increased even further than prior systems. That leaves room for algorithmic development,
hardware implementations and tests to develop a competing state of the art system.

Chapter 4
Novel antenna array design,
simulation, and measurements
This Chapter provides information regarding the novel antenna design and its per-
formance as a ULA. Section 4.1 introduces the prototype tri-band antenna design with
measurement of the return loss and simulation of the radiation pattern. Then Section 4.2
presents a performance evaluation of the antenna as a ULA receiver with measurements
of the return loss, the mutual coupling, and simulation of the radiation patterns.
4.1 Antenna design and performance evaluation
This Section provides information related to the novel tr-band antenna design, mea-
surements and simulations. The first Subsection 4.1.1, is dedicated to the tri-band PCB
antenna design, while Subsection 4.1.2 presents the measurements and simulation of the
antenna return loss. Third and final Subsection 4.1.3, depicts the results of the simulated
far field patterns of the antenna.
4.1.1 Novel tri-band PCB antenna design
As part of a system design, the design of a tri-band antenna was required. There are
different types of antennas in the modern literature: dipoles, monopoles, loops, patches,
with each one having benefits and negatives [106, 107]. But designing an antenna that is
operable in three different frequency bands, with good performance in each frequency, is
a new research topic on its own, which is discussed further in Subsection 8.2.1.
Before designing a tri-band Printed Circuit Board (PCB) dipole there was a major issue
that needed to be addressed. The lower frequency f1 = 434 MHz results to a high length
dipole, ld = λ f1 /2 = 0.345 meters; resulting to a PCB that it would have been too long.
Therefore, to decrease the overall length of the PCB the track of the lowest frequency was
meandered. In the antenna design, the placement of a meander is important because it
can have a negative effect on the return loss or the radiation patterns. Hence, different
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(a) Designed tri-band PCB antenna.
Triband PCB antenna 434 MHz, 869 MHz, 1.595 GHz
Ph.D. project VasAthanasios supervisor E.A.B.
(b) Manufactured tri-band PCB antenna.
Figure 4.1: Designed and manufactured tri-band PCB antenna for frequencies f1 = 434,
f2 = 869, f3 = 1595 MHz.
locations were simulated before selecting the optimal placement that has the minimum
effect.
The designed PCB antenna is presented in Fig. 4.1. The PCB that the antenna was
designed has a thickness of 0.8 mm; the substrate is FR-4 with permittivity e = 4.3, and
the copper thickness is 0.035 mm. The dimensions of the PCB are 200 mm by 50 mm, with
the two dipoles placed in the middle of the long side; the gap between them is 1.5 mm
and the track of the PCB is 2.5 mm. The top arm is the longest, serving f1 with the highest
point in the middle of the PCB, at 25 cm. The arm extends for 74.51 mm and meanders
two times, for an overall length of circa 283 mm. The second arm, serving f2, starts in the
middle, extends for 59.5 mm and bends for 9 mm. Finally, the third arm, serving f3, starts
closer to the feed position, extends for 32.68 mm and then bends for 5 mm. The length of
the arms for each frequency is tuned to obtain a simulated return loss of S11 ≤ −10 for
each corresponding frequency. The simulated PCB antenna can be seen in Fig. 4.1a, while
the actual manufactured tri-band PCB antenna can be seen in Fig. 4.1b.
4.1.2 Measured return loss
The return loss, also known as S-parameter, describes the input and output relation-
ship between two ports (S12), or between one single connection (S11). S11 represents the
reflected power that occurs when it is transferred to the antenna due to impedance miss-
match. In practice, the return loss is the reflection coefficient squared [106]. The reason
that the reflection coefficient is squared, is because it deals with complex impedances.
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Figure 4.2: Simulated and measured return loss S11 for the tri-band PCB dipole antenna.
Therefore, the reflection coefficient is defined as [106],
|Γ| =
∣∣∣∣∣Zl − ZsZl + Zs
∣∣∣∣∣ (4.1)
where, Zs is the impedance of the source, and Zl is the impedance of the load. Therefore,
the return loss S11 is described in dB by [106],
S11 = −20 log |Γ|, (4.2)
while the overall loss between impedance miss-match is given by [106],





To minimise power loss, it is evident that Γ should be close to zero. Hence, for efficiency
purposes it is required to have a very low S11 at the targeted frequencies, ideally S11 ≤ −10
dB, which translate to a miss-match loss of 0.5 dB or less.
Fig. 4.2 presents the simulated and measured return loss S11 of the PCB antenna at all
three frequencies. The first thing noticed, is the overall shift of large return loss nulls, due
to the effect of the substrate [107]. The return loss for f1 is -5.7 dB, for f2 is -10 dB, and for
f3 is -15.9 dB. It was evident that two out of three frequencies still have a return loss less
than -10 dB. Using (4.3), we can see that the missmatch loss for f1 is PMLf1 1.3 dB, while for




In this point of the research, changes on the length of the f1 arm could be performed
to achieve a better match, but the PMLf1 1.3 dB loss was judged to be sufficient for the scope
of this research. Therefore, the PCB dipole design was not altered and was used for the
receiving ULA, which is presented in following Section.

















Figure 4.3: Simulated far field gain patterns of the PCB dipole of f1, f2, f3, for azimuth
θ = 90 degrees, and variable elevation ϕ 0 to 360 degrees.
4.1.3 Simulated far field patterns
Next, the simulated far field radiation patterns of the simulated antenna are investi-
gated. The far field region of the antenna comes after the near field radiation [107]. In the
far field region, the electromagnetic field are dominated by the E and H radiating field. E
and H field are orthogonal to the direction of propagation and to each other. The far field
region is used to transfer signals at large distances, and the radiation pattern presents the
antennas’ overall directivity and gain at specific angle.
Fig. 4.3 presents the simulated radiation patterns in CST, with the corresponding gains,
and the 3 dB main lobe width, for the three frequencies at an azimuth angle θ = 90
degrees, and variable elevation ϕ. In these results, a difference for f3 in both gain and
width compared with f1 and f3 was evident. Specifically, the gain for f1 and f2 was 1.7
dBi and 1.8 dBi respectively, while the 3 dB width was 84.6 and 83.4 degrees, obtaining a
similar performance with the first designed dipole. In regards to f3, the gain was reduced
to 1 dBi but the -3 dB width was increased to 105.7 degrees. The transition from wire to
PCB seems to have the biggest effect on the highest frequency f3; the gain reduction of 0.7
dBi was characterised insignificant, and the overall width was increased by 28.4 degrees,
which was convenient for the scope of this research.
Moreover, the simulated far field gain patterns for the PCB dipole, when the elevation
ϕ = 90 degrees, and the variable azimuth θ 0 to 360 degrees are presented in Fig. 4.4. The
varying azimuth angle θ is the AoA that the this research investigates, therefore it was
important to understand how the antenna gain affects the AoA. For f1 and f2, both gain
and -3dB width remain the same, while for f3 we can see that the width changes even

















Figure 4.4: Simulated far field gain patterns of the PCB dipole of f1, f2, f3, for elevation
ϕ = 90 degrees, and variable azimuth θ 0 to 360 degrees.
further to 133 degrees. That means that the antenna orientation when used a transmitter
or receiver has a small gain difference for each AoA.
Finally, the results prove the meander placement does not affect the radiation patterns,
since the performance is typical compared to a typical dipole [107]. Moreover, it is ex-
pected that as the frequency increases, the dipole size and the directivity decreases as well
[107]. What is not typical, is that the radiation pattern is not equal for both lobes. The
result of the uneven lobes on the two sides is due to the MF support of the dipole. Overall,
it is evident that the uneven lobes have very small effect, and it can be ignored.
4.2 Performance evaluation of the antenna as a ULA
This Section presents a performance evaluation of the tri-band antenna as a ULA. The
first Subsection 4.2.1, is dedicated to the measured return loss, while Subsection 4.2.2,
explains the effects of mutual coupling and presents measurements performed on the
ULA. Finally, Subsection 4.2.3 demonstrates the simulated far field patterns of the ULA.
4.2.1 Measured return loss of the ULA
To measure the return loss of the array, a 4 port Vector Network Analyser (VNA) is
employed. Since the VNA had 4 ports, and ten measurements were required, the following
process was followed. First, all the VNA ports were calibrated for a 50 Ω input, and a
worm connector was used to perform the pass through measurement, connecting every
port to every other. Then, the antennas 1 to 4 were connected to the VNA ports 1 to
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Figure 4.5: Return loss S11 of the antenna as a ULA elements 1 to 10.
Table 4.1: Detailed view of the return loss S11 for frequencies f1 = 434 MHz, f2 = 869
MHz, f3 = 1595 MHz.
Ant. 1 Ant. 2 Ant. 3 Ant. 4 Ant. 5 Ant. 6 Ant. 7 Ant. 8 Ant. 9 Ant. 10
f1 -15.9 -12.2 -9.8 -10.9 -6.2 -7.1 -7.7 -6.8 -8.7 -13.2 dB
f2 -13.2 -8.8 -8.1 -9.4 -7.0 -8.3 -7.7 -7.7 -9.0 -10.5 dB
f3 -7.0 -7.9 -7.3 -6.9 -5.7 -7.1 -7.8 -5.6 -5.9 -5.9 dB
4. A flexible foam was cut and used to keep equal distance of s = 0.9 cm to the antenna
elements and it was placed as close as possible to the remaining ULA elements, to emulate
a functioning receiver array. This process was repeated, measuring the antenna sets of, 3
to 6, 5 to 8, and 7 to 9.
Fig. 4.5 presents the return loss S11 of all ULA elements. Vertical lines were placed for
each frequency of interest, red for f1, green for f2, and blue for f3. Comparing with the
return loss of a single PCB antenna with the return loss in a ULA in Fig. 4.5, it was evident
that f1 and f3 were most affected. But even though the return loss was now lower, none of
the return loss was above -5 dB. For a detailed view of the return loss S11 for frequencies
f1 = 434, f2 = 869, f3 = 1595 MHz, Table 4.1 is presented.
From Table 4.1 it is evident that for the f1 antenna elements 5 to 8 suffered the most,
but a return loss of -6.2 dB was still considered acceptable. Moreover, f2 seems to be
affected the least. The worst performing antenna element was located in the middle, with
a return loss of -7 dB. Finally, f3 was the worst performing out of all three frequencies.
Antenna element 5 had a return loss of -5.7 dB, while elements 8 to 10 also had a return
loss of circa -5.8 dB. Compared with the measurements presented in the previous Section,
the performance of the return loss was reduced significantly. Even if the performance was
not optimal (S11 ≤ −10 dB), the overall performance seemed to be within the acceptable
boundaries for the research needs.
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(a) Mutual coupling between ULA element 2, and elements 1, 3, 4.
(b) Mutual coupling between antenna element 5, and elements 3, 4, 6, 7, 8.
Figure 4.6: Mutual coupling between ULA element 2, and elements 1, 3, 4 in Fig. 4.6a, and
the mutual coupling between ULA element 5, and elements 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 in Fig. 4.6b.
4.2.2 Measured mutual coupling of the ULA
Mutual coupling describes the energy absorbed by a nearby antenna, close to the one
that operates [107]. Mutual coupling is of course undesirable, since the energy that is
supposed to be radiated away, is absorbed by a nearby element. Also, the antenna is
supposed to capture the energy and not transfer it to nearby element. Therefore, the
antenna efficiency is reduced. For a perfectly radiating ULA, there is no effect from nearby
elements and materials. The purpose is to maximise the power that is radiated in, or away
the element. Closely spaced antennas collect the radiated energy, but also radiate it to
nearby elements. This is undesirable because the antenna impedance changes, creating an
energy loss due to coupling. The more energy is absorbed by the nearby elements, the less
power is received and also the far field pattern of the antenna can be affected. In cases
that the mutual coupling is strong, an application of the algorithm that authors present in
[20] can solve the issue.
Mutual coupling is measured similarly as the return loss. Instead of measuring the
S11, which is the return loss, the mutual coupling between port 1 and 2 is shown by the
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measurement of S12. For sake of space only the mutual couplings of antenna elements 2
and 5 is presented in Fig. 4.6.
Specifically, in Fig. 4.6a, the mutual coupling between ULA element 2 and elements 1,
3, 4 is presented. The highest values of mutual coupling for f2 and f3 were for S23, at -15.8
dB and -23 dB respectively. In fact these values in both frequencies suggest that mutual
coupling was very low. On the contrary, for f1, the S21 and S23 were -9.4 dB and -11.5
dB respectively. For example, when a signal was received at element 2, the same signal
was reflected to element 1, attenuated by -9.4 dB, and to element 3 attenuated by -11.5 dB.
Overall, this level of mutual coupling was acceptable, since a signal reflection attenuated
by -9.4 dB was judged to be weak and not affect the phase of the received signal.
Moreover, The mutual coupling between the antenna element 5 and elements 3, 4, 6,
7, 8 is presented in Fig. 4.6b. Similarly with the mutual coupling of antenna element 2
presented above, f2 and f3 were well below -10 dB, at -15 dB and -22.6 dB respectively.
Moreover, for f1 the mutual couplings for both S54 and S56 was circa -12 dB.
Overall, it was evident that even if the elements were in the middle of the ULA, the
coupling seemed to be reduced. In practice, small errors in the placement of antenna
elements (e.g. 0.5 cm difference) might had a small effect in the measurements. But what
is important to note, is that for the worst measurement, the mutual coupling was -9.4 dB.
Therefore, it was evident that effect of the mutual coupling to the designed ULA could
be ignored and the second RTL-SDR design could not had suffered from it. Hence, it was
concluded that the second RTL-SDR issues were mainly due to drivers, and not mutual
coupling.
4.2.3 Simulated far field patterns of the ULA
To understand the effect of ULA to the far field pattern of the elements, a CST simula-
tion was conducted. For sake of space, only the radiation patterns of antenna elements 1,
4, 7, and 10, with varying azimuth angle θ, elevation φ = 90 and φ = 45 degrees are pre-
sented in Fig. 4.7. From the results, it was evident that the overall gain for each element
was increased, and the main beam width of -3 dB was decreased. This were expected
changes, since the single element is part of a ULA [107].
Specifically, for the antenna element 1 of the ULA in Fig. 4.7a, the gain increased to
4.5 dBi, 7.8 dBi, and 8.9 dBi for frequencies f1, f2, and f3 respectively. The -3 dB width
beam of element 1 and θ = 0 was 40 degrees for f1, 21 degrees for f2, and 12 degrees for
f3. Contrary to gain, the beam width of element 1 was reduced significantly, compared
to the single PCB antenna. The -3 dB width at frequency f1 was reduced by 44.6 degrees
(from 84.6 degrees), while for f2 was reduced by 62.4 degrees (from 83.4 degrees), and for
f3 was reduced by 93.7 degrees (from 105.7).
Looking at element 10 of the ULA in Fig. 4.7a, both gain and -3 dB beam width were
the same. What changes, was the overall shape of the beam from the element. For f1 and
antenna element 10, the highest gain was at θ = −7 degrees, while for the same frequency
but antenna element 1, the highest gain was at θ = 7 degrees. This effect was caused by

















(a) Simulated far field gain patterns of ULA el-
ement 1 for f1, f2, f3, elevation φ = 90, φ = 45

















(b) Simulated far field gain patterns of ULA el-
ement 4 for f1, f2, f3, elevation φ = 90, φ = 45

















(c) Simulated far field gain patterns of ULA el-
ement 7 for f1, f2, f3, elevation φ = 90, φ = 45

















(d) Simulated far field gain patterns of ULA el-
ement 10 for f1, f2, f3, elevation φ = 90, φ = 45
degrees, and variable azimuth θ ∈ [0, 360].
Figure 4.7: Simulated far field gain patterns of ULA element 1 in Fig. 4.7a, element 4 in
Fig. 4.7b, element 7 in Fig. 4.7c, element 10 in Fig. 4.7d.
the ULA array [107].
The same effect was evident in elements 4 and 7, in Fig. 4.7b, and Fig. 4.7c respectively,
but the antenna gains and -3 dB width were not the same. The gains were 0.8 dBi, 6.8
dBi, and 9.2 dBi, for f1, f2, and f3 respectively. For f1 the gain reduced by 3.7 dBi, while
for f2 reduced as well by 1.6 dBi. On the contrary, for f3 the gain increased by 0.2 dBi.
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Table 4.2: Detailed view of the antenna gains for f1, f2, f2, and azimuth θ = 0 degrees,
and elevation φ = 90 degrees.
Ant. 1 Ant. 2 Ant. 3 Ant. 4 Ant. 5 Ant. 6 Ant. 7 Ant. 8 Ant. 9 Ant. 10
G f1(0, 90) 4.5 1.1 0.1 0.8 1.4 1.4 0.8 0.1 1.0 4.4 dBi
G f2(0, 90) 7.8 5.7 6.6 6.8 5.7 5.6 6.7 6.6 5.7 7.8 dBi
G f3(0, 90) 9.0 9.3 8.8 9.2 9.1 9.1 9.4 9.1 9.6 8.9 dBi
The increase or decrease was in fact the lobe shift, as explained before. That was why the
antenna element experienced similar changes.
Overall, the gain of the far-field patterns seemed to be well within a -20 dB range,
therefore the AoA estimation would have no issues at receiving the transmitted signal.
What is noted in this section is the fact that each ULA element has different gains in the
two elevations and frequencies. This triggered the research that is presented in Chapter 6.






This Chapters provides the design, measurements, simulations, and characterisations
of the transmitter and receiver used for the measurements in Chapters 6 and 7. Sec-
tion 5.1 introduces the transmitter design, while Section 5.2 is dedicated to the transmitter
characterisation, which is very important to understand the capabilities of the transmitter.
Section 5.3 presents the RSP2 receiver array prototype and the necessary procedure to per-
form frequency and time synchronisation. Finally, Section 5.3 is dedicated to the receiver
characterisation, which provides an insight on the receiver performance and capabilities.
5.1 ADF4351 Multi-Frequency transmitter prototype
This Section is dedicated to presenting the prototype of the transmitter used for the
measurements performed in Chapters 6 and 7. The low cost programmable transmitter is
based on the ADF4351 [108], with an Adafruit trinket Pro to control it. A block diagram
of the transmitter schematic that includes the trinket, ADF4351, and an Liquid-Crystal
Display (LCD) display screen can be seen in Fig. 5.1. A battery pack of 6 V was used to
power the circuit, and it was controlled by an on-off switch (SW1). Pins 3 to 6 were used
to connect the trinket with the ADF4351 controlling registers 1 through 5. The supply
power of the ADF4351 was from the voltage regulated source, on board the trinket at
pin 8. Pins 18 to 21 were connected with a rotary switch, which controls the transmitted
frequency; modes 1-3 were for f1, f2, f3 respectively, while f4 was set for a 1 second
rotating transmission of each frequency. For a visual output, a generic LCD was connected
with pins 22 and 23, and operated to a I2C protocol. A back-light control switch (SW3)
was connected to pins 5 and 6 of the LCD display screen to reduce the overall energy
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Figure 5.1: Transmitter schematic that operates with a 6 V battery pack, an Arduino
Trinket (3.3 V, 12 MHz), an ADF4351, an I2C LCD display screen, and a rotary switch to
select mode of transmission.
consumption.
Specifically, the ADF4351 [108] can be used as a fractional-N or integer-N Phase-Locked
Loop (PLL) frequency synthesizer with an external loop filter and external reference fre-
quency. Furthermore, ADF4351 has an integrated Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO),
with a fundamental output frequency ranging from 2.2 to 4.4 GHz and can divide the
output by 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32, and 1/64, allowing the RF output frequency as low
as 35 MHz. The control of the on-chip registers is done by a simple 3-wire interface, with
a mute function that is controlled by pin and software, for RF output isolation. The output
power can be set to -4 dBm, -1 dB, 2 dB, and 5 dB using the on-chip registers. For the
scope of this application was set to 2 dB. The chip requires a voltage of 3 to 3.6 V and it
consumes circa 112 mA when RF output is on and 7 uA on low power sleep mode.
The RF output is controlled by the programmable registers as [108],
RFOUT = [INT + (FRAC/MOD)]× ( fPFD/RFDivider) (5.1)
where, RFOUT is the RF frequency output, INT is the integer division factor, FRAC ∈
[0, MOD− 1] is the numerator of the fractional division, MOD ∈ [2, 4095], RFDivider is the
output divider that divides the VCO frequency, and fPFD is the phase frequency detector.
Furthermore, fPFD is controlled by [108],
fPFD = REFIN × [(1+ D)/(R× (1+ T))] (5.2)
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where, REFIN is the reference frequency input, D is the REFIN ∈ [0, 1] doubler bit, R ∈
[1, 1023] is the RF reference division factor, and T ∈ [0, 1] is the reference divide by 2 bit.
For the scope of this research, the doubler was set to D = 1, the reference division was
set to R = 10, and the divider was set to T = 0. Therefore, using (5.2), fPFD = 2.5 MHz.
With fPFD, the rest of the values was calculated using (5.1). Furthermore, to transmit
a CW at f1 = 434.1 MHz the values were: INT = 1389, FRAC = 12, MOD = 100,
and RFDivider = 8. These values were converted into binary and translated to registers 1
through 5 using a microcontroller. Each register is 32 bits, where each value matches a
specific bit position. For example, the bit positions 3-14 of register R0 represent FRAC in
binary, while positions 15-30 represent INT in binary.
To send the registers and control the ADF4351, an Adafruit trinket Pro with an Atmel 8-
bit Microcontroller was employed [109]. The process of sending data is not fully explained
here but it can be found in [108]. The benefit of using the trinket instead of a Peripheral
Interface Controller (PIC) was that the communication with the device is done directly
through Universal Serial Bus (USB) and the programming language of Arduino, which
is a simplified version of C. The trinket operates at 3.3 V, 12 MHz clock, and has 20
programmable inputs or outputs.
5.2 Transmitter characterisation
This Section is dedicated to the transmitter characterisation and discussion regarding
its performance. Designing or incorporating different off the self components can become
very complicated and unmanageable. Real world systems do not abide to idealisation or
assumptions that simulations do. Therefore, characterisation is very important because
first, it proves that the real world system works as it is expected; and second, it highlights
advantages or disadvantages.
First, the smith chart of the ADF4351 [108] is presented in Fig. 5.2. The input impedance
is presented as the conjugate, since the vector analyser that performs the measurement
sees the ADF4351 [108] as the load. Since the ADF4351 [108] is the transmitter (source),
the correct impedance is the conjugate of the measured (load). Therefore, the measured
impedance of the ADF4351 for f1 was Z∗434 = 0.99− 0.11j, for f2 was Z∗869 = 0.84 + 0.03j,
while for f3 was Z∗1595 = 0.88 + 0.1. Moreover, the measured impedance of the designed
PCB dipole for f1 was Z434 = 0.84− 0.78j, for f2 was Z869 = 0.52+ 0.08j, while for f3 was
Z1595 = 0.88+ 0.2j.
From Fig. 5.2, it was evident that the ADF4315 [108] maintains an output impedance
very close to 50 ohm match. On the contrary, the tri-band antenna from Chapter 4 was
designed to operate in specific frequencies. In Table 5.1, the transmitter characterisation
is presented. The ADF4351 [108] was programmed to transmit a 2 dBm CW signal. Using
a spectrum analyser it was found that the transmit power was 0 dBm on f1, -0.5 dBm
on f2, and 0.5 dBm on f3. Also, the impedance missmatch losses were estimated using
(4.3). Furthermore, the antenna transmit gain at azimuth θ = 90 degrees and the elevation
ϕ = 90 degrees were used as an indicator to calculate the transmit power at the specified
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Figure 5.2: Smith chart showing the input impedances of the ADF4351.
Table 5.1: Transmitter characterisation displaying the ADF4351 transmit power and
impedance, the PCB dipole impedance, the missmatch loss, the antenna gain at azimuth









TX(90, 90) PTX(90, 90)
f1 0 dBm 0.99− 0.11j 0.84− 0.78j -0.5 dB 1.7 dBi 1.2 dBm
f2 -0.5 dBm 0.84+ 0.13j 0.52− 0.08j -0.3 dB 1.8 dBi 1 dBm
f3 +0.5 dBm 0.88+ 0.10j 0.88− 0.20j -0.1 dB 1.0 dBi 1.4 dBm
angle PTX(θ, ϕ). The transmit power of circa 1 dBm for all the frequencies was efficient
when the actual transmit power of the ADF4351 [108] is 2 dBm.
Moreover, a Effective Radiated Power (ERP) measurement was performed to validate
the simulated gain of the manufactured antenna. The transmitter was placed in an ane-
choic environment connected with the designed antenna. For a receiver a spectrum anal-
yser was used, connected to a log periodic antenna with 6.5 dBi gain in f1, 7.3 dBi gain
in f2, and 7.2 dBi gain in f3. The height of both transmitting and receiving antennas was
set to 2 m and the distance between them was measured to be 5 m. Using the free space
model losses model [106] the pathloss was estimated; for f1 it was 39.2 dB, for f2 it was
45.2 dB, and for f3 it was 50.5 dB. Using the spectrum analyser as a receiver, the measured
power for f1 was -31.9 dBm, for f2 was -37.4 dBm, and for f3 was -42.5 dBm. Known
the transmitted and received powers, the missmatch loss, the antenna gain of the receiver,
the measured transmitting antenna gain was 1.3 dBi at f1, 1.3 dBi at f2, and 0.4 dBi at
f3. The difference between theoretical and transmitted gain was circa 0.5 dB. Taking into
consideration that the cable losses of the RG-316 cable are circa 0.6 dB for the half meter
cabling, the measured antenna gain GTX(90, 90) was as expected from the simulation.
The current consumption of the transmitter was measured on the 6 V power rail, and
was found to be 157 mA with the LCD back-light turned on and 112 mA with the LCD
back-light turned off. Powering the transmitter with 4 high performance AA alkaline






Figure 5.3: Picture of the final transmitter design with the ADF4315, Arduino Trinket
inside the box, and the tri-band PCB antenna with an RF choke.
batteries in series to supply the 6 V, the available energy is 2000 mAh. Therefore, the
maximum operational time when the ADF4351 [108] can be powered on continuously
is 12.7 hours with the LCD turned on, and 19.6 hours with the LCD turned off. The
operational hours were enough to perform multiple measurements without the need to
turn the power off to conserve power. The overall power consumption could be reduced
by turning the ADF4351 [108] on and off for pulse transmission instead of a CW.
Finally, the overall performance of the transmitter was adequate for its purpose. The
antenna design could be improved to reduce the missmatch loss, but the overall improve-
ment would be circa 0.3 dB. Moreover, the 19.6 hour of battery life for the transmitter en-
abled extensive measurements, for both indoor and outdoors. Thus, the overall transmitter
design and implementation was efficient in terms of power consumption and portability.
Fig. 5.3 presents a picture of the actual transmitter implementation and its portability. The
metallic box contains the battery pack, ADF4315 [108], and the Arduino trinket. The on-off
switch is on the top, followed by the 4 mode rotary switch, and then the RF output, where
the RG316 cable was attached to connect the ADF4315 [108] with the designed tri-band
PCB antenna. An RF choke was placed next to the antenna preventing common mode,
which shields the cable from radiation, and prevent the cable it self from radiating. This
transmitter was used in measurements performed in Chapters 6 and 7.
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Figure 5.4: Block diagram of the RSP2 receiver array used for measurements, showing
both frequency and time synchronisation.
5.3 RSP2 receiver array prototype
This Section is dedicated to the RSP2 receiver array which is employed and used for
the measurements performed in Chapters 6 and 7. The RSP2 is a SDR that can tune to
all frequencies from 1 kHz up to 2 GHz, with a maximum bandwidth of 10 MHz [27].
Moreover, it employs two 50 Ω antenna inputs, Port A and Port B, and an input with a
high impedance for low frequency signals. Furthermore, every RSP2 has a sampling clock
input and output, allowing the connection of multiple RSP2s sharing the same clock. The
employed receiver array utilises ten RSP2s, requiring a specific process of initialisation
and operation to achieve time and frequency synchronisation, which is explained in the
following subsections. A block diagram of the RSP2 receiver array is presented in Fig. 5.4.
To enable control of the RSP2 from Matlab environment, driver development was re-
quired. To access a single RSP2 device, the installation of drivers was required, as a first
step. The library (.dll) and header (.h) files were used from the software to interact with
the device. Once the library file was accessed once, the file could not be accessed again to
allow the control of a second device. Therefore, multiple library files were required, one
for each RSP2. Moreover, Matlab is able to access a single library file, but not multiple
at the same time. Hence, the appropriate multi-threaded MEX/C file was written, with
each thread opening a library file, enabling the support of multiple RSP2 devices. With
the MEX file, Matlab could now directly communicate with every RSP2. To ensure that
the communication was done properly an object function was created. The object function
is initialised when a RSP2 device is loaded in Matlab, and contains the parameters of the
device, such as sampling rate and frequency of operation. A detailed example on how
to connect the RSP2 devices, and achieve frequency synchronisation is presented on my
GitHub page [110].
Moreover, enable the receiver array to perform AoA measurements two necessary steps
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Figure 5.5: Inputs and outs of the RSP2 [27].
are required. First is frequency synchronisation which tunes all the RSP2s in the same
sampling clock. That process is described in Subsection 5.3.1. That processes to time syn-
chronise the receiver array with a synchronisation signal is explained in Subsection 5.3.2.
Furthermore, Subsection 5.3.3 depicts the first measurements performed to show how two
RSP2s can be time and frequency synchronised, and the final Subsection 5.3.4 is dedicated
to showcasing the ten RSP2 receiver array.
5.3.1 Frequency synchronisation of two RSP2s
The RSP2 SDR allows the output or the input of a sampling clock without any modifi-
cations. A picture of the RSP2 inputs and outputs is presented in Fig. 5.5. Ref I/P is the
input of the sampling clock, while Ref O/P is the output of the internal sampling clock
that the RSP2 uses. Moreover SDRplay, has released documentation on how to achieve
frequency synchronisation through connecting and initialising the RSP2s in a daisy-chain
[111]. Thus, in theory, the frequency synchronisation is straight forward by enabling the
clock output of the first RSP2 and connecting its output with the input of the second RSP2.
Then the output of the second RSP2 is connected to the input of the third, and so forth for
all the remaining RSP2s. Unfortunately, that was not the case.
While connecting three RSP2 devices in a daisy-chain, the fourth device seemed that
it did not accept the input of the third, and used it’s internal sampling clock. To further
investigate this, the clock signal was measured for each stage with an oscilloscope, as
presented in Fig. 5.6. The output clock of the RSP2 that was the input to the RSP2 can
be seen in Fig. 5.6a. The sampling clock has a frequency of f = 10MHz, and Vpp = 2.1
V. The output of the second RSP2, which was the input of the third RSP2, is presented in
Fig. 5.6b. Here it was evident that the frequency was the same, but peak to peak voltage
increased to Vpp = 2.47 V. Finally, the output of the third RSP2, which was the input of the
fourth RSP2 is presented in Fig. 5.6b. In this figure, the peak to peak voltage is Vpp = 2.76
V. It was evident that each RSP2 induced a small gain on the sampling clock. As a result,
when the sampling clock reaches the fourth RSP2 it was amplified to a level that the fourth
RSP2 does not accept as an input and therefore does not use the common sampling clock.
Fortunately, the solution for this problem was straightforward. Instead of connecting
them to a single daisy-chain, a block daisy-chain was implemented. Since the output and
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(a) Sampling clock output of the first RSP2, in-
put of second RSP2.
(b) Sampling clock output of the second RSP2,
input of third RSP2.
(c) Sampling clock output of the third RSP2, in-
put of fourth RSP2.
Figure 5.6: Output and input synchronisation clocks for RSP2s, one to two Fig. 5.6a, two
to three Fig. 5.6b, three to four Fig. 5.6c.
input of the RSP2 has an Operational Amplifier (op-amp) buffer circuit, a single RSP2
clock output can support the clock input of multiple RSP2s. Hence, different cables were
cut and soldered to connect the sampling clock of the first RSP2 to the output of the RSP2s
two, three and four. An example of the block daisy-chain can be seen in the RSP2 receiver
array block diagram presented in Fig. 5.4. The output of the RSP2 number four was used
to supply the sampling clock to the RSP2s five, six and seven; and finally, the output of
RSP2 seven, supplied the sampling clock to RSP2 eight, nine and ten.
The results of this configuration showed that all the RSP2 devices were successfully
initialised with a common sampling clock. Another positive aspect of this configuration,
was that the sampling clock was attenuated, instead of amplified. Meaning that even more
RSP2 devices can be connected in a similar fashion, increasing the overall size of the array.
5.3.2 Time synchronisation of two RSP2s
To time align multiple RSP2s a series of measurements was performed. Each RSP2 has
two 50 Ω ports, which can be selected thought the developed MEX file. The first idea
was to receive a signal at the Port B of two RSP2s, and time synchronise them. After the
synchronisations, both RSP2s switched to Port A and received a new frame. If the process
was done correctly, in theory, the two RSP2s should see the same signal with no phase
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Table 5.2: Detailed information of target node and anchor node for the first RSP2 time
and frequency synchronisation proof of concept.
Target node Anchor node
Frequency (MHz) 869.3 869.1
Sample Rate (k sps) 1 1
Power (dBm) -70 -40
Port A B
Modulation On-Off Keying (OOK) OOK
shift. Unfortunately, it was discovered that switching ports imposed a random delay at
the received signal at Port A, hence time synchronisation was impossible.
Since port switching was not an option, the amplitude and phase difference was mea-
sured next. For the amplitude difference, the process was simple. A signal was conduc-
tively fed to Port B, while the RSP2 was set to receive at Port A. A block diagram of the
RSP2 receiver array with the synchronisation signal being fed on the Port B and the an-
tenna element at Port A can be seen in Fig. 5.4. Measurements found a 14 dB attenuation
between the two ports. Therefore, to receive a signal at -60 dBm at Port A, a -54 dBm
signal should be conductively fed at Port B. For the phase difference the measurement
process was complex. Using a zero phase splitter in the signal generator, a signal was
fed conductively through cables toboth Port A and Port B. To create a phase difference
between the two signals, the two cables that connected the splitter to the RSP2 ports had
different lengths. By measuring the phase difference ∆φ2 = 157.8 degrees the length of





where, χ = 0.6 and is the transmission coefficient of the copper track on the FR4 PCB.
Therefore, with ∆φ2 = 157.8 the cable length is estimated to be ∆L = 50 mm, which
confirms that the two RSP2s are time synchronised. After performing such measurements,
with a signal power of -30 dBm at both ports, but with different cable length, the received
signal was found to be the addition of the two signals. Signal one was at -30 dBm, while
signal two was at -44 dBm, with a phase difference of circa 157 degrees. Hence, this proves
that the two ports have a zero phase offset, and -14 dB attenuation.
5.3.3 Frequency and time synchronisation measurements of two RSP2s
With the knowledge that the two ports have a zero phase difference and a 14 dB
attenuation, the following test was conducted to prove that two or more RSP2s can be
synchronised. The test setup was consisted of two RSP2s, an anchor node, and a target
node. To achieve phase synchronisation, the two RSP2 were initialised as a daisy-chain
[111], where the clock of the first RSP2 acts as a clock master on the second RSP2. For
both anchor node and target node SPIRIT1 a low data rate, low power transceiver [112]
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(a) Picture of the first time and frequency synchronisation
conductive test.
Target node
on an IF e.g. 300 KHz
Anchor Node
IF close to the
target node





(b) Conceptual block diagram of time
and frequency synchronised array.
Figure 5.7: Picture of the first time and frequency synchronisation conductive test 5.7a,
and conceptual block diagram of time and frequency synchronised array 5.7b.
























Figure 5.8: FFT of the raw captured data for two RSP2s.
was used. The anchor node transmitted a OOK modulated signal at 869.1 MHz. A two-
way splitter and two cables with equal length allowed a zero-phase difference feed to the
two RSP2 at Port B. Similarly, the target node transmits was a OOK modulated signal at
869.3 MHz. As described above, a zero-phase difference feed reaches port A of both RSP2.
For detailed information regarding the setup see Table 5.2 and a picture of the setup in
Fig. 5.7a.
Since it was found that port switching introduces a random phase offset between the
two RSPs, the two port approach was implemented. The cable length between the RSP2s
and the target node at port A or anchor node and port B was recommended to be the
same, in order avoid unnecessary pre-calibration. Both RSP2s were set to Port A, and
Port B was fed with a strong synchronisation signal, which leaked to port A. For time
synchronised, phased array applications the target node (conductively feed in this test)
were replaced with an antenna, Fig. 5.7b.
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In Matlab environment, the two RSP2s were initialised in a daisy-chain for phase syn-
chronisation, and both RSP2s were set to RF frequency of 869 MHz, sample rate of 4 M
sps, gain reduction of 50 dB, and bandwidth of 1.5 GHz. An Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
of the raw captured data can be seen in Fig.5.8. The two FFT peaks are highlighted, show-
ing the transmission frequencies 869.1 and 869.3 MHz, with the received powers, 94 and




dBFS + x (5.4)
where, x is an unknown offset introduced by the Analogue to Digital Converter (ADC) in
the RF input. To find x, a signal of known power was injected in the RSP2 RF input PTXdBm,
and the received power in dBFS PRXdBFS was recorded. Solving (5.4) for x, the offset is now
known. Using (5.4), the dBm values presented in Table 5.2, and dBm values presented in
Fig.5.8, the two offsets were estimated to be x1148.3 and x2 = 134.3. By subtracting the
two values, the attenuation was confirmed to be 14 dB.
Both target signal synchronisation signal (leaked from port B) fell within the RSPs IF
bandwidth (100 and 300 kHz). To distinguish the anchor node and the target signal, two
FIR filters for each IF (100 and 300 KHz) were created in Matlab. To preserve the phase of
the recorded signals, zero-phase digital filtering was used. The phase offset of the anchor
node in the two RSP2s was measured in two stages. The first stage uses a cross-correlation
to detect the coarse time offset, which was then applied. The second stage was a phase
offset measurement between the two RSP2s’ signals using FFT, which was rounded and
converted into samples, to completely align the two RSP2s. The unsynchronised high
frequency anchor node signals is presented in 5.9, while the synchronised low frequency
target node signals is presented in Fig. 5.10. Both figures contain a snapshot at the start
and at the end of the frame to prove that the frame was unsynchroned or synchronised,
depending on the frequency.
Thereafter, the time offset measured remained the same while the devices were stream-
ing data. That means that the anchor node could be turned off after the initial calibra-
tion. If any setting changed on any device, a random unknown offset is added, hence
re-synchronisation is required. It was theorised that this might be due to the internal
switching in random indices and its effect in the phase of the received signal. Further
investigation is required to determine the source of this random offset and a possible
solution.
5.3.4 Frequency and time synchronised RSP2 array receiver
Knowing how frequency and time synchronisation was achieved for two RSP2s, now
the ten RSP2 receiver array and the process to synchronise ten RSP2s is presented. Fig. 5.11
presents the front and the back of the ten RSP2 receiver array.
Starting from the front of the receiver array in Fig. 5.11a, the E4437B signal generator
provides a signal to the ten port splitter, that is conductively fed to Port B of the RSP2.
A Power Supply Unit (PSU) was required, to supply power to every RSP2 through the
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(c) End of the frame.
Figure 5.9: Unsynchronised high frequency anchor node signals Fig. 5.9a, the start of the
frame in Fig.5.9b, and the end of the frame in Fig.5.9c.
USB. The current requirement of a single RSP2 when streaming is circa 160 mA. With
four RSP2s in a single USB hub the overall required current is 640 mA, which exceeds
the maximum USB current output. The USB hubs had 5 ports, and they were modified
to enable external power option. Moreover, the external monitor shows the Matlab 2018a
environment that was used to interface with the RSP2s.
In the back of the receiver array in Fig. 5.11b, the distributed time synchronisation
signal and the block daisy-chain can be seen. The ten cables were bundled together at
the start, to minimise phase change due to movement. The cables were then split and
with the help of adhesive tape and cable grips were lead to the 90 degree SMA connector.
Each cable had a RF choke close to Port B to prevent the common mode, which shields
the cable from radiation, and prevent the cable it self from radiating. Moreover, the block
daisy-chain cables for frequency synchronisation can be seen in the same figure. The block
chain starts from the clock output of RSP2 one, and feeds the input of RSP2 two, three,
and four, as described in Subsection 5.3.1.
Finally, to enable AoA estimation, the phase uncertainty caused by the splitter and
cables had to be estimated. To do so, the process starts by initialising the RSP2s in fre-
quency f1, connected in a block daisy-chain, and the continuous data stream started.
Without interrupting the data stream, a zero phase two port splitter was attached to the
signal generator, and the two outputs of the splitter connected to the Port B of RSP2 one
and RSP2 two, with cables that had an equal length. Then the two RSP2s were time syn-
chronised through correlation and FFT. The cable that was attached to the Port B of the
RSP2 two was then removed, and attached to the Port B of the third RSP2. The process
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(c) End of the frame.
Figure 5.10: Synchronised low frequency target node signals Fig.5.10a, the start of the
frame in Fig.5.10b, and the end of the frame in Fig.5.10c.
was then repeated until all nine RSP2 were time synchronised with the first RSP2. Then,
the the zero phase two port splitter and cables were removed, and all the cables from the
ten port splitter were attached to all the Port B. By measuring the new phase difference
between the first RSP2 and every other RSP2 (two to ten), the unknown phase uncertainty
of the splitter and cable could be estimated. Therefore, all ten RSP2 could now be time
aligned for frequency f1 with the time synchronisation signal coming from the ten port
splitter. The same process needed to be repeated for all frequencies, since the phase delay
of the cables and splitter was frequency dependant.
5.4 RSP2 receiver array characterisation and conclusions
Similarly to Subsection 5.2, in this Section the receiver array is characterised. The
characterisation of the receiver is important because it provides an insight on the receiver
performance and abilities. For example, dynamic range shows the saturation point but
more importantly allows the user to convert the ADC dBFS range to real power of dBm.
Therefore, without characterisation a receiver output can not be interpreted, making it
essential for proper operation.
First, the sensitivity is presented in Table 5.3 and Fig. 5.12. The received signal in dBFS
was measured by applying FFT to the received signal, converting the Fourier spectrum
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Ten time/frequency synchronised RSP2
10 port spliter
for time sync. signal
E4437B sig. gen.
for time sync. signal
PSU powered USB hub,
power RSP2 connect to laptop
Matlab 2018a initialising control
over the 10 RSP2s
Time sync. signal
to RSP2 10
(a) The front view of the ten RSP2 time and frequency synchronised receiver array.
Sig. gen. signal distributed 
by the 10 port spliter 




(b) The back view of the ten RSP2 time and frequency synchronised receiver array.
Figure 5.11: The ten RSP2 time and frequency synchronised receiver array, front view in
Fig. 5.11a, and back view in Fig.5.11b.
to dB and selecting transmitted frequency. Instead of using the time signal, FFT has
a better performance because it eliminates the noise found in the time domain. Also,
because the absolute values change between each RSP2, instead of presenting maximum
and minimum for each RSP2, an average is presented.
Table 5.3 presents the dynamic range, which is the maximum and minimum power
the receiver array can have in its input. For example, if a signal was received at f1 that
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Table 5.3: Measured dynamic range, from -130 dBm to -40 dBm and frequencies f1, f2,
and f3 for the first RSP2.
-130 -120 -110 -100 -90 -80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 dBm
f1 1.9 10.2 19.4 27.6 37.5 47.0 57.2 67.1 78.2 81.7 81.8 dBFS
f2 0.8 4.6 14.4 24.4 32.9 44.1 54.6 64.5 74.1 81.3 81.5 dBFS
f3 0.1 0.3 7.8 18.3 25.2 38.0 47.4 57.4 64.1 75.5 81.2 dBFS
was over -40 dBm would saturate at the input and the received signal would be clipped.
This would create an error in phase estimation, therefore the AoA estimation would be
impossible. On the other hand, the sensitivity of the receiver array for the same frequency
was found to be at -130 dBm. Moreover, for f2 the sensitivity was measured to be circa
-120 dBm, and for f3 circa 110 dBm. Overall, the receiver array is very sensitive to signals
at f1, and f2 provides a high dynamic range of circa 80 dB. Finally, in Fig. 5.12 presents a
good visual example of the RSP2’s dynamic range and its low sensitivity.
Next, the smith plots of all RSP2s are presented in Fig. 5.13. During the measurements,
it was evident that the input impedance was different between frequencies f1, f2, and f3.
Therefore, the input impedance of the first RSP2 in frequencies f1 and f2 is presented in
Fig. 5.13a, and for f3 in Fig. 5.13b. A detailed table of the input impedances of all RSP2 in
the three frequencies is presented in Table 5.4. Overall, from the figures it was evident that
the performance of all RSP2s was on average the same. Therefore, the mean impedances
were derived from Table 5.4 and for f1 it was found to be 33+ 39.2jΩ, while for f2 it was
18.2− 7.5jΩ, and for f3 it was 36.1− 3.2jΩ.
Furthermore, the measurements used for the return loss and the mutual coupling
measurements in Section 4.2, are now presented as antenna impedances. A detailed table
of all the measurements for every antenna element in all three frequencies is presented in
Table 5.5. The input impedance of a single antenna, as show, in Section 4.1, were 42− 39jΩ
for f1, 26− 4jΩ for f2, and 44− 10jΩ for f3. Comparing these single element impedances
with the ULA impedances, it was evident that the ULA had an effect on the impedances
in all frequencies. For example the input impedance at f1 of antenna element 5 increased
to, 111.4 + 43.2jΩ, while a similar increase was evident for f2 as well. As expected, due
to element spacing, f3 suffered the least with the worst performance being in the antenna
element 5 again, where the impedance reduced to 36.8+ 50.4jΩ.
Moreover, Table 5.6 presents the missmatch losses of the impedances between the
RSP2s and the antenna elements using (4.3). Compared to the transmitter missmatch
losses, which were circa 0.5 dB, the ULA antenna effect increased the losses significantly.
Specifically, for f1 the biggest loss was at 2.9 dB in antenna element 1, while for f2 was
5.1 dB in antenna element 4. This magnitude of loss, could have an potential affect on the
overall system design. Looking at the dynamic range measures that was presented in Ta-
ble 5.3 and Fig. 5.12, the system had a large dynamic range with low sensitivity. Therefore,
the change in the receiver range and sensitivity was ignored. With the biggest missmatch
loss measured to be circa 4 dB for both f1 and f2, the overall dynamic range was reduced
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Figure 5.12: Measured dynamic range, from -140 dBm to -20 dBm and frequencies f1, f2,
and f3 for the first RSP2.
(a) Smith charts of all 10 RSP2 for frequencies f1
and f2.
(b) Smith charts of all 10 RSP2 for frequencies
f3.
Figure 5.13: Smith charts showing the input impedances of all 10 RSP2 for frequencies f1
and f2 in Fig. 5.13a and for frequency f3 in Fig. 5.13b.
to 76 dB and sensitivity to -126 dBm and -116 dBm respectively. Furthermore, the biggest
missmatch loss for f3 was measured to be 2 dB, therefore, the dynamic range was reduced
to 78 dB and sensitivity was reduced to -108 dBm. The overall measured missmatch losses
were applied on the received RSS measurements as part of the calibration, to acquire the
correct RSS.
With the receiver sensitivity being estimated with the missmatch loses, the maximum
indoor range was estimated next. The transmit power was set to -30 dBm and the SNR
was assumed to be above zero. To take into consideration attenuation for the walls the
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Table 5.4: Input impedances of the RSP2s, at frequencies f1, f2, and f3.
RSP2 1 RSP2 2 RSP2 3 RSP2 4 RSP2 5 RSP2 6 RSP2 7 RSP2 8 RSP2 9 RSP2 10
f1 32.9+ 41j 34.8+ 37.6j 29.8+ 40.1j 28.8+ 40.8j 33+ 36.7j 33.2+ 43.4j 35.7+ 37.5j 33.4+ 37.8j 35.1+ 39j 33.1+ 38.1j Ω
f2 17.1− 7.4j 19.1− 7.1j 17.8− 11j 16.5− 9.1j 18.8− 6.8j 17− 6.5j 18.3− 4.9j 18.4− 8.7j 19.4− 5.2j 19.4− 8.3j Ω
f3 34.8− 5.9j 34.8− 0.5j 33.7− 6.2j 34.5− 3.1j 34.1− 3.3j 35.7− 2.7j 37.5− 2.7j 37.1− 6.5j 38.8+ 1.4j 40.3− 2.7j Ω
Table 5.5: Input impedances of the ULA elements, at frequencies f1, f2, and f3.
Ant. 1 Ant. 2 Ant. 3 Ant. 4 Ant. 5 Ant. 6 Ant. 7 Ant. 8 Ant. 9 Ant. 10
f1 49.7+ 17.1j 59.1+ 9.4j 77.8+ 3.9j 65.8− 14.5j 111.4+ 43.2j 82+ 4.6j 60.9+ 20.8j 78.6+ 8.6j 80.9+ 15.4j 76.9− 10.2j Ω
f2 40.6− 17.4j 34.4− 28.1j 39.7− 36.1j 37− 26.4j 35− 38j 32.9− 30.1j 26.6− 22.7j 29.7− 28.4j 34.9− 29.8j 32.7− 19.1j Ω
f3 51+ 50.2j 55.5+ 46.5j 53.9+ 49.8j 49.8+ 51.1j 36.8+ 50.4j 68.9+ 55j 50.1+ 45.1j 44.5+ 58.9j 50.1+ 59.9j 36.5+ 48.8j Ω
Table 5.6: Table of the impedance missmatch between the conjugate impedances of RSP2s




















f1 2.9 1.5 1.7 0.8 3.9 1.6 2.4 1.6 1.9 0.9 dB
f2 1.8 2.6 5.1 3.3 3.9 3.2 1.9 3.6 2.3 1.7 dB
f3 1.0 1.2 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.4 0.9 1.3 1.9 1.2 dB
International Telecommunications Union (ITU) model was used [113]. For all frequencies
the signal attenuation by two walls was set to 19 dB, by three walls was set to 24 dB, and
by four walls was set to 29 dB. The maximum distances that the sensitivity criterion was
met, are presented in Table 5.7. This table provides a coarse expectation of the system
performance under different circumstances. For example, in an indoor environment for
frequencies f1 and f2, a link between transmitter and receiver would be possible even for
four rooms apart. On the contrary for f3 the expectation of four walls and 13.4 m distance
is unrealistic. Therefore, the three walls assumption would be more suitable.
Finally, the characterisation proved that the designed RSP2 receiver array was able to
provide a suitable sensitivity, dynamic range, and ability to cover large distances for in-
door measurements. The overall design could be improved to reduce the missmatch losses
by designing specific matching circuit for each antenna, but this would impose issues with
the mutual coupling at the lower frequencies. Therefore, in this stage the receiver array
performance was judged to be adequate to proceed with the final measurements per-
formed for Chapters 6 and 7.
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Table 5.7: Maximum distances with the transmitter with the power of -30 dBm placed
in a straight line from the receiver, for different frequencies, number of rays, and walls
between them.
f1 = 434 MHz f2 = 869 MHz f3 = 1595 MHz
Walls 2 3 4 2 3 4 2 3 4
Max distance
with 1 ray 1238.8 696.6 391.7 195.4 109.9 61.8 42.4 23.8 13.4 m
Max distance
with 2 rays 696.6 407.4 237.7 158.9 108.9 75.3 36.5 19.6 17.7 m
Max distance
with 3 rays 391.7 268.5 170.6 139.0 99.1 69.5 37.8 32.7 14.9 m
Max distance
with 5 rays 195.4 206.1 154.2 151.7 111.7 80.9 21.5 13.3 18.7 m
Chapter 6
Novel technique extracting AoA
from frequency diverse RSS
patterns
This Chapter presents a novel technique for performing localisation utilising the RSS.
Section 6.1 serves as an introduction to the first RSS measurements in an anechoic cham-
ber, while Section 6.2 presents the second set of measurements performed outdoors to
confirm the idea. Section 6.3 shows the effect of a theoretical indoor environment on the
RSS, while Section 6.4 is dedicated on the novel technique of estimating the AoA using
RSS, and presents the results and comparison with the state of the art systems. Finally,
Section 6.5 discusses the overall results and draws conclusions on how MF can be used to
produce similar results with the state of the art but to reduce the complexity and overall
cost.
6.1 Anechoic chamber RSS measurements
This Section presents the theoretical model and the results of the first RSS measure-
ments performed in an anechoic chamber. First, 6.1.1 presents the free space theoretical
model which represents the anechoic chamber and it is used to compare with the mea-
sured results. Subsection 6.1.2 is dedicated to presenting the measurement environment,
while Subsection 6.1.3 presents the results from the the RSS patterns measured in the
anechoic chamber and compares them with the theoretical model.
6.1.1 Free space theoretical model
The simplest scenario is the single ray communication between transmitter and re-
ceiver, referred to as the LOS. The Friis transmission formula is used to obtain the received
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where, PRX is the received power, GRX and GTX are the gains of receiving and transmitting
antennas respectively, and d is the distance between receiving and transmitting antennas.
Thus, the actual pathloss PLS is determined by (λ/4pid)2, assuming ideal isotropic anten-
nas with GRX = GTX = 1 dBi, it can be is defined as [106],





= 20 log10 d− 20 log10 λ+ 21.98⇐⇒
PLS = 20 log10 d + 20 log10 f − 147.6 (dB),
(6.2)
where, the wavelength λ is expressed as λ = c/ f , c = 3 108 is the speed of the propagating
wave, and f is the operating frequency. Therefore, pathloss is proportional to distance and
frequency.
The primary use of the free space model is for satellite or space communications, and
anechoic environments without reflections. In this Section, the free space model was used
to simulate the anechoic environment and compare it with the measurements presented
in the following Section.
6.1.2 Anechoic chamber measurement environment
This Subsection presents the first RSS measurements that were performed in an ane-
choic chamber. The purpose of the anechoic chamber is to provide a controlled environ-
ment and eliminate any reflections that might exist in real environments. The transmitter
employed was an E4437B signal generator connected to a UHALP 9108 log periodic an-
tenna, as seen in Fig. 6.1a. The transmit power was set to -50 dBm, while the gains of
the log periodic antenna for frequencies f1, f2, and f3 were 6.4 dBi, 7.3 dBi, and 7.2 dBi
respectively. The employed receiving ULA was the initial RTL-SDR receiver but it is not
presented in this research, since it was later replaced by the RSP2 receiver presented in
Section 5.3. The ten element ULA and two RTL-SDR boxes with the USB cables can be
seen in Fig. 6.1b.
A detailed map of the receiving ULA in a static static position, and the four different
transmitting locations can be seen in Fig. 6.1c. The ULA was set in the middle of the
bottom side at a height of 0.9m, while the transmitter always had an offset from the centre
of -0.7 m. The height of the transmitting antenna was 1.2m, and different length offsets
were chosen, 4 m in location A, 3 m in location B, 2 m in location C, and 1 m in location D.
The different length offsets were chosen to show the affect of the receiving RSS patterns
in the three different frequencies.
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(b) The ULA receiver employing 10 RTL-SDRs.
(c) Map of the anechoic chamber, with the exact
locations of the transmitter and the ULA.
Figure 6.1: Details of the first RSS measurements in an anechoic chamber. Fig. 6.1a
presents the transmitting antenna, Fig. 6.1b presents the receiving ULA, and Fig. 6.1c
shows a detailed map of the receiving ULA and the different transmitting locations.
6.1.3 Measurement results
This Subsection presents the RSS patterns of the measurements. For every location and
frequency in Fig. 6.2, three RSS patterns are presented. First, is the measured RSS in the
anechoic chamber, then the theoretical RSS without the receiving ULA gain patterns, and
finally the theoretical RSS with the receiving ULA gain patterns taken into consideration.
The theoretical RSS is estimated with the free space loss equation (6.2). The RSSs are
presented vertically, with the top being the farthest, and bottom being the closest to the
ULA.
Fig. 6.2a presents the RSS patterns for frequency f1 and locations A, B, C, and D.
Comparing the RSS in location D, which is close to the ULA, it is evident that the gain
antenna patterns affect the received signal RSS patterns. Moreover, the measured RSS
pattern match with the theoretical RSS therefore the far filed radiation patterns of the
ULA presented in Section 4.2 are accurate. The maximum difference of the theoretical
RSS between with and without the received gain pattern is circa 15 dB. Therefore, even
with a 3 dB variance in the measured RSS a pattern can be easily determined. As the
transmitter gets farther away from the receiver, in location C, the maximum difference of
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(a) RSS patterns for f1 = 434 MHz in four loca-
tions A, B, C, and D.





Measured RSS Theoretical RSS w/o RX gain pattern Theoretical RSS















(b) RSS patterns for f2 = 869 MHz in four loca-
tions A, B, C, and D.




Measured RSS Theoretical RSS w/o RX gain pattern Theoretical RSS












(c) RSS patterns for f3 = 1595 MHz in four lo-
cations A, B, C, and D.
Figure 6.2: RSS patterns of the four locations A, B, C, D, and the three frequencies, f1 in
Fig. 6.2a, f2 in Fig. 6.2b, and f3 in Fig. 6.2c.
the theoretical RSS between with and without the received antenna gain is reduced to circa
6.3 dB, while for location B is reduced even further to 2.1 dB. Hence, apart from location
D, the RSS pattern is indistinguishable.
Fig. 6.2b presents the RSS patterns for frequency f2 and locations A, B, C, and D. Con-
trary to the lower frequency f1, the maximum difference of the theoretical RSS between
with and without the received gain is lower for location D, circa 9 dB. But as the distance
increases, the difference is increased as well. Location C experiences a maximum RSS
difference of circa 20 dB, and for location B the RSS difference is circa 15.4 dB. Finally, for
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location A the RSS difference is reduced again to circa 8.4 dB. Overall, the measured RSS
seems to fit the theoretical RSS and being able to produce a distinguishable pattern for
locations C and B.
Fig. 6.2c presents the RSS patterns for frequency f3 and locations A, B, C, and D.
Comparing the maximum difference of the theoretical RSS between with and without the
received gain in locations D, C, B, A, results to a difference of circa 15.2 dB, 9.8 dB, 13.8
dB, and 17.3 dB respectively. Hence, the effect of the pattern is much larger in all locations
compared to the other two frequencies. Moreover, again the measured RSS is evident that
follows the theoretical RSS and the pattern is distinguishable in all three frequencies.
Taking into consideration the findings of measurements in this stage of research, it
was evident that the different RSS patterns from MF can be utilised. The low frequency
f1 experienced RSS variations of circa 15 dB because of the receiving antenna gain pattern
when the transmitter was closely located to the receiver. The middle frequency f2 experi-
enced RSS variations of 20 and 15.4 dB for locations B and C, while for the high frequency
f3 the RSS variations were always above 9.8 dB for all locations.
The different patterns could potentially serve as a fingerprint for each location, but
further investigation was required. Since real environments experience reflections, the
measurements in the anechoic chamber were not fully representative to a real case sce-
nario. Hence, a second set of RSS measurements was performed outdoors, where at least
a single reflection was present, and the reflection coefficient can be estimated.
6.2 Outdoor RSS measurements
This Section presents the theoretical model and results of the second set of RSS mea-
surements performed in an outdoor environment. First, Subsection 6.2.1 presents the
two-ray theoretical model which represents the outdoor environment and it is used to
compare with the measured results. Subsection 6.2.2 is dedicated to the details of the
measurements environment, while Subsection 6.2.3 presents the results from the the RSS
patterns measured in the outdoor environment and compares them with the theoretical
model
6.2.1 Two-ray theoretical model
In real world environments the transmitted signal finds more than a single path to
reach the transmitter. Thus, in terrestrial communications the two-ray model can be used.
In an outdoor environment, as the transmitted signal propagates to the receiver apart
from the direct LOS at least a single ground reflection appears as shown in Fig. 6.3. This
creates a more complex pathloss model since the two received rays can be either added
constructively or destructively. The outcome of the ray addition (constructive or destruc-
tive) is determined by the reflection coefficient Γ, and the phase of the received ray, which
is determined by the distance covered by the ray, d1 or d2.





Figure 6.3: Example of a two-ray model where the transmitted wave propagates as two
rays (red LOS, and blue ground reflection) before reaching in the receiver.
To further understand the constructive or destructive addition, both rays (or paths), p1

























GRX2 are the antenna gains for the LOS
and ground reflection rays, Γ(ρ) is the reflection coefficient of the ground at an angle
ρ, x(t) is the transmitted signal, τ is the excess time that the ground reflection takes to
reach the receiver (known as delay spread), and the term e−j2pid/λ determines the phases
of the received ray based on d1 and d2, which are the path distances of LOS and ground
reflection respectively. Because the continuous time waves are represented in Euler form,
the use of Re{·} is necessary to negate the imaginary product.
To simplify the two-ray model we assume a narrow band signal, relative to the inverse
delay spread 1/τ, so x(t) ≈ x(t − τ). By averaging the transmitted signal x(t) in time
PTX = E{|x(t)|2}, and assuming the same gain for both rays GTX = GTX1 = GTX2 , the





















where, ∆φ = 2pi(d2 − d1)/λ is the phase difference between the two rays. With the same
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Medium 1 (Air)
Medium 2
Figure 6.4: Example of a wave reflection and transmission and its analogous electromag-
netic properties.
fashion as the (6.2), the pathloss PLS for the two ray model is defined as,
PLS = 20 log10(d2 d1 f )− 20 log10
(∣∣d1 + d2 Γ(ρ) e−j∆φ∣∣)− 147.6 (dB) (6.7)
It is now evident that for the two-ray model the pathloss is not only affected by dis-
tances and frequency but by the reflection coefficient Γ(ρ) as well. Thus, it is necessary to
investigate the reflection coefficient and understand it in order to understand the pathloss
when reflections occur.
The reflection coefficient Γ is defined as the ratio of the reflected wave to the incident






where, Z1 and Z2 are the characteristic impedances of medium 1 and 2 respectively. Using
Snell’s law, the characteristic impedances of the first and second medium are defined as
[114],
Z1 =
η1 cos ρi for parallel polarisation.η1/ cos ρi for perpendicular polarisation. (6.9)
Z2 =
η2 cos ρt for parallel polarisation.η2/ cos ρt for perpendicular polarisation. (6.10)
where, η1 and η2 are the intrinsic impedances of the medium 1 and 2 respectively, ρi
is the incident angle and ρt is the transmitted angle on medium 2 as seen in Fig. 6.4.
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Figure 6.5: Reflection coefficient of vertically polarised antenna, as a function of incident
angle and antennas with parallel (red) and perpendicular (blue dashed) polarisation.
Since medium 1 is air, the permeability is µ1 = µ0 = 4pi10 µH/m, and permittivity is
e1 = e0 = 8.85 pF/m.
Furthermore, the intrinsic impedance is defined by the surface electromagnetic prop-




κ + jω(e′ − je′′) , (6.11)
where, ω is the angular frequency of the propagating signal, µ′ and µ′′ are the real and
imaginary magnetic permeability of the medium, e′ and e′′ are the real and imaginary
permittivity of the medium, and κ is the conductivity of the medium. Thus, the intrinsic
impedance of medium 1 is η1 = η0 = 120pi Ω.
The complex permeability and permittivity that define the intrinsic impedance η2 of









The electromagnetic properties of the reflected surface play an important role in the
overall intrinsic impedance. Thus, the overall received power is varied based on the reflec-
tion coefficient Γ which is defined by the surface electromagnetic properties, the carrier
frequency, and the incident angle ρi. The permeability and permittivity ratios of differ-
ent materials that are found in the environment are well researched in literature and the
different values can be found [114].
Fig. 6.5 presents the reflection coefficient Γ of a vertical polarised antenna with parallel






(a) ULA receiver and transmitter at location A, with a
single reflective tarmac surface.












(b) Map of the outdoor environment,
with the exact locations of the transmit-
ter and the ULA.
Figure 6.6: Details of the second RSS measurements in an outdoor environment. Fig. 6.6a
presents the receiving ULA and the transmitting antenna during the measurements, and
Fig. 6.6b shows a detailed map of the receiving ULA and the different transmitting loca-
tions.
and perpendicular incident angles, with relative permittivity er = 9 and relative perme-
ability µr = 1. For a wave with perpendicular polarisation, as the incident angle increases,
the reflection coefficient increases as well. On the other hand, for the parallel polarisa-
tion at a specific incident angle the reflection coefficient can vanish (Γ = 0). This point is
also known as the Brewster’s angle. Furthermore, as the incident wave increases beyond
Brewster’s angle the reflected wave does not rotate as the reflection coefficient changes
from negative to positive.
Finally, the two-ray model is often adequate to represent outdoor terrestrial environ-
ments. The two-ray model was used in this research to simulate outdoor environment and
compare it with with the measurements presented in Section 6.2. Furthermore, to test our
hypothesis an even more complex channel model was required as indoor environments
experience the reflection of multiple rays.
6.2.2 Outdoor measurement environment
This Subsection presents the RSS measurements performed outdoors. The purpose
of doing measurements outdoors was to introduce a real environment with a single con-
trolled reflection and investigate its effect. The reflective surface was tarmac, with a per-
mittivity ratio of er = 4.3. The employed transmitter was the ADF4351 and the designed
tri-band PCB antenna, presented in Section 4.1. The transmit power was attenuated by -50
dB across all frequencies to supply a transmission power inside the dynamic range of the
receiver. The receiving ULA employed was a RTL-SDR receiver that is not presented, since
it was later replaced by the RSP2 receiver presented in Section 5.3. The ULA elements and
the transmitter at a distance of 9 m in the outdoor environment can be seen in Fig. 6.6a.
A detailed map of the ULA static position and five different transmitting locations can
be seen in Fig. 6.6b. The ULA was set in the middle of the bottom side at a height of 1.5m,
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(a) RSS patterns for f1 = 434 MHz in four loca-
tions A, B, C, D, and E.
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(b) RSS patterns for f2 = 869 MHz in four loca-
tions A, B, C, D, and E.




Measured RSS Theoretical RSS w/o RX gain pattern Theoretical RSS
















(c) RSS patterns for f3 = 1595 MHz in four lo-
cations A, B, C, D, and E.
Figure 6.7: RSS patterns of the four locations A, B, C, D, E, and the three frequencies, f1
in Fig. 6.7a, f2 in Fig. 6.7b, and f3 in Fig. 6.7c.
while the transmitter was always in the middle of the side as well, at a height of 1.5 m and
a length distance of 9 m in location A, 7 m in location B, 5 m in location C, 3 m in location
D, and 1 m in location E. The different length offsets were chosen to show the effect of the
receiving RSS patterns in the three different frequencies with the presence of a reflection.
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6.2.3 RSS pattern measurements
This Subsection presents the RSS patterns of the measurements. For every location and
frequency in Fig. 6.7 three RSS patterns are presented. The RSS in the outdoor environ-
ment is measured first, then the theoretical RSS without the receiving ULA gain patterns,
and finally the theoretical RSS with the receiving ULA gain patterns taken into consider-
ation. The theoretical RSS is estimated with the two-ray model equation (6.6). The RSSs
are presented vertically, with the top being the farthest and the bottom being the closest
to the ULA.
Fig. 6.7a presents the RSS patterns for frequency f1 and locations A, B, C, D, and E.
Similarly to the previous measurements, even in the location E, where the transmitter is
the closest to the receiver, the maximum difference of the theoretical RSS with and without
the received gain is circa 5 dB. As the transmitter gets farther away, the difference of the
two RSS patterns becomes negligible. Therefore, the outdoor environment reduces the
pattern difference, compared to the anechoic chamber. Overall, the measured RSS is well
within the expected of range of theoretical RSS.
Fig. 6.7b presents the RSS patterns for frequency f2 and locations A, B, C, D, and E.
In the middle frequency and location E, the maximum difference of the theoretical RSS
with and without the received gain is circa 14 dB. Compared to the anechoic chamber it
has increased by 5 dB, making the RSS pattern more evident. Moreover, for the remaining
locations no patterns are evident, contrary to the anechoic chamber measurements, where
a pattern is evident even when the transmitter is 3 m away from the receiver. Furthermore,
the measured RSS is able to obtain a distinguishable pattern for the location E, and overall
to follow the correct theoretical RSS values. The lack of patterns in longer range was
studied extensively and it was found that it was due to the placement of the transmitter.
For the measurements performed in an anechoic environment, the transmitter had an
offset from the centre of the ULA. On the outdoor measurements, the transmitter was in
the middle. Through simulation it was found that vertical offset allowed the formulation
of more complex RSS patterns due to different angles.
Fig. 6.7c presents the RSS patterns for frequency f3 and locations A, B, C, D, and E.
Comparing the maximum difference of the theoretical RSS with and without the received
gain in locations E, and D, results to a difference of circa 11 dB, 10 dB, respectively. As
the transmitter gets farther away for locations C, B, and A, the RSS patterns become flat.
As explained above, the reason was the placement of the transmitter and the lack of
horizontal offset. Therefore, the overall performance is similar to the anechoic chamber
measurements, where the pattern is visible up to a 4 m vertical distance from the ULA. As
for the measured RSS it is evident that is able to obtain the correct patterns for locations
E and D, and obtain RSS values close to the theoretical for locations A, B and C.
The measurements performed in the outdoor environment, showed that the received
gain patterns were not visible in the low and middle frequencies, while they were on
the high frequency. Comparing the measurements of the outdoor environment with the
anechoic chamber, the high frequency f3 was the only one that could obtain a received
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gain pattern for a length offset of 4 m. Therefore, it was evident that the single ground
reflection did not help the pattern formulation, and moreover, the overall pattern was not
attainable when a transmitter got farther away from the receiver.
The main difference between the outdoor and anechoic chamber measurements could
be attributed to the transmitting locations. In the anechoic chamber, the transmitter had a
horizontal offset of 0.7m, while for the outdoor measurements there was no offset. There-
fore, the results of the two measurements were not directly comparable, but it did show
that the presence of a ground reflection did not formulate more complex patterns. To
further investigate the effects of the reflections, in the next Subsections the indoor envi-
ronment will be studied, first by simulation and the by measurements.
6.3 Theoretical RSS patterns in an indoor environment
This Section presents the theoretical model, simulation and the results of an indoor
multi-ray environment. This Section is critical to understand how the extraction of AoA
from frequency diverse RSS patterns is possible. First, Subsection 6.3.1 presents the the-
oretical model for the indoor environment, while Subsection 6.3.2 introduces the indoor
environment used in the simulation. Subsection 6.3.2 is dedicated to the theoretical RSS
patterns in a cluster, while Subsection 6.3.3 presents the theoretical RSS patterns in back
row of the indoor environment. Finally, Subsection 6.3.4 is dedicated to presenting the RSS
in the indoor environment as a function of distance to show why RSS indoor localisation
is difficult and to justify decisions made in the following Section.
6.3.1 Multi-ray theoretical model
In an indoor environment more than a single reflection exist, hence a multi-ray propa-
gation model needs to be defined. An example of a multi-ray indoor environment can be
seen in Fig. 6.8, where there are multiple rays (R = 5) that propagate from the transmitter
to the receiver. Apart from the LOS (red), the wave reflects on the ground ceiling and two
walls (blue) with each one of the these surfaces having a different reflection coefficient Γ.
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where, ΓR(ρR) is the reflection coefficient of ray R with an incident angle ρR, and dR is the
distance that ray R propagates from the transmitter to the receiver. For the R rays, r1 is
always the LOS, and the remaining rays r ∈ [2, R] are reflections from real surfaces, such
as the ground, ceiling and walls, where the transmitted wave impacts on a surface and
redirects to the receiver.
To simplify the mathematical representation, each ray has a reflection coefficient Γr,
thus, the notation of the angle ρ is removed from the reflection coefficient, assuming

































Figure 6.8: Multi-ray indoor environment where the transmitted signal finds multiple
paths such as LOS (red), ground, ceiling and walls (blue), to reach the receiver.
Γr = Γ(ρr). Moreover, the reflection coefficient for the LOS case (r = 1) is defined as Γ1 =











where, dr is the distance between transmitter and receiver that ray r traverses, Γr is the
reflection coefficient of the surface that ray r intercepts, and the exponential term ej2pi
dr
λ
represents the received phase of the ray r.
Finally, for the purpose of this research, the pathloss for the multi-ray model assuming
GRX = GTX = 1 dBi is defined as,








− 147.6. (dB) (6.15)
This equation represents the complexity of modelling an indoor environment and it was
derived in the scope of this research. It shows that the overall pathloss is still proportional
to the distance dr of the rays and frequency f squared, but the phase ej2pi
dr
λ caused by the
summation of all rays can have the same affect. Thus, when a small shift on the transmitter
location occurs, the phase of the received rays will change and this can greatly affect the
pathloss.
To understand the relationship between pathloss and distance a simulation was estab-
lished. The simulation took into consideration the three pathloss models presented, free
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(a) Pathloss comparison between different mod-
els for frequency f1 = 434 MHz.







(b) Pathloss comparison between different mod-
els for frequency f2 = 869 MHz.







(c) Pathloss comparison between different mod-
els for frequency f3 = 1595 MHz.
Figure 6.9: Pathloss comparison between the free space model, the two-ray model, and
the multi-ray model with 2, 3, and 5 rays for f1 in Fig. 6.9a, f2 in Fig. 6.9b, f3 in Fig. 6.9c.
space loss, two-ray model and multi-ray model, with the multi-ray model expanding over
2 rays, 3 rays, and 5 rays. Both transmitter and receiver were positioned at a height of 2
m and the change of distance was achieved by moving the transmitter in a straight line
with logarithmic steps. For the 2 ray model, the ground material was set to concrete with
a permittivity ratio of e1 = 6.2. For the ceiling reflection (3 rays) the maximum height of
the room was set to 3 m and the material was set to ceiling tiles with a permittivity ratio
of e2 = 2.5. While for the wall reflections, the two side walls were set to 2 meters and the
material was set to drywall with a permittivity ratio of e3 = e4 = 2.1. The results of the
simulation are present in Fig. 6.9.
Starting with f1 in Fig. 6.9a, it is evident that the presence of rays formulate a variation
in the pathloss. Overall four peaks are formulated between the distance of 1 m and 20
m, with a maximum variation of 10 dB compared to free space loss. Moreover, the two-
ray model produced the same result with the multi-ray model with 2 rays as expected.
What is interesting, is that at a distance of circa 20 meters, the pathloss variation settles
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and the pathloss is constant. This point known as the critical distance dc and it can be
estimated using the height of the transmitter hr and receiver hr. The critical distance can
be estimated using,
dc = 4hrht/λ. (6.16)
By applying the equation 6.16, the critical distance for this case results to dc = 23.1,
supporting that the simulation is correct.
Furthermore, f2 in Fig. 6.9b presents nine peaks between the distances of 1 m and 40
m, with a maximum variation of circa 12.6 dB compared to the free space loss. Therefore,
it is also evident that as the frequency increases the variation increases as well. For this
frequency, the critical distance is estimated to be 46.3 m, which supports the simulation
results. Finally, for f3 in Fig. 6.9c the number of peaks increase even further with fifteen
peaks before the critical distance. The maximum variation is increased as well being at
circa 26 dB compared to the free space loss. This results to the conclusion that high
frequency signals suffer the most from reflections due to the short wavelength. Moreover,
for f3 the cutoff distance is 85 m, which is also visible from the figure.
What is also interesting from Fig. 6.9 is that after the critical distance, the pathloss is
the same no matter the frequency. For example, for a distance of 100 m, the pathloss for f1
is 69.6 dB, for f2 is 70.2 dB, and for f3 is 72.3 dB. Furthermore, as the distance increases the
differences become even less apparent. This is due to the distances of reflections. As the
distance increases the difference between the reflection distances is even smaller, resulting
to a stable pathloss slope.
The multi-ray model was used in this research to simulate the indoor environment
presented in Section 6.3. Furthermore, it was used to simulate and understand the MF
AoA measurements performed in Chapter 7.
6.3.2 Theoretical environment
This Subsection presents the theoretical indoor environment designed for the simula-
tion, before making measurements. The purpose of doing a simulation, was to understand
what effect does the different rays have on the RSS patterns, as a function of location and
material properties. For the simulation results presented in this Subsection, the first ray
was the LOS while the second ray was from the ground reflection of concrete, with a per-
mittivity of e2 = 6.2. Moreover, the third ray was from the ceiling surface of tiles, with a
permittivity of e3 = 2.5. The fourth and fifth rays were the two side walls, in both cases
assumed to be drywall, with a permittivity of e4 = e5 = 2.1. The transmit power was set
at -50 dBm across all frequencies.
A detailed map of the ULA static position and 81 different transmitting locations can
be seen in Fig. 6.10. The ULA was set in the middle of the bottom side at a height of 1.5 m,
while the transmitter was moved at a width or length offset 0.5 m to keep a distance of 0.5
m the nearest side, at a height of 1.5 m. Moreover, the two walls that the reflection were
considered were highlighted in Fig. 6.10. Finally, the two locations that the RSS patterns
were investigated in Subsection 6.3.2 were highlighted in sky blue, and in Subsection 6.3.3
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Figure 6.10: Map of the indoor theoretical environment, with the exact locations of the
transmitter, ULA, walls, RSS cluster and back row locations.
was highlighted in light brown.
6.3.3 Theoretical RSS patterns in a cluster
This Subsection presents the RSS patterns of the simulation at the cluster, highlighted
in 6.10. In contrast with the previous Subsections, now the theoretical RSS is presented
in all frequencies for four locations, where the transmitter is shifted by 0.5 m vertically
or horizontally in the room width or length, respectively. The theoretical RSS is obtained
through the multi-ray equation (6.14), and the antenna gains were presented in Chapter 4.
For the low frequency f1 in Fig. 6.11, it is evident that the patterns are different in all
four locations. Therefore, even if the offset in space is only 0.5 m, the received RSS pattern
can be distinguished in two out of four locations. Starting from the top of Fig. 6.11, the
RSS variations between the elements are circa 3 dB, 2 dB, 17 dB, and 7 dB respectively. The
only two cases that the patterns are different are at length 2.5. The other two locations offer
distinguishable RSS patterns. Overall, with two out of four patterns being distinguishable
in a small space, f1 seems to be able to provide a pattern recognition diversity when the
transmitter is close to the receiver.
Furthermore, regarding the middle frequency f2, Fig. 6.11 shows that the RSS patterns
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Figure 6.11: Four RSS patterns in a cluster with width and length offset of 0.5 m, and
three frequencies f1, f2, and f3.
are more diverse compared to the low frequency. Specifically, starting the top of Fig. 6.11,
the RSS variations between the elements are circa, 10 dB, 25 dB, 13.6 dB, and 13 dB. With
the middle frequency presenting at least 10 dB RSS variation between the maximum and
minimum RSS, it is evident that a pattern based localisation is feasible.
For the high frequency f3 in Fig. 6.11, it is evident that the patterns are diverse like
f2. For example, while the transmitter is at a length of 2.5 m, the RSS variations between
the elements are circa 11 dB and 15 dB at an offset of -1 and 0.5 m respectively. When the
transmitter gets closer to 2 m, the RSS variations between the elements increase to 15.3
dB and 19 dB at a offset of -1 and 0.5 m respectively. Hence, with the middle and high
frequency patterns, location could be possible just with the use of the RSS.
Finally, this Subsection shows that the multi-frequency in an indoor environment pro-
vides a novel metric that has not been used before. The RSS patterns generated from
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Figure 6.12: Four RSS patterns in the back row with width offset of 0.5 m, and three
frequencies f1, f2, and f3.
three broadly spaced frequencies in a small space are very different. This diversity could
be utilised to enable localisation by comparing the measured RSS pattern in an unknown
location with the RSS pattern of a known location. In the following Subsection 6.3.3, the
RSS patterns of the back row are investigated.
6.3.4 Theoretical RSS pattern in the back row
This Subsection presents the RSS patterns of the simulation at the back row, as high-
lighted in 6.10. The purpose of this Subsection is to present the cases where the transmitter
is located away from the receiving ULA. As seen in the previous Subsections, when the
transmitter is circa 6 m away from the receiving ULA, the RSS pattern are almost flat.
Hence, this Subsection investigates the effects of the indoor environment with five rays,
which four are reflections.
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For the low frequency f1 in Fig. 6.12, it is evident in the back row the RSS patterns are
non existing. The RSS variations between the elements in all cases are circa 2 dB, which
in a realistic system is impossible to attain due to noise. Moreover, in the same figure,
the middle frequency f2 shows the same effect. For this frequency, the RSS variations
between the elements in all cases are now circa 3 dB, which are hard to be detected by a
real system.
For the high frequency f3 in Fig. 6.12, all the locations presented in the figure have di-
verse patterns. Starting from the top of Fig. 6.11, the RSS variations between the elements
are circa 9 dB, 14 dB, 3.5 dB, and 7.5 dB respectively. As the transmitter moves from left to
right, the variation increases; but when the transmitter is directly at 90 degrees, the gain
patterns provide only a small variation of 3.5 dB. As the transmitter moves another step
to the right, the pattern is evident again.
Overall, from this simulation, it is evident that the indoor reflection has a bigger effect
on the RSS patterns of the high frequency f3. But that does not mean that the lower
frequencies f2, and f3 are not useful. As shown in the previous Subsection 6.3.2, they
can assist the localisation when the transmitter is closer to the receiver. In this stage of
research, it is established that the RSS patterns can be diverse to allow localisation by
comparing them. The following Subsection presents the mean ULA RSS as a function of
distance.
6.3.5 RSS as a function of distance
This Subsection presents the theoretical mean ULA element RSS received in different
locations, as presented in Fig. 6.10. The "mean RSS of ULA receiver" is the average RSS
out of all ten ULA elements, which from now on will be referred to as the mean RSS.
The mean RSS for all three frequencies f1, f2, and f3 is presented in Fig. 6.13. From this
figure, is evident that the function of RSS and distance is neither linear or exponential. As
the transmitter is placed in different locations, the mean RSS can change drastically. For
example, when the distance is at circa 1.5 m, the mean RSS increases for f1 is 15 dB, for f2
is 20 dB, and for f3 is 7.5 dB.
This change of mean RSS is shown to first highlight the difficulty of the indoor envi-
ronment and second to show the unreliability of the RSS metric. Even if the transmitter is
placed at 1.5 m away from the ULA, the absolute level of RSS is similar to being in 0.5 m or
2 m away. Therefore, since the RSS patterns provide diversity in terms of establishing the
location of the transmitter, mean RSS or absolute RSS level is not taken into consideration.
6.4 Extracting AoA from RSS in indoor environments
This Section presents the results of the third set of RSS measurements performed in an
indoor environment, and proposes two techniques to utilise the RSS patters to obtain the
AoA. First, Subsection 6.4.1 is dedicated to the two techniques developed to extract the
AoA from the RSS. The following Subsection 6.4.2 presents the measurement environment,
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Figure 6.13: Mean RSS received by all the ULA as a function of distance.
while Subsection 6.4.3 is dedicated to the performance evaluation of estimating the AoA
from the RSS. Subsection 6.4.4 investigates the performance of the proposed technique
with a varying number of antenna elements, while the final Subsection 6.4.5 performs a
comparison with the state of the art systems that estimate the AoA from the RSS.
6.4.1 Techniques of extracting the AoA from the RSS
In this Subsection, the process of comparing different RSS patterns is explained. The
received power in a multi-ray environment has been explained in Subsection 6.3.1. There-
fore, two techniques can be explained after obtaining the results of equation (6.14). For
the sake of MF and the non uniform gain patterns of the receiver, the received power PRXm,i















where, PTXi and G
TX
i are respectively the transmitted power and antenna gain of the trans-
mitter in the frequency i, GRXm,i(θr, φr) is the gain of the receiver antenna in frequency i that
the ray r intercepts on the element m at the angles (θr, φr) which are the azimuth and ele-
vation angles respectively, λi is the wavelength of the frequency i, and dm,r is the distance
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that the ray r travels to reach the element m. The estimated RSS pattern for frequency i is
defined as,
R˜SSi = [PRX1,i , P
RX
2,i , . . . , P
RX
M,i]− 〈PRX1,i , . . . , PRXM,i〉. (6.18)
where, R˜SSi is the estimated RSS pattern in frequency i, and 〈·〉 is the average of 〈·〉.
The two techniques of merging the estimated R˜SSi for the i frequencies, developed in
the scope of this research, can now be introduced. For both techniques, n ∈ [1, N] reference
RSSn,i patterns are measured, with the angle information already known.
The first method named xCorr correlates the estimated RSS with all known N reference
RSSn,i, and then sums the correlation result for each frequency as,










where, $ symbolises the correlation. The highest correlation is selected as the transmission
location and A˜oA is estimated.
The second method, MF RMS, applies RMS for each ULA element and then sums the
RMS result for reach frequency as,













where the lowest RMS is selected as the transmission location A˜oA. In case of a single
frequency RMS, the step of summation is ignored and the selection is performed by the
RMS metrics for the single frequency.
6.4.2 Indoor measurement environment
To evaluate the performance of the proposed technique, 110 measurements were per-
formed in three frequencies, in a lab environment. The ULA was located in the bottom
side of the room, as seen in Fig. 6.14. The overall size of the measurement area was 6x4 m,
with 22 reference RSS measurements in three frequencies taken in diamond shape pattern
with a distance of 1 m between them. The transmitter was at 1.6 m height, and maintained
approximately 1 m distance from side walls due to benches. For the estimated R˜SS mea-
surements in three frequencies, 88 transmission locations were selected randomly from
the cyan grid as seen in Fig. 6.14, with the transmitter antenna at 1.6 m height. A 10 cm
height offset between reference RSS and estimated R˜SS was investigated, showing no impact
on the overall performance.
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Figure 6.14: Map of the indoor environment, with the exact locations of the reference RSS,
ULA, and walls.
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Figure 6.15: CDF of absolute error between true and estimated AoA for indoor measure-
ments for the two MF metric fusions, xCorr and MF RMS, and single frequency RMS.
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6.4.3 Performance evaluation of AoA estimation from RSS
Fig. 6.15 presents the experimental CDF of the two fusion techniques xCorr and MF
RMS, as well as the RMS of every single frequency. The CDF is defined as the absolute
error between estimated AoA θ˜ and true AoA θ, CDF(|θ˜ − θ|). The mean error of xCorr
is 5.7 degrees, MF RMS 6.2 degrees, f1 RMS 8 degrees, f2 RMS 6.6 degrees, and f3 13.4
degrees. The mean improvement of xCorr compared to MF RMS is 0.5 degrees and com-
pared to the single frequency RMS f2 by 0.9 degrees. For 75% of the cases, both xCorr
and MF RMS experience an error of circa 15.5 degrees, while f1 is at 16.8 degrees and f2
at 21.5 degrees. Even if f2 has only 0.9 degrees difference for 50% of cases, for the 75%
of cases the difference is 6 degrees; hence it is evident that MF is necessary to maintain a
low error for a high percentage of cases.
Furthermore, from Fig. 6.15 it is evident that f3 is the worst performing single fre-
quency, therefore it is necessary to question its necessity. Therefore, xCorr and MF RMS
are reevaluated without the presence of f3. By removing f3, the mean error of xCorr
increases to 6.2 degrees, while for 75% of the cases the error increases to 16.8 degrees.
On the contrary, the mean error of MF RMS increases to 6.3 degrees, while for 75% of
the cases the error increases 15.5 degrees. Therefore, for MF RMS the mean error was
increased only by 0.1 degrees and for 75% of the cases the error remains the same. From
this comparison, it is evident that the best performing technique, xCorr, is affected by the
presence of f3 while MF RMS is not.
Hence, the following conclusions were drawn. It was evident that, due to multipath
and wavelength, the lower frequencies f1, and f2 performed better compared to f3. The
smaller the wavelength, the smaller shift in space was required to change the received
RSS pattern. Thus, high frequency reference RSS are only valid when a small shift in space
occurs. If the grid of reference RSS becomes tighter then the result would improve. Fur-
thermore, even though the theoretical model with four reflection presented in Section 6.3
showed that the lower frequencies did not produce diverse patterns, the measurement re-
sults show the opposite. This is due to the effects of a real environment. As the transmitter
changes locations the reflective surfaces change, formulating more diverse RSS patterns.
Therefore, in real environments the lower frequencies that have a higher wavelength for-
mulate complex and diverse RSS patterns. Finally, from the results it was evident that the
xCorr performance benefited from the use of MF regardless of the RMS performance of
f3. But on the contrary, MF RMS performance was the same regardless the inclusion of f3
RMS. Therefore, the proposed system could be simplified by removing the high frequency
f3, and with the use of MF RMS the error would increase by 0.5 degrees.
6.4.4 Performance evaluation with varying number of ULA elements
Fig. 6.16 shows the experimental CDF of MF RMS for different number of ULA ele-
ments, where M is the number of elements. The mean performance error for M = 10 is
6.2 degrees, M = 9 is 7.6 degrees, M = 8 is 7.9 degrees, and M = 6 is 8.2 degrees. For
75% of the cases, the error for M = 10 is 15.5 degrees, M = 9 is 21.7 degrees, and for both
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Figure 6.16: CDF of absolute error between true and estimated AoA for indoor measure-
ments for MF RMS and different ULA elements.
M = 8 and M = 6 the error is 22.3 degrees. From Fig. 6.16, it is evident that the mean
performance is not greatly affected by the reduction of the ULA elements, and that even
with M = 8 elements, the error increases only by 1.7 degrees. On the contrary, for the 75%
of the cases, even by reducing the overall number of elements by one the error increases
by 6.2 degrees. Overall, the results of the experimental CDF show that MF RMS is robust
in terms of mean performance. Hence, the overall number of elements could be reduced
from 10 to 6 decreasing the overall system complexity, and that would increase the mean
error by only 2 degrees.
6.4.5 Comparison with the state of the art systems, on estimating AoA
from RSS
Table 6.1 compares the research output with the state of the art systems that utilise
SBA or ESPAR and were introduced in Chapter 1. Compared to the other systems, the
proposed technique sacrifices 360 degrees of detection by implementing a simple passive
ULA. But, the ULA significantly reduces the hardware complexity and cost compared
to SBA and ESPAR systems. Compared with [45] the proposed technique introduces 1.3
degrees improvement in accuracy. Moreover, compared to [46] and the dual-band WiFi
estimation, the difference in mean CDF error is only 0.3 degrees, but the measurements
of [46] were made is an anechoic chamber, with a single artificially created reflection.
Hence the mean error in real indoor environments was not accurately represented. Finally,
compared to the proposed systems of [47, 48], the ESPAR utilises more antenna elements,
require the presence of an anchor, and the pre-calibration requirement is more exhaustive.
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Table 6.1: Comparison between the proposed technique and [45], [46], [47], [48], in terms







This work 180◦ ULA 10 Yes Indoormeasurements 5.7
◦ Low
Ahmed A.
et al. [45] 360
◦ SBA 4 Yes Indoormeasurements 7
◦ Middle
Maddio S.
et al. [46] 360
◦ SBA 8 No Anechoicchamber 5.4
◦ Middle
Rzymowski M.
et al. [47] 360




◦ ESPAR 12 Yes Anechoicchamber
(RMSE)
2◦ High
For example, the results cited in [48] require a 1994 seconds pre-calibration. Reducing the
pre-calibration to 934 seconds, the error increases to 4 degrees, for an SNR of 20 dB. On
the contrary, the proposed technique does not fall in this compromise, as the overall time
required for pre-calibration in the presented environment is circa 660 seconds compared
934 seconds.
To provide an insight to the complexity reduction that the proposed technique imposes,
these measurements could be performed using a simple RTL-SDR receiver. The cost of
such an array receiver is circa £200 and requires no complex hardware configuration, pre-
calibration, or switching. Furthermore, the cost of the proposed array could reduced even
further by reducing the total number of elements to 6, and the mean CDF error would
only increase by circa 3 degrees. Therefore, this is a very cheap solution that could be
implemented in a very wide scale, compared to the other systems. Finally, the suggested
technique could be potentially applied to indoor cellular APs, where they cover a wide
band of cellular frequencies. The proposed technique is a simple yet effective way to
perform indoor localisation, extracting AoA information from RSS.
6.5 Conclusions
This Section concludes the findings of this Chapter. In the first Section 6.1, the RSS
measurements in an anechoic chamber were presented. Findings showed that the RSSs in
all frequencies were effected by the ULA gain patterns, when the transmitter was located
1 m away from the receiver. As the transmitter moved farther away, the ULA gain patterns
became less evident in the lower and middle frequencies f1 f2 due to the AoA and theULA
gain patterns. On the contrary, even when the transmitter was located at 4 m away from
the receiving ULA, the RSS in high frequency f3 RSS was still affected.
In the following Section 6.2, the outdoor RSS measurements were presented. The
findings of these measurements were similar to those from of the anechoic chamber. The
ULA gain patterns were evident for all frequencies at a 1 meter distance, but only the high
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frequency f3 obtained diverse patterns at 4 m of distance. In fact, the middle frequency did
not experience a diverse pattern at a distance of 3 m compared to the anechoic chamber.
This was due to the placement of the transmitter, having no horizontal offset with the
receiving. Overall, it was evident that the ground reflection did not have a great effect in
the pattern formulation, and therefore the indoor environment should be investigated.
Section 6.3, presented a simulation of the indoor environment, where it was made
evident that the indoor environment could produce diverse and distinguishable patterns
in indoor environments. Moreover, it was shown that the mean RSS experienced large
absolute change. Therefore, it was decided that the developed techniques would take into
consideration only the pattern of the received signal and not the absolute level. Further-
more, in Section 6.3 the two techniques to extract AoA from RSS were presented; xCorr
and MF RMS, followed by the indoor environment used for the measurements. The per-
formance evaluation of the two techniques showed that xCorr achieved a mean error of
5.7 degrees, while MF RMS a mean error of 6.2 degrees. For the 75% of the cases, the error
increased to 15.5 degrees for both techniques.
Comparing xCor with f1 RMS, xCorr reduced the mean error by 2.3 degrees while
for the 75% the error decreased by 1.3 degrees. Moreover, comparing xCor with f2 RMS,
xCorr reduced the mean error by 1 degree, while for the 75% the error decreased by 6 de-
grees. Therefore, it was evident that even the performance of the SF RMS changed, xCorr
was always able to outperform the SF RMS. Next, the proposed technique was compared
with the state of the art systems that estimate the AoA from the RSS. Compared with the
complex SBA systems introduced in Chapter 1, the mean error performance of xCorr was
better than [45] by 1.3 degrees and worse than [46] by a 0.3 degrees. Even though [46] per-
formed better than xCorr, the authors performed measurements in anechoic chamber and
their system was not tested in a real environment compared to the proposed technique.
Furthermore, compared to the much more complex ESPAR systems, the mean error per-
formance of xCorr was higher by 4 degrees [47] and 3.7 degrees [48]. The real benefit of
the MF ULA compared to SBA and ESPAR was the overall complexity reduction in terms
of pre-calibration requirements, hardware complexity and cost.
Chapter 7
Novel direct AoA estimation
utilising frequency diverse
antenna array
This Chapter presents two novel techniques for performing localisation utilising MF
and estimating the direct ray AoA. Section 7.1 is dedicated to the introduction of MF
algorithms. Section 7.2 serves an introduction to indoor environment used for measure-
ments, while Section 7.3 presents the performance of the SF MUSIC subspace algorithms,
and explains the importance of MF. Section 7.4 presents the performance evaluation of
the MF direct ray AoA algorithms and its robustness in terms of frequencies, antenna
elements and methods of matrix decomposition. Section 7.6 presents the comparison of
the proposed system and algorithm with state of the art systems, that were discussed in
Chapter 1, SpotFi [19], LTEye [31] and CUPID [32]. Finally Section 7.7, discusses the over-
all results and draws conclusions on why MF is the only way on detecting the direct ray
AoA with high certainty.
7.1 MF MUSIC algorithms and theoretical direct AoA esti-
mation
This Section introduces the two novel subspace algorithms that were developed for the
purpose of this research. Subsection 7.1.1 introduces the MF SF MUSIC algorithm, while
the following Subsection 7.1.2 presents the MF PE MUSIC algorithm.
7.1.1 Multi-frequency Spatial Fusion (MF SF) algorithm
The first developed algorithm is based on the SF FB SS MUSIC algorithm presented in
Subsection 2.1. The MUSIC spatial spectrum is estimated using 2.12 for each individual
frequency, after applying FB SS. For the sake of clarity and understanding, the FB SS MF
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algorithm is described for i frequencies. Moreover, as described before, FB SS is applied
to enable the detection of coherent signals [41], and to increase the number of detectable
coherent signals [42].
The example of FB SS is presented in Fig. 2.5, where the M antenna elements ULA are
divided into L = M−Msps + 1 sub-arrays in frequency i, and Msps is the number of the
sub-array elements. Apart from reducing the number of the ULA elements to Msps, the
FB SS algorithm formulates two receiving arrays; the forward −→y i, and the backward ←−y i
array, for every frequency i. This reduces the overall number of ULA elements from 2R to
b3R/2c, when R coherent signals are detected [42].
The forward and backward covariance matrices of sub-array l are formulated as,
−→
R l,i =
E[−→y l,i−→y l,iᵀ] and ←−R l,i = E[←−y l,i←−y l,iᵀ] respectively. After summing all the covariance ma-
trices generated by the l sub-arrays, the forward
−→
R i and backward
←−
R i covariance matrices









where, the covariance matrix Ri in frequency i is averaged by the number of sub-arrays
times two, due to the forward and backward array.
By applying SVD on the Ri, the number of signals can be estimated, and the noise




where, Ui are the noise and signal subspace, and Σi contains the eigenvalues of the co-
variance matrix. The number of received signals Ri that is taken into consideration for










where, Rmax is the number of maximum coherent signals allowed to be detected, which
can be deduced empirically from the environment. By estimating the number of coherent
signals, the noise subspace is now defined as [42],
Ui = [Ux Un] = [U1, . . . ,URi URi+1, . . . ,UM] (7.4)
where, Ux is the signal subspace, and Un is the noise subspace. Finally, the spatial







A step by step explanation of the FB SS MUSIC algorithm is presented in Alg. 7.1.
The MF SF algorithm continues the process from this point. After all the MUSIC power
spectra are estimated, they are fused. The main idea is that, in every single frequency of
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Algorithm 7.1 FB SS MUSIC [42]
Inputs: Received signal vectors yi(t); Number of frequencies I; FB SS sub-arrays L; Num-
ber of maximum of coherent signals RMAX





R i = zeros(Msps by Msps) matrix











R i + E[
←−y l,i←−y l,iᵀ]
l = l + 1
end for
Estimate the covariance matrix: Ri (7.1)
Apply SVD and obtain: Ui, Σi (7.2)
Determine number of coherent signals: Ri (7.3)
Define the noise subspace: Uni (7.4)
Obtain MUSIC spatial spectrum: PMUSICi (θ) (7.5)
i = i + 1
end for
Algorithm 7.2 MF SF MUSIC
Inputs: Received signal vectors yi(t); Number of frequencies I; Spatial smoothing array
size Msps; Number of maximum of coherent signals RMAX
Run: Algorithm 1 with inputs, yi(t), Msps, IMAX
Obtain the MF SF spatial spectrum: PMFSFi (θ) (7.6)
the FB SS MUSIC spatial spectrum, the direct AoA is the only ray that is expected to
be present. The other rays will either appear on different angles; therefore they will not
be present, or will have different amplitudes. The cause of this effect is the different
reflective surfaces, and the electromagnetic propagation of different frequencies [114] and
also observed by the measurements. Hence, the spatial spectrum for each frequency is
expected to be different. By fusing the FB SS MUSIC spectra, the direct AoA is expected
to be distinguished.
The process of MF SF continues after Alg. 7.1 is completed, where the spatial spectrum
PMFSFi (θ) can be calculated. Since each spatial spectrum has a different power, their fusion
is not equally weighted. Hence, PMUSICi (θ) needs to be normalised so that the maximum
power in every spatial spectrum will be equal. The final MF SF spatial spectrum PMFSFi (θ)










A step by step explanation of the MF SF MUSIC algorithm is presented in Alg. 7.2.
7.1.2 Multi-frequency Phase Entanglement (MF PE) algorithm
MF PE is the second algorithm developed which entangles the phase information of
each frequency and resolves it with the purpose of distinguishing the direct AoA. With
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Algorithm 7.3 MF PE MUSIC
Inputs: Received signal vectors yi(t); Number of frequencies I; FB SS sub-arrays L; Num-





R zeros(FMsps by FMsps) matrix
for l = 1 until L = (M−Msps + 1) do
Formulate forward received sub-array
−→
V l (7.7)

























l = l + 1
end for
Estimate the covariance matrix: R (7.9)
Apply SVD and obtain: U, Σ (7.2)
Determine number of coherent signals: R (7.3)
Define the noise subspace: Un (7.4)
Obtain MUSIC spatial spectrum: PMFPEi (θ) (7.11)
MF PE, the merge of MF signals is performed in the time domain of the sampled data,
rather the MUSIC spatial spectrum which MF SF does. The benefit is that random spatial
spectrum errors do not affect the final estimation, since only the phase information of each
signal is utilised.
The algorithm initially concatenates the normalised received vector of multiple fre-
quencies and a virtual array is formulated. In practice FB SS covariance matrix of the
virtual array entangles the phase from the different frequencies. Since the steering matrix
is orthogonal to the noise subspace, the steering matrix of the virtual array will resolve the
direct AoA as primary. If the direct LOS ray is barely received, it still exists in the noise
subspace without being the main peak. When the different frequencies are entangled the
direct LOS ray exist in the noise subspace of all the MF signals. On the contrary, that
does not hold true for the main peak, because the source is the LOS and not a reflection
from the environment. Since each frequency experiences its environment differently, dif-
ferent main peaks are expected. Therefore, by formulating the appropriate steering matrix
the true direct AoA can be revealed, because it is orthogonal to the noise subspace that
contains the direct AoA phase information.





arrays from the received vectors in frequencies f ∈ [ f1, . . . , F], and sub-array l as,
−→
V l =
[ −→y l,1∥∥−→y l,1∥∥ ,






[ ←−y l,1∥∥←−y l,1∥∥ ,




where, −→y l,i denotes the forward received vector of sub-array l and frequency i, ←−y l,i
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denotes the backward received matrix, and ‖∗‖ is the 2-norm or also known as the max-
imum singular value of matrix ∗. The 2-norm is essential to the process as it equally
weights all the eigenvalues. Since the pathloss is related to the frequency, the maximum
eigenvalue for each frequency will be different and the different scaling of the eigenvalues





R covariance matrices are estimated by
the summation of the L sub-arrays. The normalised covariance matrix R of the virtual








where, R = diag{σ2r , . . . , σ2R}, σ2r is the eigenvalue of the ray r ∈ [1, R]. The covariance
matrix R contains the signal and noise subspace (7.4), but since each frequency has a
different phase effect on the ULA, the phases are entangled. Therefore, the appropriate
steering matrix AV needs to be formulated that resolves the entangled phase information
because it is orthogonal to the noise subspace. The appropriate steering matrix is defined
as,
AV = [A1, A2, . . . , Ai]
T , (7.10)
where, A f is the steering vector of frequency f ∈ [1, F]. By applying SVD, the noise





A step by step explanation of the MF PE MUSIC algorithm is presented in Alg. 7.3.
7.2 Indoor environment used for performance evaluation
measurements
To understand how well the SF FB SS MUSIC and the developed MF algorithms per-
form in distinguishing the direct ray AoA in a real indoor environment, measurements
were performed in a seminar room and its peripheral rooms. The receiving ULA was
stationed at the middle of a side wall, at a height of 1.6 m. The transmitter was moved
to 36 different locations, transmitting a CW in three frequencies, f1 = 434 MHz, f2 = 869
MHz, f3 = 1595 MHz, for a total of 108 measurements, at a height of 1.5 m. Out of the
total 36 transmitter locations, 19 were in the same room with the ULA receiver. In 8 of the
locations there was a single wall obstructing the direct AoA, while for the final 9 locations
there were two walls obstructing the direct AoA.
A detailed floor plan of the measurements can be seen in Fig. 7.1, where the black star
represents the centre of the ULA, the red dots represent the unobstructed locations where
the LOS is present. The blue squares represent the one wall obstruction, while the green
diamonds are the measurement locations when the signal was obstructed by two walls.
To measure the true location of the transmitter, a laser distance measurement device was























Figure 7.1: Indoor measurement environment with specific locations.
used with a measurement accuracy of 1.5 mm and maximum distance of 40 m.
To confirm flat fading, the MUSIC algorithm were applied in the first 2000 and the
last 2000 samples of the received sample block, which contained 2 million samples. The
MUSIC power spectra was the same for the first and the last 2000 samples, therefore,
flat fading was confirmed. The sample rate was set to 2 Msps, the transmit power was
set to -30 dBm, and the gain of the RSP2s was set to 0 dB. The SNR was measured for
each location and ULA element and then averaged. Table 7.1 presents the average SNR.
The transmitting locations were chosen to be at least 2 m apart with each other and 1 m
away from walls. The distance of 2 m apart between measurements was applied to enable
diverse AoA results, while the 1 m spacing between transmitter and walls was applied to
allow the formulation of a reflecting ray from the wall. If the transmitter was placed right
next to the wall then no reflection could be formulated. Specifically, for the measurement
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Table 7.1: Average SNR measured at different locations and frequencies.
f1 f2 f3
SNR with direct LOS 27 25 19 dB
SNR with 1 wall obstruction 17 18 12 dB
SNR with 2 walls obstruction 12 13 7 dB
at location C1, the transmitter was placed at 50 cm off the horizontal wall and 1 m off the
vertical wall to investigate the different frequency interaction with the walls and nearby
door, of the space that was unavailable for measurements.
7.3 Performance evaluation of the SF direct AoA estimation
This Section presents the results of the SF direct AoA estimation performance eval-
uation. To understand how the SF FB SS MUSIC behaves in the different scenarios,
Section 7.4.1 presents the spectral results of the SF FB SS MUSIC algorithms with LOS
obstruction. Section 7.4.2 is dedicated with the spectral results of one wall obstructing
the LOS, while Section 7.4.3 presents the results of two walls obstructing the LOS. Finally,
Section 7.4.4 is dedicated on the statistical performance by presenting the CDF of all cases.
7.3.1 Results and discussion of SF direct AoA for no wall obstruction
The first evaluation is on how accurately the developed algorithms determine the di-
rect AoA when there are no obstructions. Fig. 7.2 presents the SF FB SS MUSIC spatial
spectrum of four different locations to discuss how the developed algorithm combats the
issues that emerge from multiple rays. The exact location of the measurements is pre-
sented in Fig. 7.1, Subsection 7.2. Moreover, to simplify the name of the algorithm SF
FB SS MUSIC, it will be referred to as f FB SS, where f is the frequency of the MUSIC
spectrum.
For location A3, Fig. 7.2a; the power spectra of f1, and f3 frequencies are shifted to the
right with 8 degrees and 5.7 degrees of error respectively. Meanwhile, f2 is on the opposite
side with a high error, at 14 degrees. Therefore it is evident that the f1, and f3 are close to
the direct AoA estimation, but the multipath that f2 experiences does not allow a direct
AoA detection.
Moreover, for the location A8, Fig. 7.2b; it is evident that the f1 and f2 spectra are
broad, with errors of 12 degrees and 19 degrees respectively, while f3 has a sharp peak
with an error of 6.2 degrees. Also, a second peak is formulated, at circa -7 dB lower at the
other side of the power spectra, meaning that there is at least on reflection from that angle.
In this location, the overall error increases and the peaks become broader. As explained
in Section 2.5 this is occurring due to the steering matrix being tainted.
Furthermore, in location A12, Fig. 7.2c; f1 detects a wall reflection as a direct AoA at
38.7 degrees error, while the direct AoA peak is at circa -7 dB. On the other hand, the f2
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(a) MUSIC power spectra at A3. Direct AoA:
128 degrees.
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(b) MUSIC power spectra at A8. Direct AoA:
105 degrees.
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(c) MUSIC power spectra for A12. Direct AoA:
95 degrees.
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(d) MUSIC power spectra for A16. Direct AoA:
33 degrees.
Figure 7.2: The MUSIC power spectra for single frequency algorithm in cases where the
direct AoA is not obstructed for locations, A3 (Fig. 7.2a), A8 (Fig. 7.2b), A12 (Fig. 7.2c),
A16 (Fig. 7.2d).
spectrum is broad, and the f3 spectrum detects a direct AoA 105 degrees but a secondary
peak is detecting the direct AoA at circa -6 dB. The error for both f2, and f3 are at 5.3 and
8.7 degrees respectively. Even though their estimation error is lower, the power peaks are
broad, suggesting that the phase information is uncertain to point on the direct AoA.
Finally, an example with an extreme angle detection is presented in location A16,
Fig. 7.2d. We can see that f1 is on the right side with an error of 11.4 degrees, while
f2 is at the other side of the spectrum with an error of 89.8 degrees, and f3 is closer
to a correct estimation with an error of 1.4 degrees. In this case, it is evident that the
f2 measurement is not accurate due to a reflection, and the result of f1 is very broad
suggesting the presence of AoA noise. On the contrary, f3 is able to perform an accurate
estimation, with a reflection at circa 138 degrees. Moreover, in all four locations presented
in Fig. 7.2, it is evident that f3 is the frequency that detects the direct AoA with the lowest
error, and highest certainty.
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(a) MUSIC power spectra at B1. Direct AoA: 90
degrees.
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(b) MUSIC power spectra at B3. Direct AoA: 64
degrees.
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(c) MUSIC power spectra for B7. Direct AoA: 73
degrees.
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(d) MUSIC power spectra for B8. Direct AoA:
57 degrees.
Figure 7.3: The MUSIC power spectra for single frequency algorithm in cases where the
direct AoA is obstructed by a single wall for locations, B1 (Fig. 7.3a), B3 (Fig. 7.3b), B7
(Fig. 7.3c), B8 (Fig. 7.3d).
7.3.2 Results and discussion of SF direct AoA for one wall obstruction
In this Subsection the accuracy of the FB SS MUSIC is evaluated when the direct AoA is
obstructed by a wall. Fig. 7.3 presents the MUSIC power spectra of four different locations
to discuss the issues that emerge from multiple rays with a single wall obstruction when
SF MUSIC is applied.
For location B1, Fig. 7.3a; where the transmitter is positioned directly between the
doors only f2 is able to determine the direct AoA, with an error of 2.4 degrees. On the
contrary, f1 has a reflection as the primary peak with an error of 46.8 degrees; but a
secondary peak at circa -1 dB lower has a lower error. While f3 has an error of 30 degrees,
it produces a correct estimation at circa -11 dB, 6.5 degrees away from the direct AoA.
In this example, it is evident that with a single wall obstruction, only f2 can detect the
direct AoA. Overall, again f1 and f2 have broad peaks meaning that the steering matrix is
tainted.
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Moreover, for location B3, Fig. 7.3b; all three frequencies produce a peak close to the
direct AoA. Frequencies f1 and f2 have a 17 degrees and 12.2 degrees error respectively,
while f3 produces the primary peak at 90.5 degrees, but at -3 dB lower a second peak
appears only 4.9 degrees from the direct AoA. Therefore, even if the peaks are close, the
lowest error is at 12.2 degrees. Comparing f3 with the other two frequencies, f3 formulate
a sharp power peak close to the direct AoA suggesting that the information is correct. On
the other hand, even though the estimation has a high error, f2 and f3 power peaks are
broad, especially close the direct AoA, suggesting that the phase information is uncertain
regarding the direct AoA. Hence, an algorithm that utilises the phase information from
all the frequencies could improve the direct AoA estimation.
Furthermore, for location B7, Fig. 7.3c; we can see another example where all single
frequency metrics produce different peaks with a high error. The errors are at 24.5 degrees
for f1, 6.7 degrees for f2, and 11.5 degrees for f3. Again, it is evident that all the frequencies
have broad peaks, meaning that information regarding the direct AoA exists, but it is not
certain.
Finally, for an extreme angle detection in location B8, Fig. 7.3d; only f2 is close with an
error of 3.7 degrees and a sharp peak, meaning that the phase information is clear. The
other two remaining frequencies f1, and f3 have an error of 16.1 degrees and 10.4 degrees
respectively. The peaks of f1 and f3 are again broad and contain some information in
the direct AoA. Moreover, as with B1, f2 is the only frequency in these four locations
presented in Fig. 7.3 that is closer on detecting the direct AoA and overall achieves the
best performance.
7.3.3 Results and discussion of SF direct AoA for two walls obstruction
In this Subsection the accuracy of the FB SS MUSIC is evaluated when the direct AoA
is obstructed by two walls. In Fig. 7.4, the MUSIC spatial spectrum of four different
locations is presented, to discuss the issues that emerge from multiple rays with two walls
obstruction when SF MUSIC is applied.
For location C1, Fig. 7.4a; we can see that both f1 and f3 appear to have the direct AoA
at circa 133 degrees. Looking back at Fig. 7.1, we can see this is the location of the door.
Therefore, it is evident that both frequencies detect a reflection coming from the door,
while the AoA for f2 seems to be shifted even further appearing at 139 degrees. The overall
errors are 13.9 degrees, 19 degrees, and 12 degrees, for f1, f2, and f3 respectively. The
overall direct AoA estimation is the worse so far, with f1 having a broad peak suggesting
a tainted steering matrix, and both f2, f3 having secondary peaks lining up at 84.5 degrees.
On the contrary, for location C3, Fig. 7.4b; the steering matrix of f1 and f3 seem to
contain correct phase information. Frequency f1 is off 9.1 degrees while f3 is off 9.4
degrees with a secondary peak at -0.3 dB. The low frequency f2 produces a broad peak,
while the high frequency f3 produces multiple peaks due to multipath. Furthermore, f2 is
unable to perform an estimation due to uncertain phase information. As shown Section 2.5
when the steering matrix is tainted the peaks become broad, even if the SNR is above 0
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(a) MUSIC power spectra at C1. Direct AoA: 120
degrees.
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(b) MUSIC power spectra at C3. Direct AoA:
104 degrees.
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(c) MUSIC power spectra for C6. Direct AoA: 81
degrees.
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(d) MUSIC power spectra for C9. Direct AoA:
66 degrees.
Figure 7.4: The MUSIC power spectra for single frequency algorithm in cases where the
direct AoA is obstructed by two walls for locations, C1 (Fig. 7.4a), C3 (Fig. 7.4b), C6
(Fig. 7.4c), C9 (Fig. 7.4d).
dB. In this case there could be multiple signals from 180 degrees (as bot f1 and f3 power
spectra suggests) and therefore an estimation was impossible.
Moreover, for location C6, Fig. 7.4c; we can see that only f1 is able to perform a correct
estimation with an error of 0.2 degrees, but the peak is broad. Both f2 and f3 have a false
detection at 125 and 133 degrees respectively. Looking back at Fig. 7.1, we can see that
there is a horizontal wall blocking the direct line of sight. The wavelength of f1 seems to
not be directly affected by the presence of that wall; but the other two frequencies with
smaller wavelengths are affected. Even though the power spectra of locations C5 or C7 is
not presented, it is worth noting that during the measurements, as the transmitter moved
closer to either C5 or C7, the AoA power spectra error was significantly reduced.
Finally, for location C9, Fig. 7.4d; we can see that f1 produces two false estimations at
84 degrees and 40 degrees, but the overall spectrum does not drop below -6 dB. At f2, a
broad peak at 84.5 degrees suggests a tainted steering matrix, while the third peak of f3 is
at the direct AoA at -5 dB. Overall, the direct AoA errors for f1, f2, and f3 are 18 degrees,
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Figure 7.5: Empirical CDF plot of angular error for FB SS MUSIC in frequencies, f1, f2, f3.
18.5 degrees, and 127.2 degrees respectively. Overall, f1 is the only frequency in these
four locations presented in Fig. 7.4 that is closer on detecting the direct AoA and overall
achieves the best performance.
7.3.4 Statistical performance results and discussion of SF direct AoA
estimation
In Fig. 7.5, the empirical CDF of the absolute error between direct AoA θ and estimated
direct AoA (θ˜) from the 108 measurements in all 36 locations is presented, CDF(|θ˜ − θ|).
For a direct AoA estimation only the strongest peak was taken into consideration. For the
high frequency f3, the mean error is 5.3 degrees; while for the middle frequency f2, the
mean error is 11.9 degrees. Finally, for the low frequency f1, the mean error is 12 degrees.
As for 75% of the measurements, f3 exhibits an error of 16.7 degrees, for f2 the error is 23
degrees, and for f1 is 20.3 degrees. In this point, it is clear that f1 starts to outperform the
middle frequency f2 with a small error margin. Finally, for the 95% of the measurements,
f1 attains a lower error than f2 for the first time at 41.1 degrees, while f1 and f3 errors are
over 50 degrees.
In terms of RMSE, for the single frequency FB SS MUSIC algorithms, the error is
22.5 degrees, 33.9 degrees, and 21.7 degrees, for f1, f2, f3 respectively. Showing that the
lower and highest frequencies exhibit the lowest RMSE error. Both CDF and RMSE results
showed that each frequency of the FB SS MUSIC has advantages and disadvantages. In
terms of CDF performance, it is evident that the high frequency f3 should be favoured
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since it achieves the lowest error in 50% and 75%. The lower error is due to the number
of measurements done in LOS and no obstructions. As the measurements showed, for the
high frequency the direct LOS outperforms the lower frequencies. On the contrary, when
walls obstruct the direct ray, the lower frequency outperforms the high frequency. This is
reflected by the RMSE result where the errors of f1 and f3 are very close.
Moreover, the measurements showed that even if the SF estimation contains a high er-
ror, the correct phase information still exists in the signals. Therefore, a MF approach that
fuses the phase information could potentially estimate the correct direct AoA. The follow-
ing Subsection explains the two novel algorithms developed that fuse the MF information
to detect the direct AoA.
7.4 Performance evaluation of the MF direct AoA estima-
tion
This Section presents the results of the MF direct AoA estimation performance evalu-
ation. To understand how the MF algorithms work, in Section 7.4.1 the spectral results of
the MF algorithms are presented with no wall obstruction. Section 7.4.2 is dedicated to the
spectral results with one wall obstructing the LOS, while Section 7.4.3 presents the results
with two walls obstructing the LOS. Finally, Section 7.4.4 is dedicated on the statistical
performance by presenting the CDF of all cases.
7.4.1 Results and discussion of MF direct AoA for no wall obstruction
The first evaluation is on how accurately the developed algorithms determine the direct
AoA when there are no obstructions. Fig. 7.6 presents the MUSIC spatial spectrum of 4
different locations to discuss how the developed MF algorithms combat the issues that
emerge from multiple rays. The exact locations of the measurements are presented in
Fig. 7.1, Subsection 7.2.
For location A3 in Fig. 7.6a, the proposed MF SF algorithm obtains an error of 5.7
degrees, while MF PE that utilises the phase information results to a correct estimation
with 0.4 degrees of error. Compared to the best SF, which is f3 with an error of 5.7 degrees,
there is a 5.3 degrees of improvement. From the first example, it is evident that MF PE
is able to resolve the direct AoA using the phase information of the signals received in
MFs. On the contrary, MF SF performs a similar estimation with the SF f3, which offers
no improvement.
Moreover, for location A8, Fig. 7.6b; by fusing the spectrum, MF SF has an error of
6.7 degrees and MF PE is able to ascertain the direct AoA, with an error of 0.2 degrees.
But since the single frequency measurements contained phase uncertainty, a second peak
appears around 130 degrees at circa -2 dB. Compared to the best SF result of f3 and 6.2
degrees of error, the overall improvement is 6 degrees. Again, MF SF does not obtain
better result than the SF f3.
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(a) MUSIC power spectra at A3. Direct AoA:
128 degrees.
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(b) MUSIC power spectra at A8. Direct AoA:
105 degrees.
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(c) MUSIC power spectra for A12. Direct AoA:
95 degrees.
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(d) MUSIC power spectra for A16. Direct AoA:
33 degrees.
Figure 7.6: The MUSIC spectra for single and multi frequency algorithms in cases where
the direct AoA is not obstructed for locations, A3 (Fig. 7.6a), A8 (Fig. 7.6b), A12 (Fig. 7.6c),
A16 (Fig. 7.6d).
Furthermore, in location A12, Fig. 7.6c; where the SF FB SS MUSIC algorithms resulted
in broad peaks due to phase uncertainty, we can see that MF SF estimation has 8.7 degrees
of error, while MF PE has a 0.3 degree error. It is evident that the phase information allows
MF PE to achieve a correct estimation, improving the best result of f2, by 5 degrees. The
most important result of this example is that the MF PE is able to estimate the direct AoA
with high certainty. Even though a second peak is formulated at circa 130 degrees, it is at
circa -9 dB, allowing a correct estimation of the direct AoA.
Finally, the example with an extreme angle detection is presented in location A16,
Fig. 7.6d. By having two peaks of the SF close to the the true AoA, MF SF performs the
best with an error of 0.4 degrees, while MF PE estimates the direct AoA with an error of
13 degrees and a second peak at 100 degrees at circa 0.3 dB lower. This is the first example
where one of the measurements is not accurate ( f2) and at the same time the result of f1 is
broad, suggesting phase uncertainty. This example provides an insight on why the overall
estimation performance of the MF PE is compromised, and how MF PE is applied in the
real world.
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(a) MUSIC power spectra at B1. Direct AoA: 90
degrees.
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(b) MUSIC power spectra at B3. Direct AoA: 64
degrees.
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(c) MUSIC power spectra for B7. Direct AoA: 73
degrees.
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(d) MUSIC power spectra for B8. Direct AoA:
57 degrees.
Figure 7.7: The MUSIC spectra for single and multi frequency algorithms in cases where
the direct AoA is obstructed by a single wall for locations, B1 (Fig. 7.7a), B3 (Fig. 7.7b), B7
(Fig. 7.7c), B8 (Fig. 7.7d).
7.4.2 Results and discussion of MF direct AoA for one wall obstruction
In this Subsection the accuracy of the developed algorithms is evaluated when the
direct AoA is obstructed by a wall. In Fig. 7.7, the MUSIC spatial spectrum of 4 different
locations is presented to discuss how the developed algorithms combat the issues that
emerge from multiple rays and a single wall obstruction.
For location B1, Fig. 7.7a; MF SF produces a similar result with f3, as the other two
frequencies f2 and f3 produce broad peaks due to phase uncertainty. MF PE is able once
again to determine the direct AoA with an error of 2 degrees, since even f1 contains correct
phase information at the true AoA even though it is at -20 dB. Compared to the best SF
f2, there is no improvement in this scenario. Overall, a 2 degree accuracy is very good,
and can result to a high localisation accuracy.
Moreover, for location B3, Fig. 7.7b; both MF SF and MF PE algorithms have similar
performance experiencing an error of 5 degrees, and 7 degrees respectively, as the power
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spectra and phase information diverges close to the secondary peak of the f3. This ex-
ample is very difficult to produce a very accurate localisation because all the peaks of the
SF are located at completely different angles. But since all signals have phase information
close to the direct AoA, MF PE can improve the direct AoA estimation by 7.2 degrees.
Furthermore, for location B7, Fig. 7.7c; again all single frequency metrics produce
different results. MF PE is able to determine the direct AoA. The estimation contains
an error of 2.5 degrees, but a second peak appears at 60 degrees at circa -0.3 dB. MF SF
produces a peak with an error of 22.2 degrees, while a smaller peak appears from the
f3 at circa -11 dB power. Again, it is evident that MF PE has the best performance, and
improves the direct AoA detection by 4.2 degrees.
Finally, for an extreme angle detection in location B8, Fig. 7.7d; only f2 is close with
an error of 3.7 degrees. The other two remaining frequencies f1, and f3 experience a
higher error of over 10 degrees and therefore MF SF is affected as well. The secondary
peak from f3 increases the error to circa 19.3 degrees, while MF PE takes advantage of
the phase information from f2 and f3 and produces at peak with an error of 6.7 degrees.
This is the first example where a SF FB SS MUSIC out performs MF PE, increasing the
error by 3 degrees. From the spectral result at Fig. 7.7d we can see that the direct AoA
phase information is very low for frequencies f1 and f3. The sharp peak of f2 allows a
semi-accurate estimation, preventing a coarse error.
7.4.3 Results and discussion of MF direct AoA for two walls obstruction
In this Subsection the accuracy of the developed algorithms is evaluated when the
direct AoA is obstructed by two walls. In Fig. 7.8, the MUSIC spatial spectrum of 4
different locations is presented to discuss how the developed algorithms combat the issues
that emerge from multiple rays and two walls obstructions.
For location C1, Fig. 7.8a; as shown in Subsection 7.4.2, the majority of the SF algo-
rithms detected the direct AoA being at circa 133 degrees. As shown in Fig. 7.1, this is the
location of a door, therefore the signal propagates through the door with higher power,
than through the walls. This is evident in f1 exhibiting a broad peak suggesting phase
uncertainty, while both f2 and f3 have secondary peaks at circa 84.5 degrees. MF SF is
located to the other side of the spectra at 84.4 degrees, with an error of 35.5 degrees. Also,
it is evident that MF PE is unable to distinguish the direct AoA since no other frequency
contains correct information regarding the direct AoA resulting to an estimation of 132
degrees. Overall, MF PE is able to improve the estimation by one degree, which can be
judged insignificant. This performance is due to the lack of phase information at the direct
AoA. From Fig. 7.8a, it is evident that the SF f2 and f3 lack phase information, therefore
direct AoA detection is impossible for MF PE.
On the contrary, for location C3, Fig. 7.8b; where the phase information is available, MF
PE is able to ascertain the direct AoA with an error of 1.2 degrees. In fact, f1 and f3 seem
to contain phase information relevant to the AoA. That is a circa 8 degrees improvement
compared to the best SF f1 performance. Due to the poor performance of f2, MF PE is
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(a) MUSIC power spectra at C1. Direct AoA: 120
degrees.
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(b) MUSIC power spectra at C3. Direct AoA:
104 degrees.
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(c) MUSIC power spectra for C6. Direct AoA: 81
degrees.
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(d) MUSIC power spectra for C9. Direct AoA:
66 degrees.
Figure 7.8: The MUSIC spectra for single and multi frequency algorithms in cases where
the direct AoA is obstructed by two walls for locations, C1 (Fig. 7.8a), C3 (Fig. 7.8b), C6
(Fig. 7.8c), C9 (Fig. 7.8d).
unable to perform an estimation due to phase uncertainty.
Moreover, for location C6, Fig. 7.8c; both MF SF and MF PE perform a wrong estima-
tion. This is the worst performing result out of all 36 locations. The direct AoA error
observed for MF PE is 24.7 degrees. In this example, the application of MF SF results to
an error of 24.5 degrees. Looking back at Fig. 7.1, we can see that there is a horizontal wall
blocking the direct line of sight. The wavelength of f1 seems to not be directly affected
by the presence of that wall but the other two frequencies with smaller wavelengths are
affected. As the receiver moves close to either C5 or C7 the AoA power spectra becomes
clearer.
Finally, for location C9, Fig. 7.8d; we can see that both MF SF and MF PE are able to
resolve the direct AoA with an error of 0.2 and 0.5 degrees respectively. Compared to
the best SF f1, the improvement on the direct AoA detection is 84 degrees. This example,
proved that only MF can detect the direct AoA. The phase information exists in all SF,
but non of them has a peak close to the direct AoA. Both MF SF and MF PE are able to
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Figure 7.9: Empirical CDF plot of angular error for FB SS MUSIC in frequencies, f1, f2, f3,
and MF SF, MF PE algorithms.
perform correct estimations.
7.4.4 Statistical performance results and discussion of MF PE direct
AoA estimation
Fig. 7.9 presents the empirical CDF of the absolute error between direct AoA θ and
estimated direct AoA (θ˜) from the 108 measurements in all 36 locations is presented,
CDF(|θ˜ − θ|). We can see that the mean error of MF PE is 2.4 degrees, while the second
best is MF SF with a mean error of 5 degrees. Regarding the SF, f3 has an error of 5.3
degrees, f2 has 8.4 to 11.9 degrees of error, and the error of f1 is at 12 degrees. As for
75% of the measurements, the MF PE achieves an error of 7 degrees, while MF SF and
f3 are both at circa 16.7 degrees. Finally, for the 95% of the measurements MF PE is able
to maintain an error below 12.8 degrees, MF SF error is at 35.5 degrees, and f1 at 41.1
degrees. The only case that the error is greater than 15 degrees for MF PE is highlighted
at Subsection 7.4.3, for the measurement in location C6 Fig. 7.8c.
In terms of RMSE, for the single frequency FB SS MUSIC algorithms the error is 22.5
degrees, 33.9 degrees, and 21.7 degrees, for frequencies f1, f2, f3 respectively. While
MF SF error is at 23.4 degrees, and MF PE error is at 6.7 degrees. In terms of RMSE
performance, f1, f2, and MF SF performances are equal with an error difference circa 1.7
degrees. Overall, we can see that MF PE is able to reduce the RMSE error by 15 degrees,
even if the single frequencies experience a high error.
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With these results, it is evident that the MF PE algorithm is the only way to distinguish
the direct AoA. The most critical finding of this research is that the performance of the
MF PE relies on the the phase information. As shown Section 2.5 the SNR, the number of
ULA elements, and and existence of AoA noise play an important role. Moreover, findings
showed that if at least two out of the three frequencies contain the phase information on
the direct AoA, the error is reduced drastically. In the next subsection, the robustness
of the MF PE is investigated. The robustness takes into consideration, the number of
frequencies used, the number of antenna elements, and the performance of the MF PE by
obtaining the noise subspace (7.2) and applying QR instead of SVD.
7.5 Investigation of the MF direct AoA robustness
This Section investigates the robustness of the MF PE algorithm. In the first Subsec-
tion 7.5.1, the effect of the number of frequencies is investigated by applying the MF PE
with a different set of frequencies. In the following Subsection 7.5.2, the importance of the
antenna elements is investigated by pruning the number of elements in the array. In the
final Subsection 7.5.3, the use of the SVD is questioned by evaluating the performance of
MF PE when the noise subspace is obtained by the QR decomposition methods 1 and 2,
as shown by Tayem [58] in Subsection 3.2.1.
7.5.1 Performance evaluation with varying number of frequencies
This Subsection discusses the effects of different frequencies in the performance of
MF PE. Fig. 7.10 presents the empirical CDF error performance of MF PE by reducing
the number of frequencies used for estimation. The mean error of only utilising the fre-
quencies f1, f2 is 11.3 degrees, f1, f3 is 5.6 degrees, and f2, f3 is 6.9 degrees. As for the
75% of the measurements, in the same order, the error is 18.7 degrees, 16 degrees, and
18.5 degrees respectively. Taking into consideration the percentile error, we can see that
the performance is similar; but seeing the CDF curve at Fig. 7.10, it is evident that the
performance of f1, f3 is slightly better. Thus, when ranking the importance of the frequen-
cies in the overall MF PE performance, the most important frequencies are f3, f1, and f2,
confirming the single frequency performance shown in Subsection 7.3.2.
The main reason that we see f3 outperforming the other two frequencies is due to
the number of measurements in the LOS. As it is highlighted in Subsection 7.3.2, the high
frequency performs better in the direct AoA scenario with no obstruction. Since half of the
measurements performed are with LOS, it is expected that the high frequency performs
better. Moreover, that is another reason why the majority of research is focused on high
frequencies (e.g. WiFi) as shown in the literature review presented in Chapter 1.
Comparing the best results of Fig. 7.10 with the previously presented CDF of single
frequency in Fig. 7.9, it is evident that the performance of f3 is equal and in some percentile
better than MF PE. This might be confusing but taking into consideration the spectral
results of Fig. 7.6, 7.7, 7.8, in some instances, not all frequencies contains accurate phase
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Figure 7.10: Empirical CDF plot of angular error for MF PE utilising all frequencies,
frequencies f1 and f2, frequencies f1 and f3, and frequencies f2 and f3.
information. Entangling the phase information from two frequencies when only one is
accurate, it is only natural that the result will be worse. Therefore, in order for MF PE to
be effective, all three frequencies are required.
7.5.2 Performance evaluation with varying number of ULA elements
This Subsection discusses the effect that the number of antenna elements has in the
performance of MF PE. To measure the effect, the number of elements is pruned before
the application of the algorithms. Fig. 7.11 presents the empirical CDF error performance
of MF PE if the ULA had fewer elements. As the number of antenna elements M decreases
from 10 to 9, the mean error increases from 2.8 degrees to 4.2 degrees. Moreover, for 8
and 7 antenna elements, the mean error is 5.9 degrees and 9.8 degrees respectively. It is
evident that when we decrease the number of elements from 10 to 8, the reduced phase
information does not affect the result greatly since the error increases by only 3.1 degrees.
But when the number of elements is pruned to 7, the error increases to 8 degrees which is
significantly higher compared to the 3.1 degrees.
Concerning the performance in the 75% of the measurements, the relationship between
a 10, 9, 8, 7 antenna elements and the error is 7 degrees, 14.2 degrees, 18.1 degrees, and
44.8 degrees respectively. Hence, it is evident that a high number of antenna elements
is vital for the performance of MF PE. Looking at the 97% of the measurements, only
the 10 antenna elements performance produce a result with less than 25 degrees of error.
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Figure 7.11: Empirical CDF plot of angular error MF PE with M = 10, M = 9, M = 8,
M = 7, antenna elements.
Also, at the 80% of the measurements, as we can see from Fig. 7.11, the error performance
of the reduced antenna elements starts to converge. As shown from the simulation in
Section 2.5, as the number of elements increase, the measured floor imposed by noise
drops because the size of the received information is increased. Therefore, it is believed
that this is happening due to the limit in the phase information, having a measured noise
floor imposed by noise. To put the percentile in perspective, 28 out of 36 measurements
require the presence of one additional element so that they can be resolved with an error
less than 50 degrees. Therefore, if the mean performance is more important in the overall
application, the number of elements can be pruned down to 9 or even 8 depending on the
accuracy requirements.
On the contrary to what the literature suggests [7, 19], the direct AoA detection per-
formance of MF PE is increased as the number of antenna elements increases. This is due
to the criteria of direct AoA estimation and the fact that only a single metric is utilised
for estimation. In both examples [7, 19], the systems fuse information from multiple re-
ceivers and specifically in [19] from multiple metrics as well. Therefore, even if the true
direct AoA estimation is not correct, the back-end algorithms can still resolve it with fewer
antenna elements. The benefits of applying MF in a real system is to reduce the overall
number of receivers in an area. As this research has show, MF provides the ability of de-
tecting the direct ray even behind two walls with high accuracy. Therefore, fewer receivers
are required to cover an area, reducing the overall cost. A more extensive comparison be-
tween MF PE and the state of the art systems will be performed in Subsection 7.6.
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Figure 7.12: Empirical CDF plot of MF PE by obtaining the noise subspace with SVD or
QR decomposition method 1, and method 2 from [58] with M = 10.
7.5.3 Performance evaluation of MF PE utilising QR
This Subsection presents the performance of the MF PE by adopting the QR decompo-
sition methods presented in [58]. As explained in Subsection 3.2.1, the complexity of the
QR decomposition using the Householder transform is O((mn2− n3)/3), while SVD has
a complexity of O(mn2 + n3). Therefore, by utilising QR decomposition instead of SVD,
the algorithmic complexity is reduced.
Fig. 7.12 presents the empirical CDF error performance of MF PE using SVD, and
methods 1 and 2, presented in Subsection 3.2.1, developed by [58]. The mean error per-
formance of QR method 1 is 11.8 degrees, while the error of QR method 2 is 12.5 degrees.
For 75% of the measurements, the error of QR method 1 increases to 21.2 degrees, while
the error of QR method 2 is 22 degrees.
Overall, from Fig. 7.12 it is evident that the performance of the MF PE with the adop-
tion of the QR decomposition suffers in both the mean performance and in the 75% of
the measurements. The increase for the mean error is 9.2 degrees, while for 75% of the
measurements is 15 degrees. The issue with the performance of QR decomposition is
due to the lack of phase information. The reason for the error increase is due to the fact
that SVD subspace estimation is more complex but maintains the phase information in
the signal and noise subspace. On the contrary, the findings show that the less complex
QR decomposition sacrifices the subspace phase information. This realisation is made by
looking at the individual MUSIC spectra, as shown in Subsection 7.3, and Subsection 7.4.
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Figure 7.13: Empirical CDF plot comparing MF PE, Oracle, SpotFi [19], LTEye [31], and
CUPID [32], in regards to direct AoA selection.
7.6 Comparison with the state of the art systems, on detect-
ing the direct AoA
This Section presents a comparison of the best performing MF algorithm, MF PE and
state of the art systems SpotFi [19], LTEye [31], and CUPID [32], in regards to direct AoA
selection. Fig. 7.13 presents the empirical CDF error performance of MF PE, Orcale, SpotFi,
LTEye and CUPID. The Oracle algorithm presented in the figure is not a real system. It is
an ideal scenario of SpotFi, where Oracle selects the AoA closest to the direct AoA from
SpotFi, therefore in some sense, is the best performance that SpotFi can achieve in theory.
The mean error performance of MF PE is 2.4 degrees while Oracle and SpotFi are 6.1
and 8.6 degrees respectively. The mean error of LTEye is 9.9 degrees, while the mean error
of CUPID is at 11.8 degrees. Therefore, regarding mean performance, MF PE reduced the
error by 3.7 degrees compared to Oracle and 6.2 degrees compared to SpotFi. Moreover,
the error performance in the 75% of the measurements is 7 degrees for MF PE, 13.5 degrees
for Oracle, 19.7 degrees for SpotFi, 27.1 degrees for LTEye, and 31.8 degrees for CUPID.
For the 75% performance, the error is reduced by 6.5 and 12.7 degrees comparing MF
PE with Oracle and SpotFi respectively. Finally, to highlight the exceptional performance
of MF PE, for the 95% of the measurements the error is 12.8 degrees while for Oracle
and SpotFi the error is 39.8 and 45.9 degrees respectively. The 95% of the error provides
provides an insight on the excellent performance of MF PE. By utilising MF and applying
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MF PE the error is reduced by 27 degrees compared to Oracle, and 33.1 degrees compared
to SpotFi. Therefore, it is evident that the implementation of multiple frequencies and
MF PE can improve the localisation accuracy compared to the state of the art localisation
systems.
7.7 Conclusions
This Section concludes the findings of this Chapter. Section 2.5 serves as an introduc-
tion to the Chapter providing further insight on how the MUSIC power spectra works.
Three simulations are introduced, where the MUSIC power spectra is presented as a func-
tion of SNR, as a function of number of ULA elements, and as a function of AoA noise. In
the following Section 7.2, the environment where measurements took place was presented,
with three different location scenarios highlighted. In the first measurement scenario, the
LOS was present and the direct ray was not obstructed; in the second measurement sce-
nario the direct ray was obstructed by a single wall, and in the third measurement scenario
the direct ray was obstructed by two walls. Then, the spectral and statistical results of the
SF FB SS MUSIC were presented in Section 7.3. The spectral results showed that in the
first measurement scenario the high frequency f3 outperformed the lower frequencies f1
and f2, while for the other two measurement scenarios the lower frequencies f1 and f2
performed slightly better than the high frequency f3. Overall, the findings showed that
phase information regarding the direct AoA still existed on the majority of the measure-
ments, but it was not high enough to perform a correct estimation. The results of the
empirical CDF for the high frequency f3 showed a mean performance error of 5.3 degrees
and for 75% of the measurements 16.7 degrees.
In Section 7.1, the developed MF algorithms were introduced. The purpose of MF
SF was to fuse the spatial spectrum all frequencies, while the purpose of MF PE was
to entangle the phase information on the sampled time domain, maintaining the phase
information, and untangle them with the appropriate steering matrix. The spectral and
statistical findings of Section 7.4 proved that MF PE outperformed MF SF and all the SF
FB SS MUSIC results. Spectral results showed that when two out of three frequencies
had phase information regarding the direct AoA, MF PE was able to estimate the direct
AoA with high accuracy. The improvement that MF PE achieved compared to the best
performing SF FB SS MUSIC in the CDF was 2.9 degrees for 50% of the measurements, 9.7
degrees for the 75% of the measurements, and 22.7 degrees for the 95% of the measure-
ments. Therefore, it was evident that MF was able to achieve significant improvement in
all percentiles of measurements.
In Section 7.5, the robustness of the MF PE was investigated. First, the number of
required frequencies was examined by applying the MF PE algorithm with a different
set of frequencies. The best performing frequencies were found to be f3 and f1, but still
the mean error increased 5.6 degrees. Hence, it was evident that all frequencies were
important in order the MF PE can have an exceptional performance. The reason the per-
formance degradation was because all frequencies have valuable phase information. By
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reducing the number of frequencies, the phase information was reduced, therefore the
estimation of the direct AoA was worse. Then, the required number of ULA elements was
examined by pruning the size of the array. By pruning the number of elements to 9, the
mean error increased by 1.4 degrees while for 8 elements the mean error was increased by
3.9 degrees. The mean increase of error was small; but for the 75% of the measurements
and 9 elements, the error increased by 7.2 degrees while for 8 elements increased by 11.1
degrees. Thus, if the mean performance was the main concern of the system, the number
of elements could be potentially decreased. In the final robustness test, the QR decom-
position [58] was applied instead of the SVD to obtain the signal and noise subspace.
The findings showed that the QR decomposition reduced the phase information in the
subspace. The mean error was increased to 9.2 degrees, while for the 75% of the measure-
ments the error was increased by 15 degrees. Hence, the simplification of the algorithm
by applying QR decomposition would not help the overall system performance.
Moreover, Section 7.6 was dedicated on the comparison of the MF PE with the state
of the art systems highlighted in Chapter 1, SpotFi [19], LTEye [31], and CUPID [32].
Findings showed that MF PE was the only algorithm that was able to obtain the direct
AoA with very high certainty. The mean error performance of MF PE compared to Oracle
(an ideal version of SpotFi) improved the direct AoA estimation 3.7 degrees while for
75% of the measurements improved the estimation by 6.5 degrees, and for 95% of the
measurements improved the estimation by 27 degrees.
The findings of this Chapter proved that MF PE was able to obtain a very high accuracy
in direct AoA estimation compared to the state of the art systems. These findings indicated
that the use of MF could decrease the number of receivers required, because MF PE was
able to estimate the direct AoA with high accuracy. Moreover, the low error of the direct
AoA estimation was achieved when at least two out of three signals contained relevant
phase information in their subspace. Therefore, the use of at least three frequencies was
important. Furthermore, if the mean performance was the main concern of the system,
the overall number of elements could be reduced from 10 to 8, but the use of SVD was
crucial to the excellent performance, because it was able to maintain phase information,
that QR decomposition does not.

Chapter 8
Conclusions and future research
This Chapter summarises the findings of this research, draws conclusions based on
the findings and highlights potential future research. Section 8.1 presents the findings of
each Chapter with detailed results and explanations, while Section 8.2 provides a brief
description on future research this research could generate.
8.1 Summary
The first Section is dedicated to the conclusions of the presented research by sum-
marising the context and findings of each Chapter. In Chapter 1, it was made evident that
localisation is a research topic with no universal solution. Outdoor localisation research
is focused on GPS, while indoor localisation systems require an unrealistic number of re-
ceivers or exhaustive pre-calibration. Then it highlights the novelty of this research, which
is the use of frequency diverse RF antenna arrays for AoA estimation. This Chapters
concludes by listing the research contributions and the organisation of this thesis.
Chapter 2 was dedicated on the necessary background information. First, the analyt-
ical model of the receiver was presented. It was followed by the most basic method of
estimating the AoA from the received phase, interferometry. Then, the MUSIC and ES-
PRIT subspace algorithm were introduced, which are more advanced methods and they
are based on the orthogonality between the noise and the signal subspaces to resolve the
AoA. Moreover, decorrelation methods were introduced such as SS and FB SS, which are
used by state of the art systems. Finally, multiple simulations are presented to provide an
insight on the MUSIC power spectra and how it is affected as a function of SNR, number
of ULA elements, and AoA noise.
Chapter 3 is were the state of the art localisation systems are presented. The list is
categorised based on the metrics that are utilised to achieve that. Some of the papers were
highlighted and later compared with the outputs of this research in Chapters 6 and 7.
Through the literature review, it was made evident that the majority of the systems were
bound by protocols and therefore, the use of multiple broadly spaced frequencies had not




Chapter 4 introduces the novel tri-band PCB antenna design, measurements and sim-
ulation. Measured results show that the the return losses were all within the design
parameters, and the design antenna was employed for both transmitter and receiver array.
Moreover, measurements and simulation of the PCB antenna as a ULA showed that the
reflection coefficients of the targeted frequencies were within design parameters and that
there was no effect of mutual coupling.
Chapter 5 presented the design of both transmitter and receiver used for the measure-
ments in Chapters 6 and 7. Transmitter characterisation showed that the missmatch losses
for all frequencies not exceeding -0.6 dB and resulted that the overall the transmitter de-
sign was adequate for its purpose, being able to perform measurements for approximately
20 hours of continuous use. Furthermore, the RSP2 receiver array was presented with a
detailed explanation on how the array was synchronised and calibrated. Frequency syn-
chronisation was achieved by connecting the output of the sampling clock of the first RSP2
to the following RSP2, while time synchronisation took advantage of the two ports. A sig-
nal was injected on Port B of the RSP2 and the same signal could be seen in Port A with
zero phase difference but attenuated by 14 dB. Finally, receiver array characterisation was
presented, with the dynamic range of the RSP2 receiver array measured to be -130 dBm
to -50 dBm for f1, -120 dBm to -50 dBm for f2, and -110 dBm to -40 dBm for f3. Also the
impedances of the RSP2 were measured and the highest missmatch loss was estimated to
be -3.9 dB, -5.1 dB, and -1.9 dB, for f1, f2 and f3 respectively. This did not have a great
affect on the dynamic range of the receiver, and therefore the receiver array was adequate
to perform the final measurements.
In Chapter 6, the first major contribution of this research was presented; the extraction
of AoA from MF RSS measurements [29]. In these first measurements performed in an
anechoic chamber, the ULA gain patterns were evident in the RSS when the transmitter
was close to the receiver. As the transmitter got farther away, the RSS patterns of the
lower frequencies f1 and f2 became flat. After additional measurements in an outdoor
environment, the ground reflection introduced did not affected the RSS patterns. On the
contrary, multi-ray simulation of an indoor environment found that the wall reflections
affected the RSS patterns. Therefore, two novel techniques were developed, named xCorr,
and MF RMS to extract AoA from RSS patterns. Measurements were performed in an
indoor environment to evaluate the two techniques and then they were compared with
the state of the art systems that estimate the AoA from RSS, introduced in Chapter 1. The
state of the art systems employ either a SBA or ESPAR antennas which both increase the
overall cost and system complexity. Compared with SBA systems, the proposed technique
xCorr, in some cases reduced the mean error by 1.3 degrees [45], or slightly increased
it by 0.3 degrees [46]. Compared with ESPAR systems, the proposed technique always
increased the error by 4 degrees [47] and 3.7 degrees [48]. The real benefit of the proposed
technique was the significantly reduced system complexity that was required.
Chapter 7 presented the second major contribution of this research, where the AoA
was estimated by fusing signals from MF [30]. First, the indoor environment that was
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used for measurements was introduced followed by the performance evaluation of the SF
MUSIC algorithm presented in Chapter 2. The issues of each individual frequency were
highlighted and it was made evident that merging the three proposed frequencies could
potentially improve the AoA estimation. Then, two algorithms were introduced; MF SF
that fuses all the SF spectra formulating a single spectrum, and MF PE which entangles
the phases on a signal level, formulates the appropriate steering vector and estimates
the AoA. Using the same measurements, the MF algorithms were evaluated. Findings
showed that MF PE algorithm improved the direct AoA estimation in all cases reducing
the overall error for 50% of the measurements to 2.4 degrees, in 75% of the measurements
to 7 degrees, and in 95% of the measurements to 12.8 degrees. Then, the robustness
of MF PE was tested by reducing the number of frequencies and it was found that all
frequencies were required to maintain the low error performance. Moreover, by reducing
the number of ULA elements from 10 to 9, the mean error performance was increased by
2.8 degrees to 4.2 degrees, while for 75% of the cases the error increased by 7 degrees.
Hence, reducing the number of elements greatly affected the 75% performance. Also, the
use of QR decomposition instead of SVD was investigated, as suggested in Chapter 1
[58]. It was found that QR decomposition affected the performance of MF PE because it
reduced the phase information obtained from the subspace. Finally, MF PE was compared
with the state of the art localisation system SpotFi on estimating the direct AoA. Findings
showed that MF PE reduced the mean error by 6.2 degrees; moreover, for 75% of the cases
the error was reduced by 12.7 degrees, and for 95% of the cases the error was reduced by
33.1 degrees.
The findings of Chapters 6 and 7, proved that MF can provide a plethora of benefits.
MF reduced the overall hardware cost, and achieved the same or slightly worse result.
Furthermore, it showed through measurements that MF PE can dramatically improve the
direct AoA estimation, compared to state of the art systems. With the needs of localisa-
tion being highlighted in Chapter 1, MF is the only approach that can achieve universal
localisation with high accuracy. The lower frequencies enable long range communications,
while the diversity of the MF signals in indoors provide a unique advantage over the state
of the art localisation systems.
8.2 Future research
This Section presents possible future research that can be generated from this work.
Subsection 8.2.1 presents a novel idea for a circularly polarised MF antenna which could
be employed by both transmitter and receiver, while Subsection 8.2.2 is dedicated on
explaining a novel application of Genetic Algorithm (GA) to estimate the properties of the
rays that reach the receiver. Finally, Subsection 8.2.3 presents an autonomous localisation
system that could potentially employ a self evolving algorithm that would autonomously
learn the propagating environment and perform localisation.
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8.2.1 Circularly polarised transmitting and receiving antenna
It is known that diversely polarised antennas for AoA detection allow the detection
of closely spaced signals [21]. The authors in [21] showed that the use of MUSIC with
a polarisation angle of 10 degrees was able to resolve the AoA of two signal separated
by 1 degree degree, with an error of 0.1 RMS, for 12 dB SNR. On the contrary, a linearly
polarised array was unable to separate the two signals. Hence, the use of diverse polarised
antennas can reduce the AoA noise. Taking that into consideration, the design of a tri-
band Circularly Polarised (CP) antenna started, at the end of the research. The purpose
was to utilise a CP antenna, repeat the measurements with CP and linear antennas with
MF, and evaluate the benefits. The design process is described in detail below.
In [115], the authors presented a reduced size CP antenna for 434 MHz with mean-
dered bow-tie elements and a quadrifilar feed. The designed antenna solved the issue of
the size requirements of 434 MHz and reduced the overall size to 11.24 cm. Moreover,
circular polarisation was achieved with a feed network using lump element components.
By following a similar design, a tri-band circularly polarised antenna could designed and
simulated for frequencies that are used in this research. An example of such design is
show in Fig. 8.1. The four meandering elements are the radiating parts of the antenna,
while the square in the centre could house the matching circuit and create the phase offset
required for each element. To create the phase offset on board the antenna, the employ-
ment of an ADL5390 could be considered [116]. ADL5390 is an Intermediate Frequency
(IF)/RF vector multiplier. The ADL5390 consists of two RF inputs and two broadband
variable gain amplifiers (20 MHz, to 2.4 GHZ) whose outs are summed. The maximum
output can be controlled to a maximum of +5 dB or minimum of -30 dB, while the phase
can be shifted over 360 degrees. The adjustable modulation bandwidth is up to 230 MHz,
with a noise floor of -148 dBm/Hz.
Finally, the CP antenna that would be employed in a real system, as a transmitter or
receiver. The ADL5390 has the ability to control the gain, which will be a great feature for
the transmitter, enabling OOK or pulse modulation, which could be used to improve AoA
accuracy. To increase the information that the transmitter provides, an OOK modulated
signal could be transmitted with sensor data, instead of a CW. The designed CP antenna
could potentially serve multiple different bands, simply by changing the matching circuit.
Therefore, the design of such CP antenna could have a wider research impact.
8.2.2 Genetic Algorithms for localisation without fingerprinting
Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) is a large family of heuristic problem solving algorithms
that have found applications in real world problems [117, 118]. GA specifically, is a subset
of EAs. In GA problem, a population is evolved toward a better solution. Each individual
of the population has a set of unique set of properties which can be mutated. The evolution
begins from a random population, where each individual is evaluated through a fitness
function. The fitness function is the optimisation problem expressed in a form of an
equation. After the population is evaluated, the best solutions of the fitness function are
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Figure 8.1: Example of a tri-band CP antenna.
selected to breed a new population, forming the next generation. The iterative process
continues with the new generation being evaluated with the same fitness function; then,
the best performing individuals are selected to breed the next generation. The iterative
process continues for a predetermined number of generations or until certain criteria of
the GA are met. Advanced GA takes mutation into consideration, where randomly a
number of the population is mutated and has its unique properties changed randomly.
Every GA requires a genetic representation and a fitness function. Genetic represen-
tation is the way of representing the individual of the population, while fitness function
is the objective function used to summarise the performance of an individual. Therefore,
having a genetic representation and a fitness function, the optimisation problem can be
solved heuristically. The benefit of heuristic algorithms is the trade-off between accuracy
or precision for speed. Therefore, the GA finds a shortcut to a solution, being convex
or non-convex. Therefore, GA are structured to solve very wide range of problems, en-
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gineering and computer science [119], earth sciences [120], finance and economics [121],
and social sciences [122].
As this research has indicated, indoor localisation can be extremely difficult. Therefore,
an application of a GA can help produce a system that performs localisation on complex
environments, such as indoors. The multi-ray model which was explained in this research,
can serve as the objective function. Since the RSS is a function of rays and distances that
depend on the location of the transmitter, the GA could heuristically attempt to resolve the
location to mach the measured RSS. The use of GA has been studied before for outdoor
environments and cellular transmission [123]. Findings showed that GA ray-tracing can
achieve significant reduction in computation time.
Moreover, by applying GA ray-tracing in an indoor environment would eliminate the
requirement for fingerprinting RSS values. Therefore, the pre-calibration requirements of
the method introduced in Chapter 6 would be eliminated. Finally, an example that GA
could be applied is with multiple low cost RSS receivers distributed in an area, performing
RSS measurements. Each receiver would apply a local GA to estimate the location of the
transmitter. Their results would be shared on a single device in an IoT network and then
by running a local algorithm or machine learning network, the final estimation would be
made.
8.2.3 Autonomous localisation system
This Subsection is dedicated to the ideal goal of the future research. Machine learning
research spending is expected to grow from £9.4B in 2018 to £45B by 2021. Advancements
in research and development of machine learning algorithms and integrated circuits will
have an impact on the future localisation systems, effecting accuracy and speed. Therefore,
the next step of this research should investigate the use of different DNN, that will utilise
multiple metrics, such as the traditional RSS, AoA, and the MF which was introduced in
this research. A DNN is a broad family of machine learning algorithms based on Artificial
Neural Network (ANN), and they can be either supervised or unsupervised.
With the flexibility of being both supervised and unsupervised, the system should
incorporate a supervised DNN first. The supervised DNN would accept metrics from the
localisation system, then attempt to localise the transmitter, and finally apply corrections.
The corrections could be either human input or images from cameras that can pin point
the exact location of the transmitter. The idea behind this system is that it could be set in
an environment and for a short time with human or camera corrections the DNN would
be trained. After the DNN is trained, the human or camera corrections can be removed,
therefore the overall cost of the system is reduced. If low cost cameras are implemented
they could remain in position and continue the training the DNN in key locations.
The following step would be to remove the corrections. That would be possible by
replacing the human and camera corrections with sensor data. The use of sensor data
such as magnetic field, accelerometer, and gyroscopic data, has been used before, in Si-
multaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM) systems. For example, in [124] the author
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used sensor data from the phone, and attempts to localise the location by setting bound-
aries made by opportunistic transmission of signals such as Very High Frequency (VHF)
signals, Frequency Modulation (FM) radio, cellular, and television data. The result was
a low accuracy system when the locations are not revisited periodically. Therefore, by
formulating a DNN that utilises metrics from MFs instead of opportunistic signals, which
offer accuracy, the overall performance is expected to be improved. Such system would
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